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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Few people have not been exposed to terminology such as: systems

analysis, life-cycle cost, system effectiveness, measures of effectiveness,

models, cost benefit, input, output, data, etc. Although these words are in

daily usage, they often have different meanings for different people. Their

use evokes a wide range of varied reactions.

At one extreme is the viewpoint that such analyses are modern types

of witchcraft, or numerology, practiced by a priestly cast. Results and con-

clusions obtained are suspect and these procedures are viewed as a means of

spoiling (or soiling) or obscuring otherwise vaiid engineering analyses.

At the other extreme is the viewpoint that any solution to a problem

which does not employ such techniques (or at least is liberally sprinkled

with such terminology) is not "modern" or authoritative. A third type of

reaction may be that of individuals who are familiar with the underlying

concepts associated with such termi fogy but are unsure whether or not

they have any relevance to the problem at hand. To paraphrase a popular

comment about the weather, one may wonder whether these techniques,

(granted that they are popular and everyone talks about them) can do any-

thing- about the necessary decisions with which orie is faced.

This study does not purport to address all of the above issues but only

those which are relevant to the general problem of comparing competing

candidates and choosing an optimum wastewater management system for

selected U.S. Coast Guard cutters. The following discussion is related to

some of the issues which led to this study.



Complex Problems and Simplistic Approaches

The aforementioned terminology is symptomatic of the complex society

we live In and the concomitant and increasing complexity of the systems we

use to support it. The two extreme viewpoints are also symptomatic of the

various analytic techniques which are used, and sometimes abused, in an

effort to cope with this complexity. They are, in effect, reactions to two

types of extremes. One extreme is the use of oversophistcated analytic

techniques for relatively simple problems which do not warrant such power-

ful machinery. The other extreme is the'attempt to use simplistic approaches

to solve complex problems. Ideally, the analytic technique should match

the problem. Just as ovei~ll is undersirable, so is it important to recognize

that generally there are no simple solutions or shortcuts to complicated pro-

blems.

What are simplistic approaches? Briefly stated, simplistic approaches

are those which do not address all the relevant considerations and, at the

same time, ignore the interrelationships between them. Such an approach

focuses on a few issues to the exclusion of the others, without attempting

to assess the effects of such exclusions. But considerations which are

ignored do not go away or disappear. They sometimes have an unpleasant

way of returning.

Characteristtc of simplistic approaches is the search for and discovery

of a "formula" which requires the substitution of a few easily determined

parameters associated with the systems. Among the simplistic approaches

must also be included those which, in effect, attempt to provide answers without

fully exploring what the questions are, i.e., without relating to the specifics

of the candidate systems and their associated context. Such an approach

purports to provide solutions and conclusions without requiring as an

input (in addition to data) the structure and a configuration of the candidate

2



systems, i.e., how the subsystems/equipments interrelate to accomplish

the intended function. This type of approach should be carefully reviewed

for the ability to provide meaningful results. *

Simplistic approaches are popular because they promise to solve c'om-

plex problems the easy way. Although this is never stated explicitly,

simplistic approaches carrywith them the implied assumption (or belief)

that they automate, or at least greatly simplify, the decision- making

process. Thus, they provide a false sense of security.

What then is a "sophisticated" approach which is suitable for complex

problems ? Some characteristics of such an approach are the ability to take

into account all the relevant considerations, thus allowing a full examination

of all issues which are of interest to the decision maker; it acccmmodates

the dependencies which are inherent in the problem; and it is based on the

use of relevant, valid and accurate data. However, this is not any more

specific than the suggestion that the design of a bridge should be based

on Newton's laws of motion. It is for this reason that a specific analysis

methodology with clearly defined procedural steps is required.

Why Cost Effectiveness?

Cost effectiveness has to do with the strategy one uses to acquire

a system, a service, or process when more than one legitimate competing

candidate exists. To a large extent, cost effectiveness concepts and asso-

ciated analytic techniques owe their origins to agencies of the Department

of Defense.

These concepts are a reaction to the fallacy of attempting to acquire

a complex military system simply on the basis of initial cost (i.e., acquisi-

tion cost) and performance (i.e., performance at the time of purchase).

*It is noted that the use of this type of simplistic approach is often respon-

sible for imparting a bad reputation to an entire field of analysis - and
deserves the label of witchcraft or numerology.

3



Although such a simple buying strategy may b, adequate for products which

are used or consumed at the time of purchase or soon thereafter (certain

foods, services, etc., in which the purchase price and the initial quality

are the primne considerations), there is more to acquiring a complex system.

The element of time becomes an important issue and it has implications for

both cost and performance (as well as for numerous other considerations).

Complex systems break down and their performance degrades with time.

Repairs cost money, they make the system unavailable, etc. Complica-

ting the situation is the fact that many of these events are random; hence,

one cannot plan for them in advance on the basis of deterministic procedures.

In pracL.ce, it has been found that the real cost of a complex system,

such as a weapon system, often exceeds the initial acquisition cost by one

or several orders of magnitude. In addition, the performance, as well as

other characteristics, often changes considerably as the system ages.

These realities gave rise to concepts of cost effectiveness, namely that

all costs incurred should Le tracked over time and accounted for, and that ths

the degradation in performance as a function of time should be fully addressed,

including all the implications which follow from this.

Although the aim of cost effectiveness analysis is laudable, its practice

has not always been up to par with its principles and ideals. Rarely are all

relevant considerations taken into account in a direct, explicit, systematic,

and comprehensive manner. The attempt to take into account the dependencies

of both cost and effectiveness on the time element has resulted in an interest

and intensive activity in the field of reliability. Thus, "effectiveness analysis"

"(or "effectiveness assurance"' became synonomous with "reliability/maintain-

ability/availability analysis" .

This study was undertaken in an effort to develop and apply a system-

atic and well defined cost effectiveness analysis methodology which would be

4



suitable for candidate wastewater management s*, býems. In general, any

choice of a candidate is made on the basis of information about the candi-

dates and the use of subjective judgements by the decicion maker. However,

information about complex systems includes a wide range of different con-

siderations and issues. The objectives of this cost effectiveness analysis

methodology is the development of procedural steps for methodically

accommodating and integrating all considerations of interest, including

technical data and such intangibles as objectives, constraints, guidelines,

assumptions, and the subjective judgements of the decision maker.

This approach is based on viewing all considerations of interest as

falling into two categories, namely economic and non-economic. The

economic considerations are all those which affect life-cycle cost and are

taken to be the penalty aspect of a candidate. The remaining considerations

of interest represent effectiveness and are associated with the overall

quality of a candidate (performance, safety, habitability, etc.). However,

a given system consideration may have an effect on both categories. As

an example, the number of man-hours required for operation and maintenance

affects the penalty aspect (i.e., the cost of labor) as well as overall quality

(i.e., the extent of the burden on the crew). The overall problem of choosing an

optimum candidate is thus viewed as a two-dimensional problem requiring a

trade-off between life-cycle cost (penalty) and effectiveness (overall

quality).* Notions of "worth" are used in the context of such a trade -off.

However, unlike other approaches, this approach does not attempt to use

notions of worth to make a direct conversion of effectiveness into cost or

vice versa.

*This approach is valid for non-revenue producing systems. For revenue

producing candidate systems, a third and vital issue (namely its revenue
producing or income potential) must be taken into account and the problem
is then studied in three dimensions.
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Interfacing With the Real World

What was definitely not wanted (in accordance with the objectives and

intent of this study) is a theoretical analyses approach, applied to a hypo-

thetical problem, using assumed data, and the development of results and

conclusions intended for an imaginary decision-maker. Instead, the goal

was the development and application of a viable methodology which can

address the real world. Such a requirement has a number of implications.

No elaborate arguments are required to convey the idea that meaning-

ful and valid results and conclusions cannot be obtained unless relevant and

accurate data are made available. Since the cost-effectiveness analysis

methodology per-se does not generate the required data, or for that matter

the candidate systems to be analyzed, such information has to be ob-

tained as an input to this methodology. In the Dverall scheme of things
this type of information is obtained via other supporting analyses which are

coordinated with the cost-effectiveness analysis procedure. However, a viable

methodology must address a number of other issues in addition to the question

of data. It must be capable of interfacing not only with real systems but with

real people as well.

First and foremost, the methodology must interface with the decision -

maker who must have a clear understanding of the principles of the approach

as well as the procedural steps and feel comfortable with them. Furthermore,

the approach must be capable of being integrated into the decision-makers

routines and his overall scheme of operation. Expecting a radical departure

in normal operating procedure is unrealistic.

Another type of interface is that between the decision-mak-er and

specialists in other disciplines. This interface is especially important in
a large scale project or study effort in which the necessary data for

6
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quantifying both cost and effectiveness may require inputs from experts In

several different disciplines. One cannot realistically expect to address

oneself to individuals in other disciplines and ask for an effectiveness

analysis or even for effectiveness attribute data. Attempting to do this may,

at best, result in a blank stare and at worst, in a hostile reaction. Instead,

what must be done is to formulate specific questions in terms which are

meaningful within these disciplines. This can be accomplished by formalizing

the process, at least to the extent that it can be carefully documented.

Questions must be specific and they must be clearly stated. Thus, one might say

that this approach abhors vagueness and ambiguity.

Testing the Approach

The candidate wastewater management systems and vessels included

in this study provided ample opportunities for testing and validating the

entire range of aspects associated with this approach. These, systems also

provided additional problems which may not be present in other types of

candidates, hence the ability of the approach to cope with these systems

represents a demonstration of its validity, versatility, and practicality.

The additional problems resulted from the requirement to handle two

separate waste streams (namely, black as well as gray wastewaters) and the

fact that these systems are synthesized as hybrid combinations of the

subsystems/equipments of different MSDs. This presented special problems

for both the cost and the effectiveness analyses. Specifically, all data had

to be developed and documented on an MSD subsystem/equipment basis

rather Lhan on an overall MSD basis as it is ordinarily presented. rurthermore,

each candidate system had to be viewed as consisting of three subsystems

(often containing common subsystems/equipments) and both the cost as well

as the effectiveness related data on an overall WMS level had to be synthesized

from its constituent MSD subsystem/equipment data. Procedures for doing this

had to be developed.
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A further complication was the requirement to include candidate system/

vessel coribinations (based on the use of holding tanks) which do not provide

full holding capacity for black and/or gray wastewaters. This requirement

necessitated special procedures and extra precautions in the presentation

and interpretation of results and conclusions.

The ability of the cost effectiveness analysis methodology to interface

with supporting analyses used to develop the' neqessary input data was

demonstrated via the MSD analysis and the WMS installation analysis. The

effectiveness model served as a medium of communication for guiding these

analyses. All aspects relating to the procedural steps of the methodology as

well as the data development have been carefully documented. An attempt

has been made to maintain a clear distinction between the model, its

associated input data, its outputs, and the governing assumptions. Where

a conflict arose, preference was given to the modeling and procedural

aspects over data accuracies, since the latter are more readily corrected

than the former. This aspect of the appli'cation served to verify the feasibility

of managing the details of the entire approach, including the data handling

"mechanics" in a realistic environment.

The practicality of the interface with the decision-.maker was validated

through extensive participatign by Coast Guard technical personnel in the

development of the effectiveness model.

A final test of the approach concerns another interface with the decision-

maker. Many numbers have been developed in the course of this study. This

report abounds with tables, charts and figures presentiny information and

results at different levels of detail. Although much of the effort associated

with this study was consumed in the development of these numbers, they do not

represent the ultimate objective of the study. The full purpose of the analysis

would not be served if these numbers could not ultimately be reinterpreted by the

decision-maker in terms of candidate system properties, trends, inferences,

and decisions.

8
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OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this study is twofold.

Deveiopment of a Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Methodology

The first objective is the development of a conceptual basis as well as

a practical approach for quantifying the life-cycle cost and effectiveness of

candidate system/vessel combinations and using these for selecting an

optimum system for each vessel.

The approach for quantifying effectiveness should ,be capable of

addressing all considerations of intrest and be consistent With the data

which are available or can be obtained with reasonable effort. It should also

be capable of accommodating all specifics of the problem and its context,

including such intangibles as objectives, requirements, constraints,

policies, guidelines, assumptions, and subjective judgements of the

decision maker.

The approach for quantifying life-cycle cost should address all cost

elements and all variables which affect the life-cycle cost of wastewater

management systems. The approach should take into account all depen-

dencies between the variables and parameters of life-cycle cost and it

should be consistent with the data which are either available or can be

obtained with reasonable effort.

Application of Methodology

The second objective is the development and analysis of candidate

wastewater management systems (WMS) for six U.S. Coast Guard cutters I

The objective of these systems is to manage both the black and gray

wastewaters aboard the selected vessels. The candidate systems are to

be developed as hybrid combinations of subsystems from commercially

available marine sanitary devices (MSDs) using engineering judgement

to select those which have a good chance of meeting performance requirements.

9



The objective of the application includes generation of all data

necessary for the development of the candidate systems, the life-cycle

cost estimates and the effectiveness assessment. A specific objective

and guideline in this connection is that, to the extent possible, data used

should be reaiistic and obtained directly from. the source, rather than

projected or derived indirectly. Following are specific requirements in

keeping with-this objective:

* Visits to inspect the MSDs included in this study on operational

vessels.

Scaling of MSDs included in this study, for use in the development

of the candidate WMS, should be considered only to the extent

that the various, capacities and model types are either commercially

available or engineering data for them are available from the

manufacturer.

Hybrid systems should be considered only to the extent that

successful operation can be expected without significent

equipment modifications.

The development of candidate systems for each vessel (as well as

the subsequent analysis) should be based on vessel operationai

requirements as determined from actual vessel mission profiles

obtained from the ship logs of each vessel.

The installation analysis to determine feasibility of installation as

well as the subsequent analysis to develop installation cost

estimates, drawings, and installation dependent effectiveness

attribute data are to be based on actual vessel shipcheck inspections

and are to be performed in consultation with naval architects and

marine engineers.

10



SCOPE

This study consists of efforts directed at the fulfillment of two main

2bjectives, namely, the development of a generalized methodology for

analyzing alternative systems in order to select an optimum (i.e., most

cost effective) candidate; and the testing and validation of the entire

approach through its application to a real-world problem. The original

scope of the developmental effort was limited to the approach for quantifying

life-cycle cost and effectiveness and procedures for using these numbers

to select an optimu., candidate system as a function of platform (i.e. , vessel).,

However, in the course of developing the necessary data for the candidate

systems as part of the verification of the approach, additional supporting

analyses were introduced and generalized. These include the following:

* The vessel mission profile analysis.

* The MSD analysis.

* The WMS engineering analysis.

• The WMS installation analysis.

The development and incorporation of these analyses as part of this

study resulted from conformance to the basic intent 'of develo ing an approach

which is capable of interfacing with the real world and can r alistically cope

with the problem of developing and using the data required as an input. What

resulted is more than merely a conceptual framework for a co t-effectiveness

analysis approach with a, sample application.

The approaches for quantifying life-cycle cost and effe tiveness, and

these supporting analyses complement each other.. The appro ch for quanti-

fying cost and effectiveness provides structure and orientatio to these

analyses (which would have to be performed anyway in order o generate

realistic inputs) so that they become well directed, rather than disorganized,

efforts. On the other hand, these supporting analyses serve .wo important

functions. First, they provide the required inputs for the cos -effectiveness

analysis. Second, these supporting analyses act to halt the eemand for

11



types and forms of data which cannot be realistically expected within the

confines of a given study. Thus, the result is a generalized and systematic

methodology for solving problems, at least those in the context of comparing

competing candiates and selecting an optimum.

The scope of each specific effort is described briefly in the following

paragraphs. The applicability and limitations of both the results and the

methodology are also discussed. The results of this study appear in. this

volume as well as in the others. The relationships and dependencies

between the information in-the various volumes of this report are indicated

in the diagram presented in the Preface to the report.

Development and Application of the Effectiveness Assessment Methodology

The effort under this portion of the study includes the following:

Development and documentation of a generalized effectiveness

modeling and assessment methodology (see Volume II).

Development and documentation of a generalized computer program

for quantifying the effectiveness of candidate system/vessel

combinations (see Volume II).

Development of an effectiveness model suitable for analyzing

candidate wastewater management systems (WMS) for selected

U.S. Coast Guard vessels. The candidate systems are intended

for managing the black (output from commodes, urinals and

garbage grinder) and gray (galley and turbid, i.e., output from

sinks, showers, laundry, deck, drains) wastewaters aboard

the vessels (see Volume II).

Development and documentation o7 the effectiveness attribute

data required as input to the effectiveness model (see Volumes III

and V).

Exercise the effectiveness model by substituting the data and

developing quantitative effectiveness assessments for all viable

candidate system/vessel combinations (see Volume II).

12
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The emphasis in the effectiveness modeling area was on the develop-

ment of the procedural aspects of the approach, leading to a general and

well defined m.ethodology with clearly identifiable steps. Guidelines for

executing each step have been developed and are documented.

An important aspect of the development of the effectiveness model for

wastewater management systems was the verification of the feasibility and

practicality of decision-maker participation in its development, which is a

specific requirement of the approach.

Development and Application of the Life-Cycle Cost Model

The effort under this portion of the study included the following:

Development and documentation of a life-cycle cost model for

candidate wastewater management system concepts as a function

of vessel on wkaich they are implemented (presented in this volume).

Development and documentation of cost-related data required as

input to the life-cycle cost model (see Volumes iII and V).

* Exercise the life-cycle cost model by substituting the data and

developing life-cycie cost estimates (including intermediate

results) for all viable system/vessel combinations (presented in

this volume).

Perform a sensitivity analysis on the life-cycle cost estimates

(presented in this volume).

The emphasis in the development of the life-cycle cost model was on

including all cost elements and cost related parameters as well as address-

ing all the dependencies among them.

Automation of the life-cycle cost model wat not within the scope of

this study.

13



MSDs. Candidate Systems and Vessels Considered

The MSDs to be included in this study were specified by the U.S.

Coast Guard. The selection of specific MSDs was based on two considera-

tions. First, inclusions of representatives of the different MSD concepts

currently in use or under evaluation, namely, reduced volume vacuum and

pumped coll3ction; recirculation; flow through; and CHT (collection, holding

and transfer). Second, inclusion of a representative from each of the above

concepts which has the most extensive history of actual use and/or develop-

ment and testing. In order to accommodate the nee'd for systems of various

capacities for which the cited MSDs are not particularly appropriate, other

selected sizes and types of equipment from the same manufacturers were

included, even though the development or testing was not as extensive as

for the MSDs originally selected.

The following five MSDs were considered for this study:

* JERED reduced volume vacuum flush collection/incineration,

Model V85003 as installed on the USS Kraus (DD 848). For

reduced capacity requirements, JERED's Small Boat Sewage

Collection System was considered.

GATX reduced volume flush pumped transfer collection/evaporation,

as installed on the Navy service craft MONOB (YAG-61). For

reduced capacity requirements, smaller evaporators which are

catalog items from the evaporator supplier, but which have not

yet had the GATX modifications designed for them, were considered.

Chrysler recirculating oil full volume flush collection/incineration,

Aqua-Sans Models A, A/B an,- plus waste Holding Tank and

Incinerator for Model C.

Grumman flow through/incineration, modified version of prototype

installed on USCGC Red Beech (WLM-686). The major modification

14



is the substitution of a Thiokol Corporation incinerator subsystem

in placc of the Grumman izicilerator. Other modifications are

described in Volume V.

Collection, Holding and Transfer (CHT) system. Th•eCHT System

Is not proprietary to any one manufacturer, and is generally custom-

fitted in each installation.

The systems considered for this study are the 18 WMS concepts in

configurations suitable for each of the six vessels included in this study

(see Volume IV). Of these, data were developed and results obtained only

for those system/vessel combinations which were judged to be viable

candidates on the basis of the installation analysis (see Volume III).

The six vessels to be included in this study were specified by the

Coast Guard and are as indicated below.

S.. .. . ...... CREW
VESSEL CLASS TYPE SIZE HOME PORT

GALLATIN (378') WHEC-721 HIigh Endurance Cutter 152 Governor's Island,

Hamilton (378') Class NLw York

VIGOROUS (210') WMEC-627 Medium Endurance Cutter 60 New London.

Resolute (210') B Class Conn.

FIREBUSH (180') WLB-393 Buoy Tendor 50 Governor's Island,
Basswood (180') C Class (Seagoing) New York

PAMLICO (160') WLIC - 800 Buoy and Construction 13 New Construction
New Contruction Tender (Intended for Operation
Based on Data (Inland) in Depot Corpus,

from Texas)
------------------------------------------------- ---------17-re~ii ;

SHADBUSH (74') WLI-74287 Buoy Tender 9 New Orleans La.
Clematis (74') Class (Inland) (Transferred to

Galveston. Texas)
------- ------------------ ------------ -------------- ---------------- i

CLAMP (75') WLIC-75306 Construction Tender 5 Galveston, Texas
Clamp (75') Class (Inland) (Transferred to New

Orleans, La.)

WHITE SAGE (133') WLM-544 Buoy Tender 21 Woods Hole. Mass.
White Summac (133') Class (Coastal)

POINT HERRON (82) WPB-82318 Patrol Boat 8 Bay Shore, New York

Point (82') C Class (Small) (Fire Island)
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Vessel Mission Profile Study

The vessel mission profile analysis is one of the supporting analyses

for the application. This effort was directed at the development of those

vessel mission profile characteristics necessary for the development of the

candidate system configurations as a function of vessel, and for estimating

life-cycle cost. This resulted in a generalized procedure for collecting and

.analyzing vessel mission profile data. The results of this effort are presented

in Vclume VI.

MSD Analysis

The MSD analysis is one of the supporting analyses for the application.

The effort was directed at developing a full characterization of the rive Marine

Sanitary. Devices (MSDs) which were hybridized to form the subsystems of the

18 candidate Wastewater Management System (WMS) configurations included

in this study. The purpose of this characterization is to develop the various

types of generic MSD data necessary for the following phases of this study:

Development of the 18 candidate WMS concepts and the corre-

sponding configurations suitable for each vessel included in this

study, as well as the associated installation requirements.

Quantification of the effectiveness of each viable candidate

system/vessel combination.

Development of life-cycle cost estimates for each viable candidate

system/vessel c mbination.

The specific types of MSD data developed, on a subsystem level,

include the following:

MSD description, including the following:

Principle of operation

Method of implementing principle of operation

16



Physical characteristics including:

- Weights

- Volumes

- Dimensions (including maximum height)

- Pipe connection specffications

Vessel resource hook up requirements (e.g., fuel, electric

power, fresh water, compressed air, cooling water, ventila-

tion, and ambient air).

MSD related effectiveness attribute data, including the follow-

ing types of informacion:

Installation characteristics

Performance characteristics

Operability characteristics

Personnel safety characteristics

Habitability characteristics

Reliability characteristics

Maintainability characteristics

MSD costs, including the following:

Acquisition (including initial spare parts)

Operation and maintenance, including the following:

- Consumables

- Repair parts

- Labor (number of men, man-hours, skills, frequency of
tasks)

- Vessel resources (fuel, electric power, fresh water,
compressed air, etc.)

This effort resulted in a generalized procedure for developing and

documenting data on a subsystem level tailored to the requirements of both

the life-cycle cost and the effectiveness models. The results of this effort

are presented in Volume V.

17
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WMS Enaineering Analysis

The WMS engineering analysis is one of the supporting analyses for

the application. This effort was directed at the development of both system

concepts, as well as specific configurations suitable for implementing these

system concepts on each of the vessels included in this study. This effort

resulted in a systematic procedure for developing candidate systems, taking

into account the parameters which determine system configuration and com-

ponent sizing, as well as the relevant guidelines and assumptions. The

results of this effort are presented in Volume IV.

WMS Installation Analysis

The WMS installation analysis is one of the supporting analyses for

the application. This effort was directed at developing the following infor-

mation:

Development of pertinent vessel information necessary for the

cost and effectiveness analyses, including the following:

Existing physical conditions aboard the vessel, especially

in compartments where wastewater management system

equipments may be installed.

Existing wastewater management equipments/systems aboard

the vessel (holding tanks, garbage grinders, sewage treatment

systems, etc.).

Location of black and gray wastewater sources aboard the

vessel.

Vessel resource capacities and estimated usage rates (prior

to system installation).

Selection of the viable candidate systems as determined on the

basis of the feasibility of installation, using the governing

installation guidelines and assumptions.

18
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• Determination of the black/gray wastewater (or sludge) holding

tank capacities which can be fitted.

Development of installation cost estimates for each viable

candidate system.

Development of drawings showing the proposed arrangement of

the wastewater management system equipments for each viable

candidate as well as the arrangement of the black and gray

wastewater sources on board the vessel.

Development of installation related effectiveness attribute data.

This' effort resulted in a systematic procedure for developing and

documenting installation related data tailored to the requirements

of both the life-cycle cost and effectiveness models. The results

of this effort are presented in Volume III.

General Applicability of the Approach

Both the concepts and the procedural steps of the life-cycle cost and

effectiveness modeling and quantification methodology developed as part of-

this study are general and have wide applicability.

Specifically, this methodology is applicable to any type of problem

which can be cast in the context of choosing an optimum (i.e., most cost-

effective) candidate from a number pf available legitimate alternatives.

These alternative candidates do not necessarily have to be systems. Thus,

the candidates may be alternative choices of processes or (e.g., chemical),

alternative approaches to solving a problem, etc.

The computer program for quantifying effectiveness was not written

for any one specific effectiveness model. Instead, the effectiveness model

(and its associated data) is part of the input. As a result, this computer

program is capable of handling any type of problem &s soon as the necessary

inputs have been developed.
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Limitations of Results and Approaci,

Some of the limitations of both the results of this study as well as the

cost-effectiveness analysis methodology are presented below.

a. Results of Study

Both the effectiveness ratings and the life-cycle cost estimates

presented here are applicable to thespecific systems and vessels included

in this study. Furthermore, these results reflect the assumptions, objectives,

requirements and constraints which are part of the context of this study.

Hence, caution is advised in attempting to use these results directly for

systems and/or vessels others than those specifically analyzed or in a

different context.

All cost estimates, as well as inferencas, comparisons and conclusions

regarding life-cycle costs and/or optimum (i.e., most cost-effective) candi-

date system selection are based on the individual vessels included in this

study. Economies (and other differences) which may result from implementa-

tion of these systems on a fleet-wide basis have not been considered.

The effectiveness ratings are subject to the following considerations.

The effectiveness attributes used as the basis for the ratings are a mixture

of objectively determined system/vessel characteristics as well as

subjectively determined qualitative system/vessel characteristics based oA

the analysis of the marine sanitary devices (MSDs) and the candidate WMS

systems which we hybridized from these MSD subsystem (see data in

Volumes III and V).
In addition, the elements of the effectiveness model, especially the

weight assignment and the effectiveness rating functions are based on

subjective judgements. As a result, if one agrees with these judgements

as well as the data used, then une may also accept the validity of the

results. On the other hand, if one has reservations about the accuracy of

the data and/or strongly disagrees with the subjective judgements inherent

in the effectiveness model, then one may question the validity of the results.

in such cases, one can-substitute different data and/or subjective judgements,

assumptions, etc., and obtain a new set of results (at least in principle,
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even if one may not actually wish to do this). In either case, the data, the
subjective judgements, the assumptions, etc., used are all documented and

are accessible. Another relevant point to keep in mind is that the effective-
ness ratings are not to be used in an absolute sense but rather as a means

of comparing candidate systems for the purpose of discerning differences

among the alternatives available. In this connection, it is noted that since

the same effectiveness model is used to assess the candidate systems and

the same generic MSD subsystem/equipment data is used for all system/

vessel combinations, all candidates are treated equally. Hence, bias (to

be distinguished from subjective judgement) in the results is avoided.

The life cycle cost estimates should be interpreted in the light of the

relevant assumption used. These cost estimates are more meaningful 'in a

comparative sense than in an absolute sense. Some of the data (especially

eqUtpment failure notes) represent estimates. There are differences in the

amount of testing, operational experience, and the availability of docu-

mentation for the MSDs included in this study. As a result, not only are

there differences in the reliability of the data, but those MSD's for which

the documentation is less detailed may unfairly have been made to appear

better than they actually are by including a disproportionately small number of

operating and maintenance activities. As with the effectiveness ratings,

if one disagrees with some of the data and/or the assumptions used, these

can be replaced and new results obtained (although this may be a tedious

effort). An effort has been made to keep a clear separation between the

model, the relevant assumptions, and the data used. This facilitates pin-

pointing those areas with which one does not agree.

Two final cautions are advised in using and intetpreting the results.

k' st, before final acceptance of any candidate system for a given vessel,

the discussion relating to its installation (presented in Volume III) should

be reviewed. Second, an effectiveness rating or a cost estimate does not

necess'arily represent an assessment of a given MSD but rather of a given

WMS configuration which uses 'a given MSD o" a p-ortion thereof, sometimes

in combinaticn with other MSD subsystems.
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A specific limitation in connection with the life-cycle cost model

concerns the effort required to manually execute the necessary computations.

This puts a severe restriction on the number of repetitions of such computa-

tions to reflect changes in data, assumptions, systems, etc. Automation

of the life-cycle cost model would remove this objection.

General limitations in connection with this cost effectiveness analysis

methodology can best be discussed in the context of what it does not do

and should not be expected to do.

It does not develop candidate systems. These have to be developed

prior to application of the cost effectiveness analysis methodology. The WMS

engineering analysis served this purpose in this study. The installation

analysis was used to determine viability of candidate system/vessel

combinations.

It does not generate the necesiary data. Instead, it requires such data

as an input. In fact, the validity of the final results are directly dependent

on the quality of such data. However, the cost effectiveness analysis

methodology can interface with supporting analyses used to develop this

required data to give direction to these analyses and to accept the results

as an input. In this study, the MSD analysis, the WMS installation

analysis and the WMS lif -cycle cost analysis represent such supporting

analyses which developed the necessary data.

It does not serve as a substitute for a decision maker, reduce the

number of decisions required, or produced meaningful results without the

participation of a cognizant and knowledgeable decision-maker. The need

for a decision-maker is emphasized by his involvement throughout the entire

process, from the development of the effectiveness model to the interpreta-

tion of the results. However, this methodology provides a systematic

procedure for quantifying life-cycle cost and effectiveness and for using

the results of this quantification to make inferences, and arrive at

conclusions and courses of action. In this connection, it should be

remembered that the cust-effectiveness analysis methodology is merely

a too!, and a tool implies a user - in this case the decision-maker.
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ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions and guidelines applicable to each one of the various

analyses performed as part of this study are presented in the other volumes

of this report. Some of them are briefly summarized below.

Vessel Mission Profile Characteristics

The assumptions relating to vessel mission prof.le'data collection

and analysis are presented in greater detail in Volume IV of this report.

Those assumptions which affect WMS design and operation are as follows:

Restricted Waters

Restricted waters are defined as the coastal waters within three.

(3) miles of any shoreline of the continental United States, as

well as all inland waters (e.g., lakes, rivers, bays, streams,

estuaries, etc.)

Waste Receiving Facilities

Wastewater receiving facilities are assumed to be available at

the vessel's home port and at a yard only. Waste off-loading

facilities are assumed to be unavailable for the vessel at all

other non-home ports regardless of type, i.e., Coast Guard,

Navy, municipal, etc.

WMS Operation Within and Beyond Restricted Waters

All results are computed on the basis of the following assumptions

with respect to WMS operation:

Operation of WMS subsystems which are necessary to avoid

discharge of wastewaters (i.e., the primary mode)is initiated

as soon as the vessel enters restricted waters or leaves its

home port and continues until the vessel either leaves

restricted waters or arrives at its own home port or at a

yard. WMS operation in the primary mode continues if

the vessel is at any non-home port except a yard.
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As soon as the vessel arrives at its own home port or at

a yard, it is connected to a pierside waste receiving

facility and WMS subsystem operation is changed to the

pterside discharge mode.

WMS, operation in the overboard discharge mode is initiated

as soon as the vessel leaves restricted waters and con-

tinues until it reenters restricted waters.

Any effects that an installed WMS may have on vessel mission

profiles have not been considered. Examples of such effects

include remaining longer beyond restricted waters to empty a

holding tank, transiting out of restricted waters in order to

empty a full holding tank, transiting out of restricted waters

more frequently (therefore, affecting the number of mode change-

overs) due to the installation of a holding tank which does not

provide full capacity, etc.

Vessel Holding Time Requirements

For purposes of this study, the holding time goal for a given

vessel is based on the largest holding time recorded for that

vessel, regardless of its frequency or magnitude in relation to

the other holding times in the data obtained, i.e., even if the

maximum holding time occurred only once and is considerably

higher than all other holding times.

Candidate System Development

The assumptions and guidelines relating to the development of the

candidate WMS concepts and their associated WMS equipment configurations

as a function of vessel and the guidelines for determining viable system/

vessel combinations are presented in Volume IV of this report. Those relating
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to the installation analysis of these candidates are presented in Volume III.

Some of these assumptions and guidelines are:

Wastes to be Managed

The candidate systems are intended for managing black and

gray wastewaters on board the six U.S. Coast Guard cutters

selected for this study. These wastewaters are defined as

follows:

Black water includes sewage, i.e., the output from

commodes and urinals, and garbage grinder slurry.*

Gray water includes: galley wastewater from sinks and

kettles (excluding garbage grinder output); turbid water from

lavatories, showers, and laundry; drainage from air

conditioners, drinking fountains and interior deck drains

(including those in head spaces).

WMS Concept Preferences

It is assumed that there is no a priori preference of WMS concept

with respect to no-discharge versus flow through, as long as

existing emission standards are met.

WMS Acceptability Criteria

The determinatiol of the viability of a candidate WMS configura-

tion on a given vessel is based on the feasibility of installation

within specified guidelines for compartment availability. The

WMS acceptability and installation criteria are:

All specified sizes and required number o"r duplicate WMS

equipment, except for holding tanks, must be accommodated,

based on the established vessel space utilization guidelines.

* U.S. Coast Guard legal opinion considers garbage grinder output

as sewage.
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Inability to accommodate the required black and/or gray

water holding tank size, based on the vessel space avail-

ability guidelines below, shall not be deemed sufficient

reason for rejecting a candidate WMS configuration. The

maximum black and/or gray water holding tank size which

can be accommodated shall be specified, using the guide-

lines for black/gray water holding capacity apportionment

and the minimum gray water holding tank requirements.

Where limited holding tank capacity exists, black water

storage capacity shall have priority. Remaining storage

capacity shall be used for gray water, ensuring that the

minimum gray water requirements are met.

A minimum gray water handling capability must be provided

for each vessel. In a system where gray water is dumped

as and when received, and the manifold is below the water-

line, an overboard discharge pump is required with a feed

tank. If the manifold is above the waterline, neither pump

nor feed tank is required since overboard discharge can

be achieved by gravity. In either case, provisions have to

be made for transferring the gray water to the pier connection

(which may be accomplished via a black water holding tank).

Holding Tank Aeration

Black water holding tanks must be aerated at a rate of 16.3 SCFM

per 1,000 gallons of liquid. Gray water tanks are not aerated.

Aeration rates are based on requirements for a full tank. The

same aeration rate is assumed regardless of the type of black

water held, i.e., full volume flush, reduced volume flush

(from Jered or GATX collection subsystem), or sludge (from

Chrysler or Grumman treatment subsystem).
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Hybrid Systems

The following assumptions have been made with respect to WMS

concepts hybridized by combining subsystems/equipments from

different MSDs:

The effects on cost, effectiveness, and installation of any

interface equipment or prime equipment modifications which

may be required have been neglected.

It is assumed that data (relating to the cost and/or effective-

ness analyses) developed on an MSD subsystem/equipment

Sbasis are valid even when such data were derived from

operational information or observations of the entire MSD and

not just the given subsystem/equipment. This does not

apply to acquisition costs, which were obtained from MSD

manufacturers on a subsystem/equipment basis.

It is assumed that overall WMS data (relating to the cost

and/or effectiveness analyses) synthesized from MSD sub-

system/equipment data are valid, i.e., any changes to

such data due to possible interface problems or dependencies

have been neglected.

Life-Cycle Cost Estimates

The assumptions and guidelines relating to the development of MSD

acquisition, operating and maintenance costs are presented in Volume V of

this report and those relating to WMS installation costs are presented in

Volume III. Some of these assumptions and guidelines, as well as addi-

tional ones affecting the WMS life cycle cost estimates are as follows:

Labor Rates

The cost of labor for-WMS operation and maintenance on board

U.S. Coast Guard cutters is based on hourly labor rates derived

2.7
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from the annual billet costs for U.S. Coast Guard military and

civilian personnel. Hourly labor rates were obtained by divid-

ing the annual billet costs by the number of working hours per

year, assumed for the purposes of this study to be 2, 080 hours

(i.e., a 40 hour work week). The hourly labor rates thus

obtained, as a function of pay grade are given below.

LABOR RATES*
Electricians Mate (EM) Machinery Technician (MK)

Pay Grade Annual Hourly Rate Annual** Hourly Rate
($)M...... ($/hour) ($) .($/hour)

E-2 11,332 5.45 13,038 6.27

E-3 12,396 5.96 14,235 6.84

E-4 13,522 6.50 15,425 7.42

E-5 15,023 7.22 16,911 8.13

E-6 20,240 9.73 23,215 11.16

* Hourly rate base on annual billet costs and assumed 2080 hours per year

** Source of annual billet costs - USCG Military and Civilian Manpower

Billet and Life Cycle Costing, July 1975.

Cost of Vessel Resources

For purposes of this study the cost of vessel resources is assumed

to be as follows:

39C/gallon of fuel oil

.... 3CAwh of electric power

70/1, 000 gallons of fresh water, if taken from shore supply

$20/1, 000 gallons (2C/gallon) of fresh water, if generated

on board vessel by an evaporator
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1.83/1, 000 gallons for the cost of electric power to

pump flushing fluid

[6.1227 (14.7 + p)O.1419 -8.9898] [V] Is the annual

cost of compressed air in cents, where p is pressure in

psig and V is the flow in standard cubic feet per day.

Preventive Maintenance

it is assumed that preventive maintenance of WMS subsystems/

equipments is unaffected by vessel mission profiles, i.e.,

scheduled maintenance activities will not be adjusted to

reflect differences in WMS utilization factors.

Overhaul Intervals

In lieu of available information on overhaul requirements from

manufacturers on all MSD subsystems/equipments included in

this study, a two (2) year overhaul interral was assumed for

all WMS equipment for purposes of estimating life-cycle

overhaul costs.

-System Economic Life

The useful life of each candidate WMS was assumed to be ten

(10) years', i.e., life-cycle costs were computed on the basis

of adding the fixed costs (capital investment) to the present

value of the recurring expenditures (operating and maintenance

costs) computed for a 10 year interval.

Effective Discount Rate

An effective discount rate (to include the effects of interest and

inflation rates) of 10% was used in deriving present value factors

for estimating the present value of WMS life-cycle operating and

maintenance costs.
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APPROACH

A summary of the overall approach used for developing and analyzing

the candidate system/vessel combinations is presented in Figure 1. A

description of the various steps In this figure is presented in the body of

this report, together with the results obtained after executing each step.

Further details of the procedural aspects of the approach are presented in

the other volumes of this report. The diagram which appears in the "Preface"

complements Figure 1 by indicating the flow of information between the

various analyses which are part of this study, and which are presented in

this as well as in the other volumes of the report.

The discussion below is presented as a means of clarifying some of

the issues pertaining to the concepts, principles, philosophy and to a lesser

extent, some of the procedural aspects of the, approach.

Who Determines What Effectiveness Is and How?

This approach for assessing effectiveness can be characterized as

being decision-maker intensive.* The essence of the approach is the notion

that an effective system is one that fulfills intended objectives satisfactorily -~

in the decision-maker's opinion. Some of the implications of this are:

Nobody can tell the decision-maker what effectiveness is. Instead,

he must make this determination on the basis of the specific

problem and its context.

There is no such thing as a universal formula or model for

effectiveness which is suitable for all different types of candidate

systems.

* This is to be interpreted qualitatively rather than a quantitatively,
i.e., most of the effort consists of developing the necessary data
rather than involvement by the -decision-maker.
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The model for effectiveness must be adapted and tailored to the

candidate systems as well as the context of the problem, and

not the other way around.

The only thing which is universal about effectiveness is its

concept as the overall quality of a candidate. What can be

generalized is not a specific model for effectiveness but rather

the steps for developing such a model, how to use it for quantify-

ing effectiveness, and how to interpret the results for the purpose

of arriving at decisions. This generalization takes the form of

defining a basic structure and specific elements of an effective-

ness model.

Effectiveness is always directly related to the objectives, require-

ments, constraints of the problem and the subjective judgements

of the decision-maker, in addition to the data for the candidates.

The decision-maker's involvement in the process of assessing

the effectiveness of candidates consists of the following:

Stipulation of specific standards (iLe., criteria) for judging

the candidates.

Indication of the relative importance of these criteria.

Specification of the degree of preference for judging

candidate characteristics in relation to the established

standards.

Interpretation of the quantitative results.

These ideas relating to effectiveness and its quantification are

summarized on the following page.
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It is noted that what has been suggested for quantifying effectiveness is a

methodology as opposed to a model. The difference is that in a methodology,

the effectiveness model for a specific set of problems becomes an input,

together with its associated data.

The above is in sharp contrast to approaches for quantifying effective-

ness which are based on a fixed and preformulated expression for effective-

ness (or for cost-effectiveness). Such an approach defines effectiveness

in terms of the product of several specific variables (usually performance,

availability, and either "utility" or "worth"). This may appear as a simple

solution to the problem of quantifying effectiveness since it may seem that

all that needs to be done is to determine the values of these variables for the

candidate systems and then the answers to all questions will become avail-

able. However, this is not quite the case. An attempt tzo use this method

brings up a number of both conceptual and procedural problems.

Since this approach raqulr' s that the candidate -ystems be fitted to

the model, rather than the other way around, one immediately faces the

problem of how to accomplish this. For instance, one must decide how

to examine the systems in question and from that examination derive a single

number which is an objective measure of system performance. The difficulty

in doing this becomes apparent when one considers the multiplicity of

considerations which enter in-,o the overall assessment of system perrormance.

Another major problem with such an approach is the question of what

to do with all the other considerations which are pertinent to the systems

of interest but which do not appear in the formulation of effectiveness

(e.g., safety and habitability problems, burden on crew). Thus, attempting

to use such an approach will inevitably mean omitting large chunks of

considerations and will result in a decision arrived at on the basis of a small

fraction of the original set of issues which are of interest to the decision-

maker.
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There is often the belief (or hope) that such an approach for quantify-

ing effectiveness is "objective" (or at least more objective than the approach

used in this study). The- argument (or belief) for this is that the approach

is based on an explicit formula into which are substituted quantitative and

"technical" data. Hence, since only this type of information is used in

the quantification of effectiveness, the results and conclusions must there-

fore be (so it is believed) "objective" and perhaps even "scientific".

What such reasoning fails to recognize is that as soon as one confines

oneself to a fixed expression for effectiveness (or for cost effectiveness)

in terms of several specific variables only, one has immediately made a

very subjective decision. One has decided that the entire realm-of effective-

ness (or cost effectiveness) is encompassed by the few specific variables,

i.e., that these variables adequately account for all considerations of-1'N-

interest. Furthermore, such a decision is irrevokable, i.e., one has lost

control of the ability to modify ones subjective judgements and examine

the effects of such changes.

One may wonder about the origin of such approaches for quantifying

effectiveness and under what circumstances they may be adequate. Such

approaches are popular in the weapon system mission analysis community

in which practically the entire context of the problem is that of determining

the probability of mission success. For such purposes, effectiveness is

formulated for a specific purpose, namely to serve'as a figure of merit or

indicator for measuring how well a weapon system can hit a target. in

such a formulation, the miss distance is a good indicator of performance.

Thus, a fixed expression for effectiveness may be adequate fc

systems in which performance is the overriding criterion and further ,

performance can be adequately characterized by a single parameter. Applica-

tions of such approaches to candidate systems in other types of contexts may

very well constitute a fallacy resulting from an invalid attempt at a transfer

of technology.
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Life-Cycle Cost

Estimation of life-cycle cost can be aptly characterized as a complex

problem disguised as a simple concept. That is, most of the problems

associated with the quantification of this cost are conceptually simple but

procedurally difficult.

This is not to say that life-cycle cost is devoid of conceptual

problems. One such problem relates to the question of who pays for what?

A specific example of this is the issue of the costs associated with the labor

required to operate and maintain a system, such as a WMS, installed on

board a vessel. It is sometimes argued that since such labor comes from

the crew already on board the vessel (assuming that the introduction of

the system will not require an increase in the manning complement), its cost

should not be charged to the system as an element of the overall life-cycle

cost. A similar argument might be advanced with respect to the cost of

vessel resources used by the system. Such reasoning is especially appealing

when the costs involved come from another department's budget. One fallacy

in such views is that if, for instance, the argument about the cost of

labor is pursued to its ultimate conclusion, i.e., it is applied in turn to

every individual piece of equipment, the result might be a vessel without a

crew.

The approach used in this study for estimating life-cycle cost is based

on including all items and parameters which affect cost. Regardless of

specific budgetary subdivisions and allocations, all costs must eventually

be accounted for.

Although the notion of cost is certainly a familiar one and it is even
easy to agree with the basic idea of life-cycle cost, namely that all, not

only some of the costs, ought to be included, the execution of. this objective

is by no means simple. The reason for this is twofold. First, the large
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amount of data which must be dealt with in order to include all cost

elements. Second, the numerous dependencies which are Inherent in these

data elements.

Some of the system/vessel parameters on which life-cycle cost

depends may not immediately be obvious as being associated with cost,

since they are often -considered in other contexts. Thus, performance

requirements for a vessel as determined from mission profile data (i.e., the

holding time requirements) affect both acquisition and installation costs.

System reliability (actually the lack of it) has economic (as well as other)

implication4 and system maintainability affects life-cycle costs.

Other types of dependencies which must be addressed relate to

differences in cost for the equipment operating on board different vessels.

Examples of this include the different costs for fresh water depending on

its source (i.e., whether taken from shore and stored or whether generated

on board the vessel by an evaporator), the dependence of vessel resource

usage rates on crew size and mission profiles, etc. Superimposed on this

are additional dependencies on assumptions or estimates which affect life-

cycle cost, such as how long the system- will last interest and inflation

rates in the future, etc.

In the approach adapted for estimating life- cle cost, the key to

addressing these dependencies successfully is to reak up life-cycle cost

into constituent elements. This, in effect,results n a life-cycle cost model

which takes the form of a hierarchy. The various ependencies are addressed

by introducing them at strategic points in this hier rchy (see "The Life-Cycle

Cost Model" further in this report).

In contrast with the effectiveness model, t life-cycle cost model is

considerably more universal. That is, the same typ s of cost categories are

applicable to a large range of different system type . What varies from

system to system is the specific data associated w th the life-cycle cost
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model and perhaps some of the dependencies. The advantages of this is

that it makes this model amenable to automation and thus alleviates the

computational burden associated with developing cost estimates.

Cost Versus Effectiveness - A Priori and A Posteriori

This cost effectiveness analysis approach starts with the premise

that there is no a priori relationship between cost (penalty) and effectiveness

(quality). The validity of this is generally confirmed by evidence from r. ost

types of market places. Such a relationship is provided a posteriori by

application of the cost effectiveness analysis methodology.

This is to be contrasted with approaches (in other contexts) which

attempt to estimate system cost on the basis of one or more system

characteristics. Such approaches are based on the assumption (or belief)

that there is an a priori relationship between cost and quality. Such

relationships are generally derived by regression analysis techniques applied

to historical data for system cost and the value of one or more system

characteristics. The cost of any other system is then obtained by substituting

the value of the desired characteristic(s) into this relationship. When such

approaches are used to estimate the cost of new types of systems, i.e.,

based on designs different from those used to derive the relationship, then

what is being engaged in (perhaps without conscious realization) is techno-

logical forecasting.

Some cost effectiveness analysis approaches are based on eventual

elimination of a cost versus effectiveness relationship by converting

effectiveness into cost so that the final number or figure of merit used is

all cost (the purely economic approach). Such a procedure may be appropriate

for problems in which the context is one of achieving a specific objective

and the overriding consideration is the reduction of cost.
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The approach used in this study does not attempt to convert effective-

ness into cost or vice versa. Although one of the optimum candidate

selection criteria is based on the ratio of cost to effectiveness rating, which

results in a number having the units of cost, this is done only for the

purpose of ranking the candidates rather than as an attempt to obtain an

actual cost equivalent for an effectiveness rating. In the approach used,

the problem is formulated in two dimensions in the context of effectiveness

(quality) vs. cost (penalty). To put it another way, one can answer the

question: what is the most economic approach under different consequences.

The question of how and to what extent to trade-off consequences (quality)

for economy (or cost penalty) is left to be resolved by the decision-maker.

Another issue concerning the relationship between cost and effective-

ness is related to the question of which system aspects belong in the cost

category and which ones belong in the effectiveness category. This approach

is based on the principle that all candidate system aspects which affect

life-cycle cost must be included in the cost estimate and all candidate

system aspects which have an impact on effectiveness must be included

in the effectiveness assessment, whether or not there is any commonality.

In fact, ideally the two analyses(cost and effectiveness) should be performed

by different groups of individuals who do not communicate with each other

in order to avoid bias in the results. Thus, this principle implies that certain

candidate system features will exert an influence on both cost and effective

ness. As an example of this, the number of man-hours required for operation

and maintenance has economic implications (i.e., the cost of labor) as well as
an impact on overall system quality or effectiveness (i.e., the extent to which

it burdens the crew).
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The Obiectives of Quantification

There are two main and related reasons for quantifying cost and

effectiveness. Although the reason for quantifying cost is obvious, the

reasons for quantifying effectiveness may not be apparent.

One motivation for attempting to quantify effectiveness relates to

the different types of information which must be dealt with in an effective-

ness assessment. Some of this information is inherently qualitative and

converting such information to numbers reduces the different types of

information to a common basis. Qualitative information may, in turn, be

objective (e.g., the system has or does not have a given feature, it can or

cannot do a given thing) or subjective (e.g., levels of difficulty to perform

a given task, odor levels).

The second reason for quantificationiis directly related to the first one.

Once all the types of information have been converted to numbers, it becomes

much easier to use and combine the information for the purpose of identifying

trends and making inferen.es. Specifically, it is much easier to manipulate

numbers than it is to manipulate such things as system features and

characteristics, goals, assumptions, requirements, and subjective judgements.

Thus, the resulting, effectiveness and cost numbers become the indicators

or representatives of system attributes. Often, important system properties,

trends, conclusions, etc., not otherwise apparent, can be discerned by

manipulating these numbers*.,

* This is analogous to the introduction of the notion of a random variable in

probability theory. The basic concepts of probability theory are stated in
terms of events (outcomes of an -periment) which are not necessarily
quantitative in nature (e.g., heLK) or tails when a coin is flipped, the color
or suit or identification of a card drawn from a deck). The introduction of the
notion of a random variable serves to quantify non-numerical events. This.,
in turri, facilitates analysis on the resulting numbers. Such analyses sometime
lead to the discovery of important properties which can then be reinterpreted
in terms of the original events.
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The cost effectiveness analysis methodology developed and used

In this study relies heavily on the use of cost and effectiveness numbers.

The purpose of these numbers is to provide the decision-maker with as much

visibility as possible of the candidate system properties in relation to the

overall context of the problem, so that the important implications become

apparent.

In order to facilitate such visibility, this methodology makes available

resvlts for both cost estimates as well as effectiveness ratings at several

levels of detail. This enhances the decision-maker's ability to interpret

the numbers in terms of system features and characteristics.

Although the quantification of life-cycle cost and effectiveness is one

of the major aims of this methodology, caution is advised against putting

undue emphasis on these numbers. An overemphasis of these numbers, to

the exclusion of other considerations, or their use out of context, carries

with it the danger of-mistaking or substituting form for substance.

It must be remembered that the ultimate objective of the analysis is

not to generate these numbers. They are merely a stepping stone toward the

higher objective of gaining a better insight into the candidate systems,

making inferences and drawing conclusions, so that the best course of action

can be identified.* Thus, it is important for a decision-maker using this cost

effectiveness analysis methodology to develop a skill in interpreting these

numbers in terms of the original goals and requirements associated with the

problem.

* This is analogous to the modulation of a signal to facilitate its transmission
over grcat distances. The ultimate aim of the effort is not to transmit the
signal but rather to facilitate communication.
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Scales for Relative Importance. Degree of Acceptability and Effectiveness

The effectiveness model requires two types of quantitative inputs from

the decision - maker and it provides one type of quantitative output.

One of these inputs is the importance of each criterion in relation to the

others at the same level in the criteria hierarchy. This relative importance is

expressed as a quantitative weight in terms of a percentage in the range from

0 to 100% ,such that the sum of the weights is 100% for all criteria at the same

level of subordination (i. e., M/E weights, factor weights, or subfactor weights).

On this scale a weight of 0% assigned to a criterion means no importance at all,

i.e., the given criterion is in fact ignored. On the other hand, a weight

of 100% assigned to a given criterion means overriding importance to the

exclusion of all the others, i.e., all the other criteria at the same level of

subordination in the effectiveness model will be ignored, and hence will not

exert any influence on the overall assessment of the candidates.

The other quantitative input to the effectiveness model is the degree of

preference for the various quantitative and qualitative attributes of the

candidates being evaluated by the lowest level criteria in the effectiveness

model (i.e., the elementary factors/subfactors). These preference assign-

ments are made via t e effectiveness rating functions (ERFs) which relate the

qualitative or quantitative candidate characteristic or feature to an effectiveness

rating as a percentage on a scale of 0 to 100% which represents the degree of

acceptability of varic us possible attribute values or choices. On this scale,

a rating of 0% means completely unacceptable, i.e., worthless. A rating of

100% means complete satisfaction of the given criterion, i.e, the candidate

attribute is ideal.

Candidate effectiveness assessments are the outputs from the effectiveness

model which are expressed quantitatively as effectiveness ratings. Effectiveness

ratings are expressed as a percentage on a scale of 0 to 100%. An effectiveness

rating of 0% means t at the candidate does not satisfy any of the established

criteria. An effectiveness rating of 100% means an ideal zandidate, i.e., it fully

Mtisfies all of the e tablished criteria.
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These quantitative scales associated with the effectiveness

assessment methodology are all in terms of percentages. For purposes of the

mathematical operations in connection with the quantification of effectiveness,

the numerical values for the relative importance (weights), the degrees of

preference (elementary factors/subfactor ratings), and the overall effectiveness

ratings should be expressed as a fraction in the range from 0 to 1.0 rather than.

as a percentage. This conversion is done by the computer program for quanti-

fying effectiveness.

For purposes of communicating with the decision-maker, a percentage

scale was adapted in this study since it is more user-oriented. Most people

are used to thinking in terms of percentages and hence can visualize

a percentage and relate to it better than to a fraction.

It Is noted that the above three quantitative scales are continuous rather

than discrete. Another continuous scale used in connection with this cost

effectiveness analysis approach is the ranking of candidates on the basis of

the ratio of cost to effectiveness rating (see "Optimum Candidate Selection

Criteria" further in this volume). If these rankings are normalized by dividing

each by the maximum value, then the resultin7 relative rankings are percen-

tages in the range of 0 to 100%. The above are in contrast with approaches

in which the inputs and/or the outputs are -discrete rankings.*

*For a discussion on the difference between a ranking and a rating see "Simpli-

fied ERFs Based on Ranking" in the section on the development of ERFs in
Volume II.
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ANALYSIS OF VESSELS /

VESSELS CONSIDERED

The six vessels selected by the U.S. Coast Guard for inclusion in

this study are listed in Table 1. Mission Profile data for the new construc-

tion vessel was simulated with data from the SHADBUSH (74') and CLAMP (75')

which have similar missions. These vessels were analyzed on the basis of

the following:

Study of various vessel plans and drawings.

" Visits to vessels to obtain mission profile data (see Volume VI).

" Shipcheck inspections of the vessels for the following purposes

(see Volume III):

Observe physical conditions aboard the vessel.

Determine deviations from plans.

Ascertain locations of black and gray wastewater sources.

Determine the feasibility of installing each candidate

system.

Obtain information required for developing WMS equipment

drawings, installation cost estimates and installation related

effectiveness attribute data.

MISSION PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Vessel mission data was recorded on the form shown in Figure 2. The

results of a statistical analysis of these data are shown in Table 2. Vessel

mission profile characteristics which are of particular interest in the develop-

ment of the candidate systems and the life cycle cost estimates are the

following:

The holding time requirements (assumed to correspond to the

maximum holding time), which will determine WMS equipment

requirements and sizing.
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The percentage of tho tnta ia-nua•l-t4me-spent- within restricted

waters (which corresponds to the WMS utilization factor).

The number of annual crossings of the 3- mile limit and the

number of home port (or yard) dockings (which determine the num-

ber of WMS mode changeover cycles from primary to overboard

mode and pterside to primary mode).

Vessel Holding Time Requirements

The holding time requirement for a vessel is an important mission

profile characteristic used to establish WMS equipment configurations and

the choice of a given holding time may determine the feasibility of install-

ing a given candidate WMS configuration. By Coast Guard direction, the

holding time goal for each- vessel was fixed as the maximum holding time

recorded for that vessel, without regard to the frequency of occurrence in

relation to the other holding times during the interval for which data were

collected. Table 3 sh6ws the relationship between the maximum holding

time for each vessel, the next smaller holding time and the percentage of

all holding times which are equal to,or less than, the next smaller holding

time. It is noted from Table 3 that for some vessels, the maximum holding

time is several orders of magnitude larger than the next smaller holding

time. The implication of this is that a holding time goal based on satisfy-

ing PI rather than 100% of all holding times, would result, for some vessels,

in drastic reductions in wastewater management equipment requirements and

sizing. Possibly this may also result in a reversal of the decision that some

system/ve'ssel combinations are not viable candidates based on installation

considerations.

However, the implication of a decision to use a holding time goal for

a vessel based on satisfying P% of all holding time requirements, is that

emission standards will be violated by (100-P) % of the vessel missions.

Alternatively, vessel operations may have to be modified in order to avoid

violating emission standards.
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Table 3

RELATION BETWEEN MAXIMUM AND ALL OTHER HOLDING TIMES

ALL OTHER HOLDING TIMES

MAXIMUM Next Smaller % of All
VESSEL HOLDING Holding Time Holding TimesTIME (Hours) Excluding the

(Hours) Maximum

GALLATIN (378') 97.5 88.0 98.21

VIGOROUS (210') 172.0 72.0 96.77

FIREBUSH (180') 277.9 54.0 99.26

PAMLICO (160')* 456.0** 228.0 97.78
New Construction

WHITE SAGE (133') 65.5 62.0 96.88

POINT HERRON (82') 99.0 21.5 99.12

* Based on data from SHADBUSH (74') and CLAMP(75')

** Maximum holding time used for WMS design purposes is 501 hours, an
increase of 10% to reflect anticipated longer holding time requirements
as a result of more available space for stocking supplies.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS

MSDs CONSIDERED

The five Marine Sanitary Devices (MSDs) to be used as the building

blocks for the WMS concepts were specified by the Coast Guard. In accor-

dance with the C.G. guidelines, scaled versions of each MSD were con-

sidered only if they are commerciallly available, or operational and physical

characteristics are available from the manufacturer. An analysis and data

for pertinent characteristics of each MSD are presented in Volume V of this

report. A brief description of the principles of operation and a functional

block diagram of each MSD considered in this study are presented below.

Tered Sewage Disposal System

The jered MSD is based on the use of vacuum collection of human

wastes from proprietary, reduced flush commodes. Wastes from standard

urinals are also collected by the vacuum drains by means of a special

interface valve. The collected sewage is incinerated in a vortex incinerator.

It is the only MSD considered in this study that provides motive power for

transport of sewage at the central collection site.

The primary, jered MSD under consideration is the model V85003 that

was installed as a test system on the USSKRAUS. The system has the

capacity to handle a maximum of 200 men on a 24-hour basis. In order to

examine a vacuum collection system that is practical for significantly fewer

users, the Jered Small Boat Collection System was included in this study.

The small boat system is essentially a collection and holding system; it

does not include an incinerator. Available information on this system is

much less extensive than for the 200-man system. The small boat system

is available in different capacities. In the description below, prospective

minor modifications are discussed which would be expected if the system is

to be adapted for use with a small incineration subsystem, possibly by

another manufacturer. Currently, jered has only one size incinerator.
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The 200-man MSD is an automatic system but requires an operator for

periodic ash removal from the incinerator. However, the system is quite

complex and requires a fair amount of operator and preventive maintenance

actions.

A functional block diagram of the Jered Large Boat Sewage Disposal

System is presented in Figure 3. A functional block diagram of the ]ered

Small Boat Waste Collection System appears in Figure 4.

GATX Evaporative Toilet System (ETS)

The GATX Evaporative Toilet System (ETS) is a "no discharge" system

that is characterized by four basic features. It utilizes:

Reduced volume flush commodes and urinals (also called controlled

volume flush (CVF) water closets and urinals).

Transport of wastes by macerator/transfer (M/T) pumps.

Evaporation of the water content of the concentrated sewage.

Holding of residual sludge in evaporator for subsequent disposal,

either to pier connection or overboard.

Because the flush fluid requirement is small (about 1.5 gallons per capita

per day (gpcd) rather than 8.5 gpcd), this system is practical with fresh

water as well as sea water flushing. The penalties involved with the use of

fresh water flushing are offset in part by the reduced corrosion and lower

residual volumes in the evaporator. Thus, the evaporator can be smaller or be

used for longer periods of time without unloading.

The MSD is fully automatic except for perodic servicing of the evapo-

rator, involving pumping out the sludge, and rinsing and refilling the evapo-

rator with the !nitial charge of fresh water.

The collection subsystem is required to be operational at all times to

provide toilet facilities for the crew. Since the sewage transport pumps are

decentralized, only one M/T pump and the urinals and commodes that drain
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to It need be kept operational, if minimal facilities are required. While at

pierside or beyond restricted waters, the M/T pump discharge can be diverted

to the pier connection or overboard in a simple MSD system. Where multiple

evaporators necessitate an intermediate feed tank, diversion of raw sewage

off the vessel is effected by a transfer pump, taking the wastes from the feed

tank. functional block diagram of the GATX Evaporative Toilet System appears

in Figure 5.

Chcysler "Aqua-Sans" Recirculating Oil System

The Chrysler "Aqua-Sans" is a "no discharge" MSD that differs from

most systems in its use of a refined oil to flush wastes from commodes

and urinals instead of'water. Since the oil is immiscible with, and less

dense than, the wastes, gravity separation is effective in disengaging

the oil from the wastes to be destroyed. The oil is recirculated as a

flush fluid for both urinals and commodes. It is purified by filtration and

adsorption and chemically disinfected. The wastes are vaporized and

burned in an incinerator.

The equipment is available in predesigned, functional modules

of varying sizes or capaclties. The modules are:

* Separation tank

* Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance package, which

is separated into two modules in the larger size.

* Sludge holding tank, used in larger systems

. Incinerator.

The collection (and recirculation) subsystem, comprised of the Separation

Tank and Pressurization and Fluid Maintenance (P & FM) package, is

operational at all times, regardless of vessel location (i.e., in or beyond

restricted waters or at pierside), in order to provide toilet facilities for

the crew. For servicing, or during an emergency, the fluid maintenance

portion of the P&FM package can be shut down and remain inoperative

until odor becomes too objectionable. While at plerside or beyond restricted
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waters, collected wastes can be pumped, to a pier connection or overboard

from the sludge holding tank, permitting the incinerator to be nonoperational

In a small system that does not have a sludge holding tank, an ejection

tank can be added for just this purpose.

The Chrysler MSD is essentially automatic, requiring supervision of

equipment operational status plus the following periodic efforts during

normal operating conditions:

* Ash removal from the incinerator

* Addition of chlorine disinfectant tablets,

* Replacement of filters (prefilter, charcoal and clay)

. Replacement of filter bag(s) in separator tank

* Addition of make up flush medium (oil)

* Complete replacement of system flush fluid.

A functional block diagram of the Chrysler "Aqua-Sans" Oil Recirculation

System is presented in Figure 6.

Grumman Flow Through System

The Grumman MSD is a flow-through system, the only MSD of this

type considered for this study. Sewage is treated in a two-stage process

consisting of physical separation of liquids and solids by centrifugal force,

followed by ozonation treatment. The effluent water is continually dis-

charged overboard. The contaminants removed from the waste stream are

dehydrated and burned in an incinerator. The MSD utilizes the standard,

existing, fuli volume flush commodes and urinals, draining by gravity,

but it can be adapted for use with reduced flush commodes and urinals.

The Grumman MSD was developed under a U.S. Coast Guard contract,

but the version considered for this study eliminates two major items found

to be of marginal value: the Hydrasieve and the disk centrifuge. This

version also substitutes a Thiokol incinerator, due to operational difficulties

with the Grumman unit.
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It is an automatic system; although complex, it normally requires

operator attention mainly for ash removal and filling of the fuel oil day tank.

The only expendable that it uses other than fuel oil is ozone, which is made

from air (drawn from the atmosphere) by one of the component equipments.

The Grumman MSD, as developed, is unique among the (commercial)

MSD's considered for this study in another respect: it receives and treats

combined black and gray water. (Although a CHT can also handle black

and gray water, it is not a prepackaged commercially available MSD but

* instead is custom fitted to the vessel.) However, in applying this MSD

to a cost-effectiveness analysis, other combinations of input streams are

examined: full flush black water only, gray water only and gray water input

with reduced flush black water going directly to the incinerator. In all

cases, there is a continual discharge overboard of treated water during

operation.

When the vessel is at pierside or beyond the restricted zone, the

treatment subsystem can be shut off and bypassed. Wastes can be pumped

off the vessel from the in.fluent surge tank located at the end of the collection

subsystem. The surge tank is normally used for smoothing out peak flows,

since the treatment subsystem only accepts a continuous one gallon per

minute input.

Only one size of Grumman MSD is available, designed for up to 20

men when receiving combined black and gray wastewaters, using full flush

commodes and urinals. For larger capacities, multiple MSD's are required.

With some combinations of waste stream inputs on larger vessels, more

incinerators may be required than the number of decontamination/disinfection

sections. The extra incinerators can be located adjoining or remote from

the MSD.

A functional block diagram of the Grumman Flow Through System is

presented in Figure 7.
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Collection, Holding, Transfer (CHT) System

A Collection, Holding, Transfer (CHT) System provides storage volume

to receive and hold wastewaters, deferring discharge from the vessel until

an appropriate time. It is a "no discharge" system. It is the stwilest of

the MSD's considered for this, study from a processing point of view. Various

arrangements of wastewaters and storage tanks are possible and have been

considered by others for different applications. These are:

One tank to hold4

Black* water only, gray* water not retained

Black water, with gray water while in port

Black water, with gray water while transiting between open

seas and port

Two tanks: One tank for black water and one tank lor gray water

as follows:

Separate and distinct pump-out facilities

Common pump-out facilities

Serial pump-out, i.e., gray water is pumped into blacl water

tank, from which both wastewaters are discharged.

CHT systems are usually thought of in connection with standard flush

volumes of sea water. Supply limitations on board vessels preclude the use

of fresh water with standard flush commodes and urinals. However, a CHT

tank -can be used with fresh or sea water flush medium in a system containing

Black water is synonymous with sewage and soil wastes. It is comprised
of human wastes, flush water and, if collected separately, wastewater
from a garbage grinder (Coast Guard policy). Gray water is comprised of
wastewater from laatories, sinks, showers, laundry, galley, scullery
and inside deck drains.
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reduced volume flush commodes and urinals. One reduced volume flush

system, using vacuum transport (Jered), requires a separate vacuum tank

for collection, in addition to the vented holding tank. Alternately, the CHT

tank can be designed as a vacuum tank which may be practical where the

total retention volume is snall.

A functional block diagram of a Collection, Holding, and Transfer

(CHT) System is presented in Figure 8.
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WMS CONCEPTS

WMS concepts for managing shipboard black and gray wastewaters

were developed as hybrid combinations of the subsystems of each MSD

Included in this study. In general, each MSD was viewed as consisting

of two subsystems, namely a Collection/Transport subsystem for black

wastewater and a Treatment/Disposal subsystem for either black Waste-

water or for black and/or gray wastewater(i, e., Grumman and CHT).

MSDs whose treatment disposal subsystems included waste treatment

equipment and a sludge incinerator, were further subdivided for purposes

of forming the hybrid WMS concepts. Of all possible concepts which

result from various combinations of these MSD subsystems/equipments,

only certain ones were selected for this study. Eliminations were based

on the following considerations:

• Hybrid WMS concepts whose successful operation was

doubtful on the basis of engineering judgments or operational

data.

* Hybrid WMS concepts which were considered to require

redesign, elaborate interface e ipment,. and/or extensive

testing for successful operation

* Hybrid WMS concepts which we e considered to be unreasonable

on the basis of the overall oper tional obiectives or preliminary

economic and/or installation co .- derations.

Examples of WMS concepts eliminate on the bases cited above,

include oil recirculation in conjunction witl reduced volume flush due to

uncertain successful operation; a holding lank for the full volume flush

black water in conjunction with Grumman fl w through treatment including a

sludge incinerator (the latter on the basis o• being contrary to the primary

objective, that of giving preference to the n anagement of black water).

The resulting 18 WMS concepts inclu ed in this study are shown

in Figure 9. Schematic diagrams of these 4MS concepts are presented

in Appendix A. A summary'of the installatiok requirements for each WMS

concept is presented in Figure 10.
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For purposes of determining and interpreting the various analyses

of this study, it is convenient to think of each WMS concept as consisting

of three subsystems, namely: a black water Collection/Transport

subsystem, a black water Treatment/Disposal subsystem, and a gray water

Treatment/Disposal subsystem. A summary of the 18 WMS concepts in

accordance with such a subsystem breakdown is shown in Table 4.

Also indicated is the manner in which each WMS subsystem has been

synthesized from the available MSD subsystems/equipments. It is noted

that in some WMS concepts (5 and 8) the black and gray wastewater

Treatment/Disposal subsystems are combined into one, and in others

(13 and 18), these two subsystems share the same equipment, namely,

an incinerator. As an aid in interpreting the results of this study, the

breakdown of each WMS concept in terms of its subsystems, appearn on the

left side of some tables in this report.

CANDIDATE WMS CONFIGURATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF VESSEL

Specific MSD equipment configurations necessary in order to

implement each WMS concept on each vessel-were determined on the

basis of the following considerations:

* Waste generation rates (for black and gray wastewate!s).

Holding time requirements for each vessel

* The manning complement for each vessel (crew size).

The waste generation rates used in this study for the purpose of

designing the WMS c-nfigurations as well as for estimating WMS operating

costs are shown in fure 11. The holding time goal and the crew size for

each vessel are shovn in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The details of this analysis

as well as the resulting candidate WMS equipment configurations for

each vessel are presented in Volume IV of this report.
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Table 4
SUMMARY OF WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CONCEPTS

(For Handling Shipboard Black and Gray Wastewaters)

STYPE

Treatment/Disposal
Subsys Subsystem ABBREVIATED NAME( 1 )

J,612 (Black) f Black IGray '

I G t HoLdinf Holding ýGRV COL/B(HLT)/G(HLT)
Collect. Tank Tank
Oil Chrysler Holding RECIRC/B(CHLR+HLT)/G(HLT)

2 Recircul. + Hid Tnk Tank _________________________

3 (Chrysler Chrysler Holding RECIRC/B(CHLR+INC)/G(HLT)
I+ Incin. Tank.

4 Gravity Grum Flow Holding GRV COL/B(GRM+HLT)/G(HLT)
Collect. rhru+HldTk Tank __-

5 Grumman) Grumman Flow Thru GRV COL//B+G(GRM+HLT) I
+ Holding Tank

6 Gravity Holding Grum Flow GRV COL/B(HLT)/G(GRM+HLT)
Collect. Tank Thru+HldTnk

7Grum Flow aHolding GRV COL/B(GRM+INC)/GWHLT)
Collect. Thru+Incirn Tank

8 Grumman)o Grumman Flow Thru GRV COL//B+G(GRM+INC)
+ Incinei itor

Vacuum Holding Holding A COL/B(HLT)/G(HLT)
Collect. Tank) Tank,

0Jered) Incinerator Holding VAC COL/B(INC)/G(HLT)
Tank

GATX Holding VAC COL/B (EVAP)/G (HLT)
Evap. Tank

"12 Holding Grum Flow VAC COL/BCHLT)/G(GRM+HLT)
Tank() Thru+ Hld Tn__ _

13 IcineatorGrum Flow13 Incinerator u VAC COL/G(GRM)/B+GS(INC), Thru +Incin.

14 M/T Holding Holdng , PMP COL/B(HLT)/G(HLT)
Pump Tank Tank ....

ollect. Incinerator°Iing pMP COL/B(INC)/G(HLT)(GATX Tank

GATX Holding PMP COIV/B(EVAP)/G(HLT)

17 Holding Grum Flow PMP COL/BCHLT)/G(GRM+HLT)
Tank Thru+Hld Tnk

C8 Incinerator Grum Flow PMP COL/G(GRM)/B+GS(INC)
. o aThru + Incin.

(1) Used to identify "ern in output of computer program for quantif"l effectivenes.

(2) Two subchoices available for WMS No. 9 as follows:
9a - Concentrated black water transferred from V'CT to holding tank.
9 9b - Concentrated black water held in VCT.

(3) Two subchoices; available for WMS5 No. 12 as follows:i

12a - Concentrated black water transferred from VCT to holding tank.

12b - Concentrated black water held In VCT. •
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Type/Source gpcd Derivation/Reference

Commodes Standard 9 Ships Waste Management Study,
and Urinals fixtures NSRDC/A Rept 28-999, Nov. 1973

average of officers and crew at sea
(9.13 gpcd), weighted by numbers of
officers and crew

Chrysler 0.46 Bioastronautics Data Book
NASA SP-3006

* Urine-velue -- 2nd ed-ition
Fecal value'- Ist edition

GATX 1.875 5 urinal flushes/day @ 1 pint/flush
and 2 commode flushes/day @ 3 pint/flush
JERED plus human waste (Chrysler value)

Galley 8 USCG. Polab Program Phase II
presentation. Weighted waste gener-
ation rates for officers and crew from
NSRDC/A Report cited above yields
a value of 7.5 gpcd.

Turbid 22 Average of NSRDC/A Report and USCG
presentation values (19.5 and 25,
respectively)

Garbaý e Grinder 1.5 USCG presentation value

Sludge generation 1/12 Grumman: 5 gal/hr sludge from
rate in Grumman WMS of 60 gal/hr input

influent

Note: Waste generation rates were assumed in lieu of actual data from the
vessels under study or sindlar ones. The values in terms of gallons
per capita per day (gpcd) are indicated above.

Figure 11

WASTE GENERATION RATES ASSUMED
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VIABLE CANDIDATE SYSTEM/VESSEL COMBINATIONS

The WMS configurations for each system concept as a function of

vessel were developed without regard to the feasibility of installation.

Installation considerations were brought to bear in order to establish

viable candidate system/vessel combinations. This installation analysis

was performed in two steps.

Preliminary Installation Analysis

The preliminary installati Ln analysis was performed on the basis

of the vessel compartnent arrangement drawings, the known physical

dimensions of the candidate WMS equipments and previously

established installation guidelines. As an aid in determining the

feasibility of installation, vessel compartments which were potential

locations for WMS equipment were drawn tc scale and paper cutouts of

the various WMS equipmer.cs, a!so drawn to scale, were made. These

were manipulated in order t o test various arrangements of the WMS

equipments within the vessel compartments. A summary of the results

of this preliminary installation analysis or "paper shipcheck" are shown

in Table 5. The details of the preliminary installation analysis are given

in the appendices of Volume III of the report.

Shipchecks to Determine Viable System Vessel Combinations

Following the preliminary installation analysis, physical shipcheck

inspections were made on each vessel included in this study (except for

the PAMLICO new construction vessel which was not available for inspection

at the time of the analysis). The purpose of this shipcheck Inspection,

in addition to obtaining other relevant vessel information,' was to confirm

and modify the results of the preliminary installation analysis and make

a final determination as to the feasibility of Installing each candidate WMS

configuration on each vessel. For the PAMLICO, this determination was

made on the basis of the "As Built" drawings obtained from the Coast Guard.
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The results of this shipcheck analysis are shown in Table 6, which

also indicates the percentage of the required holding time goal for black

and gray wastewater which can be met by each viable system on each

vessel. These holding time percentages result from the Coast Guard

installation guidelines which specified that except for the case of

holding tanks, the viability of a candidate system is determined on the

basis of the feasibility of installing all of the required candidate WMS

equipments (within the installation guidelines regarding compartment space

availabilities).

In the case of holding tanks (for either black or gray wastewaters

and for black or gray wastewater sludge), a candidate WMS configuration

was not to be rejected because of the inability to provide 100 % holding

capacity, i.e., the inability to install the required holding tank size.

Instead, the maximum possible tank size is to be installed, giving preference

to black water (or sludge) holding tank capacity, with the remaining capacity

being designated for gray water ( or sludge). The percentages for holding

capacity in Table 6 show the holding tank capacities which could be fitted

within the vessel compartments (based on the installation guidelines) as

a percentage of the required tank capacities.

WMS Equipment Requirements

The results of the shipcheck were used not only to establish the

viable system/vessel combinations but also to determine the actual

WMS equipment configurations required to implement each of the viable

WMS concepts on each candidate vessel. The equipment configurations

for each viable system/vessel combination are shown in Table 7, which

also incorporates the results of the tank capacities which could be

accomodated by each installation as discussed earlier. Table 7 served

as the basis for the remainder of the analysis, i.e., the cost and effec-

tiveness analyses of each viable candidate system/vessel combination.

A discussion of the installation of each viable system as well as

drawings showing the locations of waste sources aboard each vessel and

the location of WMS equipments within vessel compartments are presented

in Volume III of this report.
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LIFE- CYCLE COST ANALYSIS

THE LIFE-CYCLE COST MODEL

For purposes of the life-cycle cost analysis '(a similar approach was

used for the effectiveness analysis), the physical system configuration will

be viewed as a hierarchy of four levels, namely, system, functions, sub-

system and equipments, as shown in Figurel.2. In the case of the Wastewater

Management Systems (WMS) analyzed, the overall system level is the WMS;

the function levels correspond to the black and gray wastewater handling

functions of the WMS; the subsystem levels correspond to the black water

Collection/Transport subsystem, the black water Treatment/Disposal sub-

system, and the gray water Treatment/Disposal subsystem; the equipment

level corresponds to items such as fixtures, Macerator/Tranrfer (M/T) pumps,

Vacuum Collection Tanks (VCT), incinerators, etc. It is noted from

FIgurel2 that equipments and subsystems are not necessarily unique with

respect to function, i.e., the same equipment or subsystem may perform

more than one function. Two examples of this are the Grumman treatment

system which treats both black and gray wastewaters, or a Thiokol incinerator

which receives both the sludge from a Grumman treatment system which

treats gray water only and the black water stream from a reduced volurre

Collecm.'on/Trans port subsystem (Jered or GATX).

The Ilia-cycle cost model is depicted ir, Figure 13 which shows both

the "horizontal" and "vertical" breakdown of the cost. The "horizontal"

breakdown is in terms of the various cost elements into which the overall'

life-cycle cost is subdivided. The "vertical" breakdown ; in terms of the

various stages of calculations which are necessary to p " , y-n in order to

arrive at the overall system life-cycle cost. The computations are per-

formed essentially in three stages. The first stage relates equipment/

subsystem characteristics and cost estimates to o"'erall system (or sub-

system) costs (and characteristics) on the basis of 100% utilization factor.

The second stage of the calculations relates the system/subsystem costs

and characteristics based on 100% utilization factor to the overall system

(or subsystem) costs and characteristics based on vessel mission profiles
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(i.e., utilization factor for each subsystem, the number of mode change-

overs, etc.). The third stage of the calculations relates the overall system cost

based on vessel mission profiles to the life-cycle cost based on the useful

life of the system and an assumed effective discount rate.

The main purpose of the above breakdown of the costs into different

cost elements and each cost element into three different stages of calcula-

tions is to facilitate the introduction of the various dependencies

which affect the overall system life-cycle cost. It is this breakdown which

enabies the life-cycle-cost to be accur-ately and consistently estimated.

This breakdown also facilitates the analysis of sytem costs and character-

istics in such a way as to yield useful information for system modifications,

management, and for trade-off studies and decision-making. In addition,

this breakdown provides an opportunity for Incorporating an extensive sen-

sitivity analysis capability.

Figure 12 indicates the various tables which represent the inputs

and outputs associated with the life-cycle cost model. Tables 8 and 14

through 18 are the basic data inputs for acquisition, installation, operation

and maintenance (PM, CM and Overhaul) characteristics end cost

estimates. Table 7 lists the equipment requirements for each system

configuration on each vessel. Table H-I lists the sensitivity analysis

relationships used. The other listed tables represent the various outputs

from the life-cycle cost model.
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V

FIXED COSTS

The fixed costs include WMS acquisition and installation costs.

The development of these costs is discussed below.

Acquisition Costs

The basis for estimating WMS acquisition costs was data on MSD

subsystem/equipment costs obtained from MSD manufacturers. MSD costs

were solicited from manufacturers not on an overall system level but

rather on a subsystem/equipment level corresponding to the manner in which

the MSDs were hybridized to form the candidate WMS concepts. Acquisition

cost was broken down into equipment costs and associated initial spares

costs . A form showing the breakdown of each MSD into the subsystems/

equipments and different pertinent model types was sent to each manu-

facturer requestir4- equipment and spares costs as well as suggestions

for initial spares stocking requirements. The results of such inquiries

are shown in Table 8. Acquisition cost estimates for Grumman were supplied

by the Coast Guard.

The results in Table 8, in conjunction with the equipment requirements

in Table 7, were used to estimate the WMS acquisition costs shown in

Table 9. It is noted that holding tanks were considered to have zero

acquisition cost, and the installation cos, of holding tanks includes the

cost of materials required to fabricate the t nks.

Installation Costs

Installation cost estimates were obtained as part of the WMS

installation analysis. Such installation cost estimates were made by first

defining a number of installation cost elements with associated unit costs

and then viewing each WMS installation in terms of these elements, taking

existing vessel conditions Into account. The form used for estimating

installation costs is shown in Figure 14. The completed forms for each viable

system/vessel combination apoear in Volume III of this report. A stunmary of

the results of the WMS installation cost estimates is shown in Table 10.
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Table 8

SUMMARY OF MSD ACQUISITION AND INITIAL SPAPES COSTS

Equipment Cost ($) of Associated
MSD Equipment Cost ($) Inital Spares Package

Commode 300 300
Urinal Discharge Valve 300 150.

REVCT(with 30 gal. (Small Boat) 5.000 400 (2)
JERED associated 60 aal. (Small Boat) 5. 000 400 (2)

equipment 120 gal. (Small Boat) 6. 000 Boo
and controls) 200 cal. (Large Boat) 20.000 1. 00 (2)
_ncinratr 250 gal. (Large Boat) 20.000 1. 200 (2)
Incinerator (includine contro 33000 8. 250 21). (3)
Commode J 7_0 50 2-
Urinal Flushometer 150 10 (2 )

Macerator/Transfer Pump Fresh Water 1,500 (4) 1,500 (4)

(Including contator). Salt Water 3.000 50 (2)
GATX Evaporator Z2 gal. 14.100 600 (2)

(With sludge 40 gal 14.400 600 (2)
pump and 60 gal 15.000 600 (2)
contrgls 80 gal, 15.-r 90 600 (2)
Vapor Treatment Section
(Including controls)_2,000 250 (2)
Separator Tank Model A 4,750 275
(Including Model A/B 5,694 275 (
Controls) Model B 6. 647 275 (5)
Pressurization &
Fluid Maint. Model A 3,319 (6) 198 (6)

Package (s)
CHRYSLER (In'rluding Pump Package 1,585 N/R

controls) Accumulator 51,2 26
Fluid Maint. Pkg. 1, 664 26
_Total Model, B 4.196 (7) 487 (7)

Sludge SurgeTank Model B 5.041 350
Includina controls Model C 5. 200 350
Incinerator Model A 5.462 600
(Including controlsModel Q 9.174 550
Treatment Subsv-•em 25,000 (8) 2,500 (8)
(Includina Con- t? ) 25,00 _ (8) _2_500_'__ 8)

GRUMMAN Incinerator \[

Subsystem - Thiokol 25,000 (8) 2,500 (8)

__(Includine contrls)
(1) Manufaoturer recommends one initial spares package for every 5 asociated equipments on board the vessel.

(2) Nanufacwrer recommends one intdal spares package for every associated equipment on board the vessel.
(3) Includes the cost of one incinerator liner (Inconel 601 at $6, 500) which was not fucluded Li cost provided by manufacturer.

A new incinerator liner (Inconel 671 ..t $ 7,800) is currertly being evaluated by the. Navy.
(4) U.S. Coast Guard policy is to use fresh water flushing and to stock one extra *A/T -,tnp per vessel regardless of the number

of such pumps installed on the vessel.
(5) Manufacturer recommends one Initial spares package for eveq 4 associated equipments on board dte vesrel.
(6) Includes the cost of flush fluid and expendables ($1.'.5) which was not included in cost provided by manufacturer.

.(7) Includes the cost of flush fluid and expendables (W435) which was not included In cost provided by manufacturer.
(s) Estimates provided by U.S. Coast Guard.
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Vessel

WMS No.

Installation .. 1.Quantity Required

Cost Element Unit Assumed Unit Cost (estimated Cost ($)

1 1 1 number of units)

Piping(l) Pounds $ 4.50/Lb. 
(2)

(Materials and Labor)

$ .55/b 4
Tank Stee() Pounds 5/Lb. (4)

(Materials and Labor)

$ .92/Lb.
Foundations Pounds (Materials and Labor)

Electric Feet $ 2.00/Ft.
Cables (Materials and labor)

Miscellaneous
Installations (pumps, Man- $15.00/MH
motors, skid-mounted Hours (Labor)

components, etc.) _

Access Cuts (in hull,
deck plating or Feet $ 1.00/Ft.
bulkhead to provide (Labor)
passageway)

(Materials and Labor)

$50.00/Hr. (6)
Cutting Hours (Labor)

0 Other Man- $15.00/MH
• (miscellan ushanlig)Hours (Labor)handling)

Total Installation Cost ($)

(1) Copper-nickel a timed.
(2) Estimate Includ a factor of 501o added to allow for valves, flanges, fittings, take-down joints, etc.
(3) One-quarter In plate assumed.
(4) Estimate includ a factor of 300/a added to allow for requ 1 structural stiffening for proper support.
(5) Estimated on th basis c 10% of the weight which has tc ; supported.
(6) Based oo an assu ed cutting rate of 50 ft. /hr.

Figure 14

INSTALLATION COST ESTIMATE FORM
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RECURRING EXPENDITURES

Recurring expenditures include WMS operating and naintenance costs.

For purposes of this analysis, and in accordance with the life-cycle cost

model, maintenance costs are broken down into three categories, namely

preventive (scheduled) maintenance, corr,,ciive (unschc-duled) maintenance

resulting from random failures of equipment, and overhaul.

A fuller discussion of these operating and maintenance activities,

including definitions and rules for classifying tasks into each of the

abov-e categoriez are presented in Volume V of this report. Highlights of

operating /maintertance cost analysis are presented below.

Operating and Maintenance Costs Based On Continuous Operation

As a first step in estimating WMS recurring expenditures, MSD

operating and maintenance cost data were developed on a subsystem/equipment

basis corresponding to the manner in which tL.e MSDs were hybridized

to form the candidate WMS concepts. MSD data for each of the four

operating and maintenance cost elements w,:ere recorded on t•i: Vo..ns

shown i-a Figures 15 through 18 and are presented in Volume Vof this

report.

The data in Figure 15 through 17 are babed on the assumption

of continuous operaticn or 100% utilization factor, and the data in Figure

18 are given on a per overhaul basis. It is n~ted that dati based on

continuous operation do not imply that the subsystem or equipment for

which such data are given actually operates continuously. Instead, it

means that the data are developed on the basis of the a~sunption that

the vessel is continuously within restricted waters, and the data

represent estimates of the subsystem/equipment operation (and maintenance)-

under such conditions (e.g., percentage of time an incinerator is operating

if the vessel were continuously within restricted waters). The assumption of

continuous operation or 100% utilization factor was made in order to

facilitate the development of generic MSD data which could then be used

for all candidate system/vessel combinations of Interest.
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It is noted from Figure 15 that operating costs have been broken

down into the following elements:

Labor, including:

The periodicity

Time required

Number and skill level of operator

Vessel resources used, including:

Electric power (including power for pumping flush medium

and cooling water)

Fuel oil

Fresh water

Compressed air

Materials consumed (filters, chemicals, etc .)

Since the data in Figure 15 have to be generic and on a sub-

system/equipment basis, development and subsequent use of these

data are not a trivial matter. The reason for this is that not all

operational characteristics are on a per unit basis, independent of the

vessel on which the subsystem/equipmentwill be operated. As a result of

such dependencies, some of the data cannot be explicitly stated but

instead I-ave to be given implicitly in a form which indicate the parameters

on which the data are dependent. Some examples of such dependencies

are as follows:

Fuel consumption (and electric power) for an incinerator

depends on the vessel crew size. As a result, fuel consumption

rates have to be given on a per capita basis.

The frequency of emptying an evaporator depends on the crew

size. As a result, the periodicity for thi3 activity is given in

man-days rather than in hours.
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The consumption of compressed air for aerating a black water holding

tank depends on the size as well as the maximum height of the

tank. As a result, compressed air consumption must be given

in terms of an expression which can be quantified only when

the physical characteristics of the tank become known.

The cost of fresh water is vessel dependent since the cost

is different depending on whether the fresh water is taken from

si~ore and stored (70€/1000 gallons) or whether it is generated

aboa.&d the vessel by an evaporator ($20/1000 gallons).

Note that in addition to the above, vessel dependencies such as

crew size, some of the operating cost elements (e.g. fuel consumption)

also depend on vessel mission profiles, but this is another type of

dependency which will be treated in the ensuing discussion. This also

includes the number of WMS mode changeover cycles from primary to

overboard mode and from pierside to primary mode.

Using the data in Figure 15 in conjunction with the equipment

requirements information provided in Table 7, the annual operating costs

and characteristics for each viable candidate system/vessel combination

were computed. In making these computations, all pertinent vessel

characteristics on which these c'ost elements depend have been accounted

for. In order to facilitate the use of this information in the next stage of

the calculations (which take mission profiles into acccunt) it was

necessary to determine these cost elements not on an overall WMS basis,

but rather on a WMS subsystem basis. Thus, results for WMS operating

costs and characteristics based on continuous operation have been

derived and are given separately for each of two major WMS subsystems.

For purposes of these calculations, each WMS concept was subdivided

into a black water waste Collection/Transport subsystem and a combined

black and gray waste Treatment/Disposal subsystemn. The results of the

a&Jzve described computations for each viable candidate WMS on each

vessel are presented in Appendix B.
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The results in Appendix B indicate that the operating costs for the Treatment/

Disposal subsystem are generally much larger than those for the Collection/

Transport subsystem (except for WMS Nos, 2 and 9). Treatment/Disposal

subsystem operating costs are especially high for systems with evaporators

and even higher for systems with incinzerators. Most of the costs are for

vessel resources (fuel and electric power). The largest Collection/Transport

subsystem operating cost is associated with systems which utilize vacuum

collection and oil recirculation* (WMS Nos. 2, 3 and 9 through13). Operat-

ing costs are also a function of crew size.

It is noted from Figurt- 16 that preventive (scheduled) maintenance

costs have been broken down into the following elements:

* Labor, including:

Periodicity

Time required

Number and skill level of maintainer

* Parts (or materials) required

Using the results in Figure 16 in conjunction with the equipment requirements

infcrmation in Table 7, annual preventive maintenance costs and characteristics

for each viable candidate WMS configuration on each vessel were computed.

The results of these computations are given in the left side of the tables in

Appendix C. It is noted from Appendix C that the results for preventive

maintenance based on continuous operation are given on an overall WMS basis

rather than on a WMS subsystem basis. The reason for this is that due to the

limited experience with these systems, a good basis for reducing the amount

of preventive maintenance as function of use (i.e., vessel mission prcfies)

could not be determined and it was as.'imed that the same amount of preventive

maintenance would be performed on these WMS subsystems/equipments

independent of the vessel on which they will be installed. The left-hand

portion of Appendix C indicates that most of the preventive maintenance

cost is due to labor.

* Note that in an oil recirculation system the Collection/Transport sub-
system operating cost includes the cost of the treatment portion as well
(except for the holding or incineration function).
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It is noted from Figure 17 that comrective (unscheduled) maintenance

costs have been broken down into tho following elements:

Labor, including:

Frequeacy,

Time requilred

Number and skill level of maintainer

Replacement part requirements

It is noted that, as in the case of operating activities, corrective main-

tenance activities could also have dependencies. An example of such a

dependency is the replacement rate for the Jered incinerator liner. It is

estimated that this liner has a life expectancy of approximately 500 burn-

hours. However, the annual number of burn hours for an incinerator on a

given vessel depends on the crew size. As a result, the failure rate of the

liner is given in terms of man-days rather than in hours.

Using the data in Figure 17 in conjunction with the equipment require-

ments information in Table 7, annual corrective maintenance costs and

characteristics based on continuous operation for each viable candidate WMS

configuration on each vessel were computed and are presented on the right

side of the tables in Appendix C. As in the case of WMS operation, the results

for corrective maintenance are given on the basis of the two major WMS sub-

systems in order to facilitate modification of these data as a function of vessel

mission profiles. The right hand portion of Appendix C shows that in most

cases, the corrective maintenance cost for the Treatment/Disposal subsystem

is much greater than that for the Collection/Transport subsystem. Exceptions

are systems based on reduced volume collection in conjunction with a holding

tank or evaporator (WMS Nos. 9, 11, 14, 16 and 17) and for oil recirculation

with a holding tank (WMS No. 2). This pattern is not followed by WMS No. 11

on the POINT HERRON due to the small number of fixtures on board this vessel

and by WMS No. 17 on the FIREBUSH. Also noted is the fact that most of the

corrective maintenance costs are duo to the cost of parts.
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From Figure 18, it is noted that overhaul costs are broken down into

the following elements:

Labor, Including:.

Overhaul interval (assumed to be two years for purposes

of this study)

Time required

Number and skill level of maintainer

• Parts and material requirements

Using the data in Figure 18, in conjunction with the equipment requirements

information in Table 7, overhaul costs and characteristics for each viable

candidate WMS configuration on each vessel have been computed and are

presented in Appendix D. The data in Appendix D are given on an overall

WMS basis rather than on a subsystem/equipment basis. Inherent in this

is the assumption that the entire WMS will be overhauled at the same time

rather than on a subsystem/equipment basis.

It is noted from Appendix D that for systems with complex equipment

(i.e., reduced volume collection, incinerators, evaporators, etc.), the

overhaul costs are higher and are due mainly to the cost of parts, whereas

for less complex systems (e.g., gravity drain with holding tanks) the overhaul

costs are lower and are due mainly to the cost of labor.

Operating and Maintenance Costs Based on Vessel Mission Profiles

The second step in estimating WMS recurring expenditures involves

modifying the results based on continuous operation by vessel mission

profile characteristics. The specific mli';sion profile characteristics which are

of interest for this purpose are the percentage of total annual time that the

vessel is within restricted waters (or in a non-home port) as well as the

annual number of three mile limit cros:;ing!, and the number cf shore dockings

at home port and at yards. The percentmago of time within restricted waters

(or non-home port) is directly translatable into WMS utilization factors,

whereas the number of limit crossings anc' shore dockings are translatable

into the annual number of WMS mode changeovers. From Table 2 these
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mission profile parameters for each vessel are as shown below.

WMS Annual Number of Mode

VESSEL Crew Utilization Changeover ycles
Size Factor (%) Primary/ Pierside/

,__Overboard Primary

GALLATIN (378') 152 11 36 20

VIGOROUS (210') 60 5.6 15 16

FIREBUSH (180') 50 14.1 34 103

PAMLICO (160') 13 31 0 33

WHITE SAGE (133') 21 11.1 17 81

.POINT HERRON (821) 8 1.8 46 46

In using vessel mission profile characteristics to modify the operating

and maintenance costs based on continuous operation, it is important to

recognize which WMS subsystems/equipments are affected and which ones

are not. Thus, the WMS waste Collection/Transport subsystem has a

utilization factor of 100% and therefore the data for this subsystem should

not be modified by mission profile characteristics. On the other hand, the

"W/MS waste Treatment/Disposal subsystem is operated only when the vessel

is within restricted waters or in a non-home port, and it is turne" off when

the vessel is beyond restricted waters or connected to a shore waste receiving

facility. Consequently, the data for this subsystem must be modified by the

vessel mission profile characteristics. An exception to this is the treatment

portion of an oil recirculation system which has a utilization factor of 100%

(this does not apply to the holding or incineration function). /-

Generally, the modification consists of multiplying the data for the

Treatment/Disposal subsystem based on continuous operation by the WMS

utilization facotr. When this product is added to the corresponding cost

element for the Treatment/Disposal subsystem data based on continuous

operation, the resulting numbers are the desired costs.

4
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The results of modifying the WMS operating characteristics and costs

based on continuous operation (given in Appendix B) by vessel mission

profile characteristics are presented in Appendix E. These results include

the effect of accounting for mode changeovers. It is noted that the distri-

bution of operating task frequencies given in the left hand portion of the

tables in Appendix B were not modified by vessel mission profile character-

istics since a valid basis for such modifications could be determined. The

results in Appendix E indicate that the operating costs increase with an increas -

ing WMS utilization factor.

WMS maintenance costs and characteristics based on continuous

operation (given in Appendix C) as modified by vessel mission profile

characteristics are presented in Appendix F. It is noted that, as discussed

earlier, the preventive maintenance results were not modified by the WMS

utilization factors for the reason stated. However, corrective maintenance

data for the Treatment/Disposal subsystems were multiplied by the WMS

utilization factors and added to the Collection/Transport subsystem. As

a result, corrective maintenance costs increase with increasing WMS

utilization factor.

Present Value of OQerating and Maintenance Costs

The last step in estimating the life-cycle cost of WMS recurring

expenditures consists of modifying the annual operating and maintenance

costs based on WMS utilization factor by suitable present value factors.

Present value factors take into account the expected life of the system and

the assumed effective discount rate, which depends on prevailing interest

and inflation rates and accounts for the time value of money. Present value

factors applicable to operating, preventive maintenance and corrective

maintenance costs (F1) and to overhaul costs (F2 ) are given in Table 11.

The present value factors in Table 11 are based on the following assumptions:

• A 10-year useful system life

• A 10% effective discount rate

A two-year overhaul interval
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Table 11

PRESENT VALUE FACTORS BASED ON
A 10% EFFECTIVE DISCOUNT RATE*

PPESENT VALUE FACTORS

PROJECT Applicable to Cumulative For WMS Overhauls (Based on

YEAR Each Individual (Applicable to a two-year overhaul cycle)

Project Year** Operation, Overhaul Cumulative
_M~and 0M) Status

1 0.909091 0.909091 WMS
Installation

2 0,826446 1.735537 Overhaul 0.826446

3 0.751315 2.486852

4 0.683013 3.169865 Overhaul 1.1509459

5 0.620921 3.790786

6 0.564474. 4.35526 Overhaul 2.073933

7 0.513158 4.868418

3 0.466507 5.334925 Overhaul 2.54044

9 0.424098 5.759023

10 0.385543 F -6.144566 Overhaul F2 = 2.92598

OM&B Circular No. A-94, dated 3/22/72, "Discount Rates to be us d in

evaluating time-distributed costs and benefits.

** The discount factors presented in the table above implicitly assume end-

of-year lump-sum costs and returns. When costs and returns occur in a

steady stream, applying mid-year discount factors may be more appr -

priate. Present value cost and benefit computed from this table can be

converted to a mid-year discounting basis by multiplying them by th.
factor 1.048809. For example, if the present value c,st of a series of

annual expenditures computed from the above table is $1,200.00, th
present value cost on a mid-year discounti:ig ba•.'.s_.is $1, 200.00 x
1.048809 or $1,258.57.
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The present value factor F I can be obtained from the effective

discount rate (I) and the assumed useful system life (n) by the expression

F1  
+ I)n -

I1l+ I)n

It is noted that the above expression as well as the results in Table 1

are based on the assumption that the operating and maintenance costs

are identical during each year throughout the life of the system, i.e.,

any differences in costs which may occur during overhaul years are

neglected.

The operating and maintenance costs based on vessel mission

profiles (presented in Appendices E and F) are multiplied by the appropriate

present value factors Fl or F2 to obtain the present values of operating and

maintenance life-cycle costs. The results of this multiplication are

presented in Appendix G. Since these recurring expenditures represent

the costs for the entire assumed economic life of the system, these can

be added to the fixed costs (acquisition and installation) in order to obta i

the total life-cycle cost of each viable candidate system/vessel combinatl n.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF LIFE-CYCLE COSTS

The sensitivity of the overall life-cycle cost to changes in the data

and/or assumptions relating to the individual cost elements is indicated

in two ways. First, the summary table at the beginning of this report

shows each cost element and in addition indicates its relative contribution

(expressed as a percentage) to overall life-cycle cost. These percentages

serve as indications of the relative importance of changes in the data for

each cost element. Second, expressions were deri ted relating the overall

WMS life-cycle cost to the various cost elements, the assumptions, and the

other parameters which affect the cost. These expressions indicate the amount
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by which any one cost element (or other cost dependent parameter) has to

vary in order to effect a given change in the overall life cycle cost,

assuming that all other cost factors are held constant. Ideally, for this type

of sensitivity dnalysis, the overall life cycle cost should be related to

the actual data at the lowest level of each cost element. However, in view

of the computational burden involved when this is done manually, this was

not practical. Instead, the sensitivity anr-lysis formulas developed

relate '-he overall life cycle cost to individual cost elements at either

the ov'erall WMS level (for fixed costs) or the WMS Collection/Transport

and Treatment/Disposal subsystem level (for operating and corrective

maintenance costs). In addition to the fixed cost elements (acquisition

and installation) and the operating and maintenance cost elements based on

continuous operation (or per overhaul), sensitivity analysis expressions

were a!so derived for the WMS utilization factor and the present value

factots. The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in Appendix H.

Appendix 14 includes the derivation of the formulas for sensitivity analysis as

well as tables showing the results of this analysis. The entries in these

tables indicate the percentage by which the given cost element or other

parameter has to change in order to effect a 10% change in the overall

life cycle cost.

These results indicate that the sensitivity of a cost element depends

on its .elative contribution to the overall life cycle cost. As the WMS

utilization factor increases, its sensitivity also increases, since this

results in a larger contribution of the corresponding cost elements to the

totai life cycle cost. Comparison of the results for F and F shows greater
sensit!-rity to F 2 , indicating that the life cycle cost is sensitive to the

overhaul interval. I'

____ --. -- ..-.-
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EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

THE EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

The effectiveness of candidate systems is determined on the basis

of numerous considerations, such as system characteristics and features,

assumptions, etc. It is very difficult to make sound decisions based on

the simultaneous judgment of a multitude of considerations, many of which

may be unrelated. On the other hand, it is fairly easy to make individual

decisions on a small scale. The approach used for assessing the effective-

ness of candidates is based on converting the relatively difficult problem

of trying to arrive at a major decision by simultaneously Juggling ni,.ierous

and often unrelated considerations, into the relatively easy problem of

systematically making many "small" decisions. The approach also addres'ses

the necessity of combining the decision-maker's subjective Judgments with

technical data and relevant assumptions in arriving at an overall effective-

ness assessment of each candidate system.

The approach for assessing the effectiveness of candidates and the

development of the effectiveness model which forms the basis for this

assessment are closely related to the definition of effectiveness. In the

context of this study, effectiveness Is not to be viewed as a fixed and

preformulated expression in terms of some specific variables. Instead, the

following definition of effectiveness is used:

The effectiveness of a candidate is broadly definer' as its

overall quality. This quality Is deteimined on the basis of how

well the candidate fulfills specified objectives, requirements

and constraints. Furthermore, this overall quality can be quantified

and the resulting number is the effectiveness rating of the candidate.

The effectiveness rating is a quantitative measure of the degree to

which the candidate has satisfied the aggregate of all the individual

criteria for determining conformance with objectives and requirements

as well as their relative importance.
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It is noted that the above definition of effectiveness implies the

following:

It is necessary to specify objectives, requirements and constraints.

It is necessary to establish criteria for Judging how well the

candidates fulfill the objectives, requirements and constraints.

It is necessary to indicate the importance of the established

criteria relative to one another.

It is necessary to quantify each individual criterion as well as

the aggregate of all criteria and their relative importance. This

quantification must be based on candidate attribute data (i.e.,

characteristics).

The effectiveness assessment methodology is the system of analysis

techniques and associated computational proceduros which start with the

rele'rat information concerning the candidates and their associated context

as &n :,',put, and generates quantitative effectiveness ratings as an output.

Tht3 mrri.-dology consists of procedures, guidelines and computational aids

for .*xeccrtinr the following three main steps of the effectiveness assessment.

* D:evelopment of the effectiveness model.

Development of effectiveness attribute data geared to the

effectiveness model.

* Quantification of effectiveness.

The effectiveness model is, in effect, a framework of criteria for

jud;-ng the degree of acceptability of each candidate system. This frame-

wor) 1! in the form of a hierarchy which structures the effectiveness assess-

menr ý2r!t3ria in successive levels of detail and specificity. A set of weights

are thnrk associated with this criterion hierarchy to indicate the importance

of each criterion in relation to the others.
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The development of the effectiveness model consists of the following

identifiable steps:

* Selection of a set of measures of effectiveness (M,,t). The

M/Es constitute a set of highest level overall criteria which

will be the basis for assessing the effectiveness of the can-

didates.

* Assignment of M/E weights (W,). These M/E weights are used to

indicate the importance of each M/E in relation to the others.

Determination of the factors (F') and subfactors (SFk) of each M/E.
jk

Factors result from a breakdown of an M/E into its constituent

lower level subordinate criteria which'are implied by the higher

level criterion represented by the given M/E. Subfactors

result from a breakdown of a factor or another subfactor into

its constituent lower level subordinate criteria which are implied

by the higher level criterion represented by the given factor or

subfactor. Elementary factors (Fe) or subfactors (SFr) are those

which have no subordinate subfactors and which can be directly

related to one or more attributes (i.e., characteristic) of the

candidates under consideration.

Assignment of factor weights (Wj) and subfactor weights (Wk).

These weights are used to indicate the importance of each

factor/subfactor (i. e., criterion) in relation to the' others at the

same level of subordination.

Development of an effectiveness [-r. ng function (ERF) for every

elementary factor/subfactor. An ERE constitutes a functional

relationship between the candidate attribute (characteristic)

relevant to the given elementary factor/subfactor and an effective-

ness rating which is a quantitative measure of the candidate's

acceptability, quality, worth, desirability, etc., with respect

to the. given criterion. The ERFs constitute an important element
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of the effectiveness model. They provide a mechanism for

systematically bringing together and integrating the essential

elements of the effectiveness assessment, namely:

Assumptions,' goals, requireycnts and constraints.

Technical information.

.. Subjective judgments of the decision maker.

The effectiveness attribute data required is determined by the ERFs.

The ERFs also determine the format of these data. A numbering scheme

which uniquely identifies each ERF within each M/E is used to associate

the data with the corresponding ERF. An important aspect of the development

of the ERFs and the associated effectiveness attribute data is its flexibility

with respect to the type and level of detail of the required data. This

ensures that the data requirements are realistic and are consistent with

common practice in the field, i.e., the analyses performed in support of

the effectiveness assessment such as MSD analysis, installation analysis,

life-cycle cost analysis, etc. Thus, the development of effectiveness

attribute data represents another important mechanism for integrating the

results of the various analyses which are normally pe.-formed in the course

of studying the candidates.

The quantification of the effectiveness is summarized in Figure- 19.

It is accomplished by relating the rating at any level of subordination in the

effectiveness model to the next lower level elements of the model as the

sum of products of the ratings and associated weights of these elements.

Thus, starting with the elementary iactors/subfactors, the next higher

level subfactor or factor ratings are given as the sum of products of the

elementary factors/subfactors. Similarly, the rating for a given M/E is

obtained as the sum of products of its factor ratings and their associated

weights. Finally, the overall effectiveness rating is obtained as the sum

of the products of M/E ratings and their associated weights. Once the

effectiveness model and the associated effectiveness attribute 1ata have
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SOverall Effctdveusss Radng Presented in Output

I. of Computer Program

RI IW \ WE R ,a ,og
R,,= %W R4- Factor Ratings

Sysrem/Subsystem/
Subfacr RatigeEquipment

W - 0G%'Characteristics

Element--ry Factor/Sub factor Ratings Re

; W -10050 MSD Analysis
e (Volume V)

WMS Cost Analysis

(Volume I)
WMS lastallation

Analysis

(Volume 11t)

Vessel Effectiveness
[Characteristics Attribute Data

SEmcrr ss RATING FUNCTIONS OR ELEMENTARY FACTORS/SUtJFACrORS

Re =f(Z)

100 -

•1Unaceept- -__________

" able Data for a Sp iflc Candidate System - '-

' /Z = g (System/Subs) tem/Equlipment/
Attribute Variable Vessel Characteristic)

Fi ure 1_Ž

SUMMARY OF THE PRCCJEDURE FO QUANTIFYING THE EFFECTIVENESS

OF CANDIDATE SYSTEM /VESSEL COMBINATIONS
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been developed, the quantification of effectiveness is fairly straight-

forward and is accomplished by a computer program. The output of the

computer program consists of an overall effectiveness rating for each

candidate as well as effectiveness ratings with respect to e'ich M/E.

As part of the development of the effectiveness assessment

methodology, the above steps have been documented in greater detail and

guidelines for executing these steps have been included (see Volume II of

this report). It is noted both from the previous discussion of the develop-

ment of the elements of the effectiveness model and from Figure 19 that the

M/Es, the factor/subfactors and their associated levels of subordination

constitute a hierarchy. Actually, four types of hierarchies can be discerned

in connection with the effectiveness assessment methodology, namely:

A hierarchy of objectives and requirements.

A hierarchy of criteria associated with the objectives and

requirements.

A hierarchy indicating the importance of each criterion in

relation to the others.

A hierarchy of effectiveness ratings which are quantitative

measures of the degree to which each criterion in the hierarcy

is satisfied by each candidate.

The first three hierarchies are associated with the effectiveness

model and the last hierarchy is associated with the quantification of

effectiveness. However, it is noted from Figure 19 that the quantification

of effectiveness includes the use of the weights. Thus, the weights

possess a dual character, namely, as indicators of the relative

importance of each c"Iterion (related to the effectiveness model), and

as numbers used in obtaining the ratings (related to the quantification

process). Finally, it is noted that the development of the effectiveness
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model can be characterized as analysis (top to bottom process), whereas

the quantification of effectiveness can be characterized as synthesis

(bottom to top process) . The above disczussed relationships in connection

with the effectiveness assessment methodology are summarized below.

ANA E R E

Fj• Wej-' Re

\ F/SFJý Wk Rej

SYNTHESI

It is noted that the life-cycle cost analysis presented in a preltous
section of this report, is based on a similar approach, consisting of
the development of a detailed life cycle cost model appropriate for
wastewater management systems (analysis), followed by substitution
of data at the lowest level of the model and building up to the overall
life-cycle cost (synthesis).
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THE EFFECTIVENESS MODEL

One of the tenets of this effectiveness assessment methodology

is that in order to produce meaningful results, it is necessary for the

decision-maker to participate in the development of the effectiveness

model. In conformity with this principle, the effectiveness model was

developed in consultation with. and the active part'cipation of, cognizant

U.S. Coast Guard technical representatives. Such Coast Guard partici-

pation v;,as extensive in the development of the structure of the effective-

ness model, i.e., the choice of the M/Es and the breakdown of each M/E

into its factors/subfactors and the associated levels of subordination.

The M/E as well as the factor/subfactor weights assignments were made

by the Coast Guard., Finally, the development of the ERFs was carefully

coordinated with the Coast Guard technical monitor.

Measures of Effectiveness and Associated Weights

The effectiveness model for the wastewater management systems

analyzed in this study is based on the seven measures of effectiveness (M/Es)

shown in Table 12. Each WE in Table 12 is numbered for reference purposes

and a brief statement indicates the kinds of considerations wnich are

encompassed by each M/E (and elaborated by its factors and subfactors).

A weight is associated with each M/E to indicate its importance in relation

to the others, such that the sum of these weights is 100%. It is noted that

the overall effectiveness ratings of the viable system/vessel combinations

reflect this weight assignment and should be interpreted accordingly.

ME.Fpjctors/S actors and Associated Weights

A breakdown of each M/E into its factors and a further breakdown of

factors successively into subfactors and associated levels of subordination

is indicated in the following pages. Within each M/E, each factor and sub-

factor is uniquely identified by a numbering scheme which also indicates

its level of subordination. The number of bullets appearing in front of each

factor and subfactor is intended to provide more convenient visual indication

of its level of subordination.
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Table 12

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS AND ASSOCIATED WEIGHTS

MEASURE OF EFLEcrIVENESS (M/E) WEIGHT (%)

I -ADAPTABILITY FOR SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION
(Suitability for vessel, ease of installing, 8
effects on vessel)

II - PERFORMANCE
(How well system accomplishes intended 15
functions)

III - OPERABILITY
(Ease of operation, burden on crew, 12
operational expendabl--s)

IV - PERSONNEL SAFETY
(Likelihood, severity and ease of correcting 11
hazards)

V - HABITABILITY
(Noise, odor, heat, user comfort, aesthetics) 17

VI RELIABILITY 23
(Potential for failure free operation),

VII - MAINTAINABILITY
(Ease of correcting failures, manpower 14
and logistic requirements)
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A weight is associated with each factor and subfactor to indicate its

importance in ri. ation to the other factors or subfactors at the same level of

subordination such that their sum is equal to 100% (as was done for M/E

weights). These weights are assigned to factors and subfactors at a given level

of subordination without regard to factor/subfactor weight assignments at higher

or lower level of subordination. Factor/subfactor weights may be vessel dependent

to reflect individual vessel requirements but for purposes of this study, the

same set of weights was used for each vessel. It is noted that the overall

effectiveness ratings as well as ratings with respect to each M/E for the

viable candidate system/vessel combinations reflect these weight assign-

ments and should be interpreted accordingly.

Effectiveness Rating Functions (ERFs)

An effectiveness rating function (ERF) was developed for each

elementary factor/subfactor. Figure 20 shows the form used for documenting

these ERFs. This form also facilitates recording the effectiveness attribute

data (including its source) and effectiveness ratings for each viable candi-

date system/vessel combination associated with the given ERF. The

effectiveness model used resulted in 1ll individual ERFs which are uniquely

identified by the numbering scheme for factors and subfactors. Thus, each

viable candidate. system/vessel combination is evaluated on the basis of

111 individual criteria. These ERFs are presented in Volume II of this

report and are numbered to correspond to the numbers associated with each

elementary factor/subfactor within each M/E.

EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

The effectiveness Attribute Data required as input to the effectiveness

model is defined by the ERFs. These data came from three different sources

which represent three types of analyses (among others) performed ds p•:ni of

this study, namely:
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. The MSD analysis

* The WMS installation analysis

. The WMS life-cycle cost analysis

The manner in which the effectiveness attribute data is used for

rating elementary factors/subfactors is documented by the corresponding

ERFs. In order to facilitate the quantification of effectiveness, the

effectiveness attribute data for each viable cak:didate system/vessel

combination Was recorded on the form in Figure 20 in the format specified

by the ERF. As noted from Figure 20, this form has a provision for indicating

the source of the data and it also lists the non-viable system/vessel com-

binations for which no effectiveness attribute data (and no ratings) were

developed. Some ERFs call for effectiveness attribute data from more than

one source, e.g., some elementary factor/subfactor ratings for the M/Es

PERSONNEL SAFETY and for HABITABILITY depend on data from both MSD

related as well as WMS installation related effectiveness attribute data.

In such cases, both sources of data would be indicated on the form in

Figure 20. These data, as well as effectiveness ratings, for each viable

candidate system/vessel combination with respect to each elementary

factor/subfactor are presented in Volume II of this report on the corres-

ponding ERF forms.

MSD Related Effectiveness Attribute Data

Results of the MSD analysts are presented in Volune V of this report.

Figure 21 shows a sample form which was used to document MSD related

effectiveness attribute data. It is noted from Figure 21 that the MSD

effectiveness attribute data were developed and presented on a subsystem

ievel in accordance with the manner in which the MSDs were hybridized

to form the candidate WMS concepts. For ease of reference each MSD

subsystem characteristic is keyed to the associated ERF by the unique

factor/sub factor identification scheme.
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EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS FOR ELEMENTARY FACTORS/SUBSACTORS

Ettectivenes$ Rating Function

Ile

Lam

Effectiveness Attriblute Data and Ratings for Viable Systqrn/Vessel Combinations"-•
WMSi GAILTATIN TVIGOROUS 1"FIREBUSH PAM-,.CO IWHITE SAGE- IPOINT HERRON

#* (378') .(210') (180') (160') I_ (133') (82')

2 ,,_ 2 A
3 _ _N A _ _N A
4 ___- NA N A

5 N A N A N A

6 N A N A N A

7 _ _- N A - N A
8 N A N A N A

9 _ _
10 N A

2 N A',

11 _ _ A _ _12 N A NIA N A

13 N A N A N A

14 _ _ __ _ _ --- _ _ _15 ... ..-. N A

17 N A N A N A
18 N A N A N A

Figure 20
FORM USED FOR DOCUMENTING EFFECTIVENESS RATING

FUNCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTE DATA AND RATINGS
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MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

MA 11 - PERFORMANCE

MSD __________Sheet _ of 4

Sstfaccm Iact. ITramp. Treat. /Dlspcea1
asnt O.Caracteristcs Subsystem. Sabryssain

311 Effact of peak bydtanflc loasi in black 
11) waite stresan ?A 1D t . 2

(a) No d4gnlW effec of black waite peaks an WfD subsysaem pesfoemoance.

(b) Effect of black waite peaks Is ofshort duration. with temporary irnpba-
daefr M3D brsyaam performance. easy to overcome.

(c) looq-terr affect of black wasrs peaks. difficull to overcom, with lour-
S.,. na*Iori for WD6 subsystem psefcsmance.

(d) No ability of WD6 subsystem so handle black wants peash._____ ____

3211 Effect of pea hydraulic b&In 9aY~l) water semu cm on MD performance (2

(a) No significant affect of gMa waert peaks cn WD6 subsystem performance.
(b) Effect of gray waste puab Is of short duration. with temporary impications

for M.qD subsystem performance, easy to overcomne.
cc) long-term effect of gray water Pelak. difficult to overcome witb long-term

implications for MSD subsystem performance.
(8) No abiity of WD6 saubsysem to handle gray water peaks. _____

321 Effect of low flowe coonddc/lo-; idle Irn In black wate stream on W.D
pefonance(

(a) No signiicat effect of black wate low flow coodluion/long Idle times an
NUD5 subsystem performance.

(b) Effect of black waste low flow ccadiiom/long Idle times of short duraticn.
with temporary imnplications for MSD subsystem perfornance, easy to
overcome.

(c) Long-term effect of black wast low flow condliidon/log Idle U~me.,
diffcult oSwnicomre. with long-tem imnplications for WD15 subsystem
perforane

(8) No ability of P&1D subsystem to handle black waste low flow conditions/
a lootz Idle times.

(1) Includes lsstantaneousnbourly and daily beids.
(2) Peak load handling ability dependsoasC/r subsystem. The ability of an NL$Owhich employs an 1nibsent surge tank to

handle peake usually depends almnost entdrely on toe sizing of this tank.
(5) An example of low flow conditino Uhen 75% of the crew is not on board vsse! for aweek and usage rate by

remaining 25% of crew Is normal. long idllr times are on the order of several week; of virtually Do usage of MD.15

Figure 2 1

SAMPLE DATA FORM USED FOR DOCUMENTING

MSD EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
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WMS Installation Related Effectiveness Attribute Data

Results of the WMS installation analysis are presented in Volume Ifl

of this report. Figure 22 shows a sample form which was used to document

WMS installation related effectiveness attribute data. These data were

developed and are presented on an overall WMS basis. It is noted from

Figure 22 that each WMS installation characteristic is keyed to the

associated ERF by the numbering scheme for uniquely identifying each

factor and subfactor.

WMS Operating/Maintenance Cost Related Effectiveness Attribute Data

Results of the WMS life-cycle cost analysis are presented in Appendices

B through G. Some of the data resulting from this analysis (e.g., vessel

resource usage, labor and parts requirements for operation and maintenance),

constitute effectiveness attribute data. Most of these data were developed

and presented on an overall WMS basis. The WMS cost related information

used as effectiveness attribute data came mostly from the WMS overhaul costs

and characteristics (Appendix D), the WMS operating costs and characteristics

based on vessel mission profiles (Appendix E) and the WMS p, eventive and

corrective maintenance costs and characteristics based on vesisel mission

profiles (Appendix F).

EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS OF VIABLE CANDIDATE SYSTEM/VESSE COMBINATIONS

The results of quantifying the effectiveness of each viab e system/vessel

combination by substituting the effectiveness attribute data in o the effective-

ness model are presented in Table 13. Results for each viable candidate

WMS configuration on each vessel are given at two different 1 vels of detail,

namely an overall effectiveness rating and a rating for each M E of the

effectiveness model (including its associated weight). The qu ntification of

effectiveness was performed by a computer program. A descrip ion of this

computer program as well as the prepared Input to the program re presented

in Volume II of this report.
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WMS DiSTALLATION EFFECTIMEESS ATTRIBUTE DATA

Vessel__________ Shoot I of 10

WE I -ADAPABILITY FOR SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION CHARACTERISTIC

Ill Pequired black watrn handl" capacity for vesel vemsa actual capacity of WMS

(a) Actual Capacity of WhU equals at excesid inquired capacifty veswael.
(b) WW6 marginally suitable (or visail (blas 95-99% of required capacity).
(c) WWS Capacity Insuffidamw fowatnese (lesm Usan 39%ofmrquited capacity).

"*10 2 3.j 5I s 'r 8 9 0 1 2~al~al51I31 1 Isi

112 baquired gray watrn handling capacity lor vessl yam. actual capacity of Who

(a) Actual capacity of Wm~ equals at execes& required capacity for vessel.
(b) WUS mu&gnaly suitable fat vesuel "ba 93-99 of required capacity).
(c) WW4 capacity 1clzndtca for veselMwd (m shn95* of required capacity).

V # 1 2 S j4  6 61 7I 8 9 10 11 12 13 'l 24 15 ~

13 tu of additicua support sysrme at equipmtuem inquired to accomoudam WPAS(1

(a) No additional support symsui at equiproema required. (2)
(b) Soroe additional support myotrem at oqtdpmenS required.()
(c) Many additinoal support sytrams at equipromen required- 3

(
1
) E-ampaha,. Rrefibdng systmmme be meatalled with lciermeno.

* 1gm elate iequired Hf large tank Is instalhd ahove bilge.
*Compamtressore n Ia vesues that darno aluuady have one.
*Detaca of toxic at noxiaus Seam should be installed widi any system that as an inhereat design

(2) haturs, am such gains In processing van"e.
Need for support srtam/eqtiprneo dham we signikiamly reduce WMS mizebihity hor on-hoard 1miafldom.

()Suitability of W14 hor lattalldom on vessel significanly reduced.

# 1 F J 1Il l 'Ill' 91 1111121314131311 3

31 bitof S n~ce S rer imisdo iequired hor WWS fzfad

(a) No nli eed modLftcedfoa at replacemeet.
(b) Some Axtuna need rnodiftcdoo at replcnement.
(c) All commtrodes need sepiscemen~t and toodfilcaton of uanal-amood~ated equipmnent (e.g.. W inad dIscharge valves)

is required.

Cd=l lmsned replacement at moudification (e.g..* rsplacement at commodes and udnal ft~roima).
e)AnlfzmaDe replacemu nwiat mod~ftetion and each finn. bas additioal be -Amp uequihmeieuants tedl wish it.

1 2~z 3 4165 178 1 9 A 1112 114 1561is117

Figure 22
'3AMPLE FORM USED FOR DOCUMENTING WMS
INSTALLATION EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE DATA
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OPTIMUM CANDIDATE SELECTION

LIFE-CYCLE COST VERSUS EFFECTIVENESS

The overall effectiveness rating of a candidate is a quantitative

indication of its overall quality. The life-cycle cost of the candidate

represents its"penalty" in terms of dollar expenditures. One of the

tenets of this cost effectiveness analysis methodology is that there is

no a priori relationship between cost and effectiveness*. as the evidence

from almost any marketplace will confirm. This relationship is provided

a posteriori by the cost effectiveness analysis methodology and, in fact,

it is one of the purposes for performing such an analysis. The procedure

for selecting an optimum (i.e., most cost-effective) wastewater management

system for each vessel consists of simultaneously examining the life-cycle

cost as well as the effectiveness rating of each viable candidate and applying a

systematic selection procedure for making the choice. Thus, due to the

a priori independence of cost and effectiveness, the candidates must be

studied in two dimensions.

One procedure for studying the (a posteriori) relationship between cost

and effectiveness is to visually display this relationship. A convenient way

of accomplishing this is to plot each viable candidate system for a given

vessel as a point on a set of cartesian coordinates in which one of the axes

(the vertical) represents the life-cycle cost (C) of the candidate and the other

axis (the horizontal) represents the overall effectiveness rating (RE) of the

candidate. Effectiveness ratings are numbers which are dimensionless and

lie in the range of 0 to 100% and hence the effectiveness scale can be so

labeled. However, life-cycle costs are expressed in dollars and the range

varies from vessel to vessel. In order to express both the life-cycle cost

and the effectiveness ratings in the same units, as required by one of the

* In order to avoid bias, it is best that the cost and the effectiveness
analyses be performed independently of one another, preferably
by different individuals or groups of individuals.
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optimum candidates selection criteria (to be discussed later), it is necessary

to normalize the life-cycle costs so that they are dimensionless and lie in

the range of 0 to 100%. This can be readily done by expressing the life-cycle

cost of each viable candidate as a percentage of the highest such cost for

the given vessel. This procedure yields the relative, rather than the absolute,

life-cycle cost of each candidate (resulting in a value of 100% for the

candidate possessing the highest cost),- and the cost axis can be so labeled.

Such a plot of the cost versus effectiveness relationship of all viable

candidate systems for a given vessel is a useful analytic tool which can

sometimes be used to discern important properties of the candidates by

exanining the locations of individual as well as groups of candidates in

relation to one another. As shown below, there are "desirable" and

C
i00!-- Poor Choice ? ? - -

SLow Effectiveness High Effectiveness1

"o Rating/High Costating/High Cost

- I

0 Ratin/Low Cst I [ating/HLoh Cost Ri

SLow Effectiveness [High Effectiveness1

0

0 Effectiveness Rating (%) i 00vE
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"undesirable" regions in the cost vs. effectiveness plane, which can be

thought of as a *!decision plane". By encircling all the candidates which

have a common cha:dcteristic (see below), e.g., incinerator, oil reci-culation,

reduced volume flush, etc., it may be possible to obtain a visual indication

wLether or not the given concept is cost- effective.

C
A non-cost-effective concept

100

A cost-
effective
concept

Systems which
possess a corn-
mon characteristic I

100

It is noted that such results imply that the characteristic which is

common to the. group of systems is the dominant factor and that any other

difl.%-nces between the systems in the group are unimportant. If this is

no, 'e case, an attempt to encircle systems possessing a common charac-

teristic will result in a region which is spread out throughout the cost vs.

effectiveness plane and conclusions cannot be readily arrived at without

further analysis to determine the factors (related to cost and/or effectiveness)

which result in such a spread,
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The cost vs. effectiveness relationship for the candidate, WMS

configurations as a function of vessel are shown in Figure 23. For ease

of reference, the table in the left hand portion of Figure 23 indicates the

WMS concept (but not the configuration), the holding capacity, the cost

(both in dollars and relative) and the effectiveness rating for each candidate.

It is noted that WMS No.1, consisting of holding tanks for both black

(full volume flush) and gray water,is the most cost effective concept on all'

vessels. However, as can be seen from the left hand portion of Figure 23,

this concept does not result in a full holding capacity on all vessels. It

is also noted that the least cost-effective concepts are reduced volume

flush in conjunction with an inciterator (WMS No. 10 on GALLATIN and

VIGOROUS, WMS No. 13 on FIREBUSH, WMS No. 18 or No. 13 on

PAMLICO and WHITE SAGE), or reduced volume flush in conjunction with

an evaporator (WMS No. 16 or No. 11 on POINT HERRON).

In order to arrive at conclusions that will pertain to the entire fleet,

the cost vs. effectiveness relation was plotted by combining the data for all

vessels,as shown in Figure 24. In order to prepare this plot, the 'cost data

used is the per capita life-cycle cost, expressed as a percentage of the

maximum value for all vessels. It is noted from Figure 24 that the results

for the PAMLICO seem to be ia a class by themselves. This is due to the fact

that this vessel-has a reduced volume (vacuum)collection system (whereas

ali other vessels have a conventional full volume flush collection system)

and an unusual mission profile characteristic (i.e., long holding time and

large utilization factor). Except for the PAMLICO, WMS No. I is seen to

be the most cost-effective candidate on a fleet wide basis.
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OPTIMUM CANDIDATE SELECTION CRITERIA

Since cost and effectiveness represent opposing aspects of a

candidate (quality vs. cost penalty) and since these two aspects are

a priori independent of each other (and hence may result in unpredictable

combinations of cost and effectiveness), it is necessary to establish a

systematic procedure for choosing an optimum system from among the

available candidates. An optimum candidate selection criterion is a rule

which can be used consistently for making this type of selection. Such a

rule sometimes results in trading off cost (penalty) for effectiveness

(quality). Several such optimum candidate selection criteria are discussed

below.

Outliers

Outliers are candidates whose cost vs. effectiveness relationship

is drastically different from that of all the other candidates. Identification

of outliers is a quick and convenient method of determining the most and/or

the least cost effective candidates. Thus, in the cost vs. effectiveness,

relationship shown below, candidate A is an obvious optimum because it

has the highest effectiveness rating and the lowest cost of all available

candidates.

C
Least cost effective candidate

100-

BO

All Other

Candidates

Optimum (most cost
effective) candidate

0 A
0 100 W RE
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In Figure 23, WMS No. 1 is such an obvious optimum. Candidate B above is

the least cost-effective choice since it has the highest cost and lowest

effectiveness rating of all available candidates. in Figure 23, depending

on vessel, WMS Nos. 10, 11, 13, 16 or 18 are such obvious least cost-

effective candidates.

Other less obvious types of outliers are shown below.

C C0.E
100 Optimum

100 
OF

A B C

OG

Optimum,-?r. H

0 I RE
00

10 100 E

A cost vs. effectiveness relationship represented by the group of candidates

A, B, C, D in which cost increases relatively slowly and the corresponding

effectiveness ratings increase substantially may result in the choice of the

most expensive (and most effective) candidate, since a high gain in

effectiveness is obtained for a small increase in cost. In such a situation,

one has to decide what constitutes a "large" increase in effectiveness and

"small" increase in cost. It is obvious that if all candidates have the same

cost but different effectiveness ratings, i.e., lie on a horizontal line, then

the optimum is the candiiatt with the highest effectiveness rating.
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A cost vs. effectiveness relationship representec, by the group

of candidates E, F, G, H in which cost decreases rapidly and the

corresponding effectiveness ratings decrease relatively slowly iray result

in the choice of the least effective ( and least costly) canjid-jte, since

a substantial decrease in cost is achieved at a relativell- s:.ll decrease in

effectiveness. Agair, in such a situation, one has to decide what

constitutes a "substantial" decrease in cost and "small" dec?.-_ase in

effectiveness. It is obvious that if all candidates have the same

effectiveness rating but different costs (i.e., lie on a verticMl line), then

the optimum is the candidate with the lowest life-cycle cost.

Marginal Cost-Mar.inal Utility Principle

If the cost vs. effectiveness relationship does not fall within the

category of outliers(in which case the optimum choice is obvious), an

alternative procedure based on the economic principle of Marginal Cost-

Marginal Utility (or Marginal Value) may sometimes be used as the

optimum candidate selection criterion.

To use this selection procedure, a smooth curve is drawn through the

points representing the candidates. An example of such a curve is shown below:

C

100-\

Fl

A C
b

0 '10 1 R E "

100
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In the curve shown above, points A, C, D, F and H represent

candidate systems, The selection of the optimum system (i.e., the most

cost effective system) is determined by considering some of the charac -

teristics of the above curve relatingcost to effectiveness. It is noted

that between points b and g as cost increases, the corresponding effec-

t~veness rating also increases. Between points b and A. since an ircrease

in cost is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in effectiveness rating,

this region will not contain the optimum choice. It is noted that the cost

is minimum at point b. Similarly, in the region between points g and H,

since an increase in cost is also accompanied by a corresponding decrease

in effectiveness rating, this portion of the curve will not contain the

optimum candidate system. Also, note that the effectiveness rating

is highest at point g. The most cost effective system is therefore found

in the region between points b and g. The optimum choice is determined by

drawing a tangent to the curve at an angle of 450 with the abscissa, as

indicated by point e. This point corresponds to the most cost effective

system as determined by the principle of Marginal Cost - Marginal Utility.**

At this point, the rate of change of cost with respect to effectiveness

rating, i.e., the slope of the curve, is equal to 1. 0 because the tangent

line was drawn at an angle of 450 to the abscissa. This means that at

this point, a single unit of change in relative cost produces a single unit

of change in effectiveness rating. This point is considered to be optimum

because if the rate of change of cost relative to effectiveness is greater

than 1. 0, it indicates that a relatively large change in expenditures will

result in a relatively small gain in effectiveness rating. On the other hand,

if the rate of change of cost with respect to effectiveness rating is less

than 1. 0, it means that a relatively small change in cost produces

* It is noted that to obtain such a relationship, it may first be necessary
to eliminate outliers as discussed in the previous section.

** William F. Sharpe, The Economics of Computers , (N.Y. and London:
Columbia University Press, 1969), pages 13-19.
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a relatively large increase in effectiveness. This is an indication that

such a point is not the place to end the search because the optimum has not

yet been reached. Thus, when the rate of change is equal to 1 .0, a change

in cost is balanced by an equal change in effectivenss rating and is the

optimum choice.

In the above example, since there is no candidate corresponding

to point e, the optimum choice corresponds to the candidate which is closest

to point e, namely, candidate D.

In order to utilize this approach, it is necessary that both cost and

effectiveness be expressed in the same units. This is accomplished by

using the relative, instead of the absolute costs of the candidates, as

discussed in a previous section.

Ratio of Cost to Effectiveness Rating

Another optimum candidate selection procedure is based on a

ranking of candidates on the basis of the ratio of life-cycle cost to

effectiveness rating. An advantage of this selection procedure is that

.it reduces the iwo dimensional problem into one dimension and results in

a ranking of the candidates which makes the choice of the optimum

candidate an obvious one, namely the one with the smallest ratio.

Since effectivenss ratings are dimensionless, the ratio of cost to

effectiveness rating (C/RE) has the dimensions of dollars ($). Thus, this

ratio can be thought of as "cost" in terms of "effectiveness dollars". Since

the values of effectiveness lie between 0 and 100%, the value of this ratio,

when the effectivenss rating is expressed as a fraction rather than as

percentage, will usually be greater than the cost in absolute dollars. l2hus,

this ratio can be interpreted as the penalty in dollars ($) for a low effectiveness

rating. As an example, if two candidates have the same life-cycle cost but

the effectiveness rating of the first is half that of the second, the latter is

"worth", half as much in terms of effectiveness dollars. Similarly, if the
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life-cycle cost of one candidate is one half that of another onebut its

effectiveness rating is also one half of the other one, then they are both
"worth" the same in terms of effectiveness dollars. Thus, this optimum

selection procedure results in an equal trade-off between cost and

effectiveness ratings.

The results of applying this optimum selection procedure to the viable

candidate wastewater management systems for each vessel are shown in

Figure 25. In order to simplify the presentation and facilitate comparison

of results for each vessel, the ratio of life-cycle cost to effectiveness

rating was plotted as a percentage of the maximum value for each vessel.

The results in Figure 25 confirm the conclusions regarding the most and

least cost effective systems for each vessel previously determined on the

basis of the outlier technique.

In order to obtain restts on a fleetwide basis rather than on an

individual vessel basis, a similar ranking was obtained by combining

the data for all vessels based on the ratio of the per capita life-cycle

cost to effectiveness rating. The results of such a ranking are shown in

Figure 26. The ranking in Figure 26 is based on expressing each ratio

as a percentage of the maximtun value for all vessels. The results in

Figure 26 also confirm the previously noted observation that the PAMLICO is in

a class by itself due to its waste collection system which is different

from that of the other vrssels and its unusual mission profile characteristics.
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DISCUSSION

GOALS, POLICIES. GUIDELINES, AND ASSUMPTIONS

The results of this study depend not only on the objective (and

subjective) data and characteristics of the systems and vessels analyzed

but also on tl0- goals, policies, guidelines, and assumptions used.

Hence, the overall as well as specific results should be interpreted

accordingly. Although a detailed examination of the consequences of

all such objectives, policies, guidelines, and assumptions governing

this study will not be attempted here, two important issues are discussed

below.

Vessel Holding Time Requirements

The average and maximum holding time requirements for a vessel

constitute the most important issues since they affect the following:

* The WMS configuration and equipment sizing.

* The viability of potential system/vessel configurations.

* The life-cycle cost.

Vessel holding time requirements are established on the basis of:

* The definition of restricted waters.

* The guidelines regarding the basis for setting the holding

capacity objective for each vessel.

The policy regarding the availabil!ty of pierside waste

receiving facilities.

The definition of restricted waters is a matter of law, thus limiting

the availab'e options. However, an important concern in this regard is

the uncertainty of future changes in the definition of restricted waters

(as well as effluent standards). This law has been modified in the last

few years. The recent extension of territorial waters to 200 miles is an
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example of a change in the law which may have significant consequences

onthe mission profiles of certain classes of vessels. In this study,

restricted watars were defined as those within three miles from any

shoreline and all inland waters. - .

For purposes of this study, the guideline regarding vessel holding

capacity was that the candidate system must be capable of accommodating

the maximum holding time encountered in the vessei mission profile data,

regardless of how infrequently such a holding time would be required.

For some vessels this policy has important implications for the WMS

equipment configuration requirements and viability due to large differences

between this maximum and the other holding times. The ratio of the

maximum holding time to the next smaller holding time for some of the

vessels is as follows:

VIGOROUS - more than 2 to 1

FIREBUSH - approximately 5 to 1

. PAMLICO - more than 2 to 1

POINT HERRON - more than 4 to 1

Thus, for these vessels, if the guideline for holding capacity was

based on the objective of satisfying only P% rather than 100% of all

holding time requirements, this would profoundly affect the WMS equip-

ment requirements and sizing and, in some cases, system/vessel com-

binations determined to be non-viable might be judged as viable. However,

the consequence of such a decision is that WMS configurations would be

accepted which would, with a priori knowledge of the deulsion maker,

result in either the violation of emission standards approximately (1,00-P)%

of the time or the vessel operations (i.e., mission profiles) would have to

be modified to avoid this.

Another important issue which affects vessel holding capacity (and

is related to the above discussion regarding the maximum holding time) is
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the U.S. Coaet Guard policy of providing pierside waste receiving facil-

ities only at the vessel's home port (and at yards). Provision of shore

waste receiving faoilitie . .o -wL-e-',o-ull-daffect vessel

mission profile results and may eliminate the necessity for unusuaily

large holding capacities.

Management of Black and Gray Wastewaters

A list of the systems which can accommodate the maximum holding

time for black and gray waste waters on each vessel is presented in

Table 14, The systems which do not appear in Table 14 are either non-

viable candidates or do not provide the full holding capacity for black

or gray wastewater, as the case may be.*

The following obseivations -can be made from the results in

Table 14:

The WHITE SAGE (133') is the only vessel for which all

candidate systems are capable of providing the full

holding capacity for both black and gray water.

The objective of providing required gray water holding

'apacity cannot be met on the following vessels:

GALLATIN (378')

VIGOROUS (210')

POINT HERRON (82')

<1*- 0

• The inclusion in this study of systems which do not provide 100% of

the required holding capacity fo. black and gray wastewaters resulted
from a Coast Guard guideline that, if the holding capacity is determined
by a tank and full capacity cannot be provided, such systems are- not
to be eliminated from the study as non-viable candidates. Instead,
the maximum availabie tank capacity Is to be provided for black and
gray wastewaters, giving preference to the management of black water.
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On the two other vessels on which required gray water holding

capacity can be provided, namely FIREBUSH (180') and

PAMLICO (160'), this can be implemented only by systems

which employ flow through treatment (using the Grumman

MSD) of the gray water stream (sometimes in conbination with

the black water stream) in conjunction with either an iin-

erator or a holding tank for the resulting sludge.

It is noted that the above conclusions are based on the applicable

guidelines and assumptions for holding capacity goals, installation,

waste generation, mission profiles, etc. Modification of one or more

of the above guidelines and assumptions may result in different con-

clusions.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The various analyses which have been performed as part of this !

study have generated numerous results and information at several levels

of detail. These results can be used to draw conclusions about a number

of questions an issues which may be of interest to a decision maker.

The first, and most important step in arriving at conclusions is the

formulation of s ecific questions. The candidate systems analyzed con-

stitute a wide r nge of different concepts. As a result, caution should

be applied to av id making comparisons between system concepts which

differ in more th n one respect, in order to avoid confounding the issue

or questions bei g raised.

An exhaus live examination of all possible issues and questions

will not be attei pted here. However, some of the results are discussed

below for the pu ose of arriving at some conclusions, and as a means

of illustrating th techniques which can be used to answer specific

questions. A su mary of the reasons why certain results may vary

"'from vessel to v ssel is also presented.
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Optimum Systems

The determination of the optimum, i.e., most cost-effective, can-

dtdate system for each vessel is one of the most important objectives of

this study. From the results in Figures 23 and 25 it would seem that this

issue is easily resolved since WMS No. 1 is the optimum candidate on

all vessels. Furthermore, WMS No. 1 appeamr to be the optimum not

only on the basis of the ratio of cost to effectiveness rating, but it

seems to be an obvious optimum since it is an outlier.

However, this issue is not that simple. The reason for this is

that, as indicated in Table 14, WMS No. 1 does not provide full holding

capacity for both black and gray wastewaters on all vessels. Conse-

quently, the questions regarding the optimum candidate for each vessel

must be reformulated in terms of different holding time objectives.

Table 15 indicates which WMS viable candidate is the optimum on each

vessel as a function of holding time objective. The following observations

can be made from the results in Table 15:

The WHITE SAGE is the only vessel on which WMS No. 1

is both the optimum and provides full holding capacity

for black and gray wastewaters.

No optimum candidate system (based on the candidate WMS

concepts investigated as well as the guidelines and assumptions

governing this study) is available to meet the full holding

capacity for black and gray wastewaters oft three vessels,"

namely GALLATIN, VIGOROUS, and POINT HERRON. On

these vessels, optimum candidates for the more limited objec-

tive of providing full holding capacity for black water only

are WMS No. 1 fc. The GALLATIN, WMS No. 14 for the VIGOROUS

and WMS Yo. 9 or No. 14 for the POINT HERRON. On the latter two

vessel'> WMS No. 1 is the optimum when the holding time ob-

ject.ves are further reduced by dropping the requirement for
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managing gray water and accepting less than 100% holding

capacity for black water (40% for the VIGOROUS and 58%

for the POINT HERRON).

On the FIREBUSH and PAMLICO, WMS No. 5 is the optimum,

under the objective of providing full holding capacity for

both black and gray wasiewaters. On these vessels, if the

requirement for managing gray water is dropped completely

(on the FIREBUSH) or limited (to 55% on PAMLICO),then

WMS No. 1 is the optimum candidate.

It is emphasized that the above conclusions are all subject to the

•N. guideline of setting the holding capacity goals for each vessel on the basis

of the maximum holding time, as well as the other guidelines governing

this study. Hence, when using the results in Table 15 to study the impli-

cations of modifying the guidelines and assumptions of the study, one

should not overlook the possibility that such changes may lead to dif-

ferent conclusions. This is so because such changes may affect the

installation, the viability, the costs, the effectiveness ratings, and

therefore their relative magnitudes.

Comparison of WMVIS Concepts

Of the 18 WMS concepts, seven include an incinerator which is

associated either with the black water stream or with both the black and

gray water streams (WMS Nos. 3, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15, and 18). Two of them

include an evaporator which is associated with the reduced volume black

water stream (WMS Nos. 11 and 16). Some questions which may be of

interest to a decision maker, from a cost-effectiveness point of view,

are:

Are incinerators preferable to holding tanks ?

Are evaporators preferable to holding tanks?

Are incinerators preferable 'to evaporators ?
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is reduced volume collection preferable to reduced volume

macerator/transfer (M/T) pump collection?

* Is oil recirculation preferable to flow through treatment?

As was pointed out earlier, in making comparisons between can-

didate WMS concepts it is important to compare systems which are similar

in all except one respect, i.e., to investigate one variable at a time in

oider to avoid confounding the issue by other differences which may not

be relevant. This principle can be applied by making side-by-side

direct comparisons of the candidate WMS concepts on each vessel which

are similar in all respects, except for the substitution of a holding tank

for an incinerator or evaporator, an incinerator for an evaporator, vacuum

collection for pump collection, oil recirculation for flow through treatment, etc.

Such comparirons of WMS concepts are presented in Table 16.

The following inferences can be made from the results in this table.

For all viable system/vessel combinations where such com-

parisons can be made, a holding tank is more effective and

less costly (therefore more cost-effective) than an incinerator.

For all viable system/vessel combinations where such com-

parisors can be made, a holding tank is more effective and

less costly than an evaporator.

For all viable system/vessel combinations where such com-

parisons can be made, an evaporator is more effective and

less costly than an incinerator.

'For all viable system/vessel combinations where such com-

parisons could be made, pump collection is more effective

than vacuum collection. However, no pattern is evident

with respect to life cycle cost and cost-effectiveness.

This indicates that other considerations which are vessel

dependent (i.e., WMS equipment configuration differences

affecting acquisition cost, differences in vessel conditions

affecting installation, etc.) are more important in determining

life-cycle cost than the difference between vacuum and pump
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collection. The reason for the higher overall effectiveness ratings

of pump collection vs vacuum collection can be determined by

examining the results of the effectiveness ratings for viable

system/vessel combinations presented in Table 13. These

results indicate that WMS concepts utilizing pump collection

consistently exhibit significantly higher ratings for the M/Es

"Operability" and "Reliability" than the WMS concepts utilizing

vacuum collection. The higher Reliability ratings for pump

collection result from its greater redundancy and lower complexity

than for vacuum collection which is centralized.

For all viable system/vessel combinations whore such comparisons
can be made, oil recirculationis less effective than flow through

treatment,with no pattern apparent for life-cycle cost or cost effec-

tiveness. This indicates that other vessel dependent considerations

are more important in determining life-cycle cost. Although the

acquisition cost is lower for oil recirculation, the 100% utilization

factor for the treatment subsystem tends to neutralize this advantage.
The lower overall effectiveness rating for oil recirculation results

from its consistently lower ratings for the M/Es "Operability" and

"Habitability".

The above inferences regarding a holding tank vs an incinerator or
evaporator take on special significance when one takes into account the

holding capacities of the WMS concepts being compared. With the ex-

ception of WMS No. 9 on the VIGOROUS, all other pairs of WMS concepts

comparing a holding tank to an incinerator or evaporator provide full

holding capacity for black water (but not for gray water).

One can therefore conclude than an incinerator (besides being
less cost-effective) provides no advantage in black water holding capacity,

except for the VIGOROUS, on which WMS No. 10 (with incinerator) provides

100% of required black water holding capacity vs 48% for WMS No. 9
(with holding tank). Similarly, one can conclude that an evaporator

(besides being less cost-effective) provides no advantage in black water

holding capacity over a holdina tank. It is noted that even on the
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VIGOROUS, the 48% black water holding capacity of WMS No. 1 (with

holding tank) could not be offset by WMS No. 11 (with evaporator) since

the latter is not a viable candidate. Thus, the improvement in holding

time which the evaporator might have provided could not be taken advan-

tage of on this vessel due to the inability to install this configuration.

Further examination of the WMS concepts being compared indicates also

that incinerators or evaporators offer no advantage in gray water holding

capacity.

This lack of advantage in either black or gray water holding capacity

of incinerators or evaporators is especially significant in view of the

fact that the goals for holding capacity are based on the maximum holding

time for each vessel. Thus, the holding time requirements can therefore

be only overstated rather than understated. The implication of this is that

incinerators and evaporators are either not usable (due to the inability to

install the associated configuration) or, when usable, are not required.

In view of the above discussion, the results indicating that evapor-

ators are more cost-effective than incinerators may be academic. The

advantage's of incinerators over evaporators and holding tanks is the in-

definite holding times which they provide. Although this consideration is

one of the factors in the M/E "Performance, " the overwhelming majority

of cost as well as effectiveness considerations tend to favor holding tanks

over incinerators and evaporators.

Ranges for Cost and Effectiveness

Ranges of cost and effectiveness values are of interest when comparing

candidates, since chis brings out differences which are inherent in the systems.

In addition, the analysis of extremes (minimum and maximum values) to

determine the reasons why the highest and lowest values are associated with

certain candidates may provide useful insights into system properties.

Highest and lowest values for a number of cost effectiveness ratings

and other properties of viable system/vessel combinations are presented in

Table 17. Some observations about the range of values in Table 17 are

discussed below.
167
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a. Cost Effectiveness

The cost effectiveness rank varies over a wide range (of rore

than 10 to 1) except for the PAMLICO, which has a vacuum

collection system and significantly different mission profile

characteristics. For all vessels, WMS No. 1 is the most

cost effective candidate.

b. Life Cycle Costs

The life cycle cost, both on a vessel as well as on a per capita

basis, varies over a wide range, the lowest variation being for the

PAMITCO due to Its specialized collection system and mission

profile characteristics. The lowest life cycle cost is associated

with WMS No. 1 and the highest cost is associated with systems

which employ a specialized collection subsystem and an incinerator

(WMS Nos. 10, 13, 18) or evaporator (WMS No. 16) in conjunction

with a holding tank (WMS Nos. 1.0, 16) or a Grumman flow

through treatment system (WMS Nos. 13, 18). The reason for

the low life cycle cost of WMS No. A is its low capital cost

(since it requires little additional equipment and installation)

and low recurring expenditures (rue to the simplicity of the

system). Opposed to this is the complex equipment required

for the other systems, resulting in expensive acquisition, in-

stallation, operation and maintenance.

Capital costs vary over a wide range, being lowest for WMS

No. 1 and highest for WMS Nos. 11, 13, 16, 18. The ex-

ception is the PAMLICO, in which case the lowest fixed cost

is for WMS No. 9 and the highest for WMS No. 7. The large

difference in capital costs between the candidates stems

largely from the type t.,f collection system aboard the vessel.

The original acquisition and installation costs for the existing

drain system are not accounted for, resulting in high costs for
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conversion. The balance of the difference is due to the higher

acquisition and installation costs issociated with the more

complex systems (incinerators, evaporators, waste treatment

equipment).

The above is confirmed by an examination of the individual

acquisition and installatlon cost elaments in Table 17.

The acquisition cost for tanks is zero by definition (the entire

cost for tanks being included in the installation cost), result-

ing in an acquisition cost of zero for WMS No. 1 on all vessels ex-

cept on the PAMLICO. On this vessel, zero acquisition cost

is associated with the existing drain aystem corresponding to I

WMS No. 9. It is ar.ro noted that installation costs are hightly

vessel dependent due to dependence on conditions existing

on board the vessel.

Recuning expenditures vary over a wide range being lowest fo:

WMS No. l and highest for WIMS Nos. 10, 15 and 16. The low

values for WMS No. 1 are due to the simplicity' of :iis system,

resulting in lo-r operating costs (low labor and vessel resource

costs) ani low maintenance custs (low labor and paits costs).

Th. high costs of operating and maintaining the other candidates

results from their complexity (which increases maintenance

costs) and the use of an Incinerator or evaporator which resuics

in higher operating costs !.•ue to higher labor and vessel re-

source costs). The above conzlusions regarding "his variation ()
in recurring expenditures as a function of system complexity

can be confirm'd by examining the individual cost elements

(i.e., operation, preventivo and corrective maintenan,.e, and

overhaul) in Ta'.le 17.
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c. Effectiveness Ratings

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the results for effective-

ness ratings, it is necessary to :efer to the effectiveness model.

Specifically, reference should be made to the measures of effective-

ness (M/Es) and their associated weights (Table 12) and the fac-

tors/subfactors together with their associated weights (presented

in a discussion of the effectiveness model), as well as the in-

dividual effectiveness rating functions for each elementary

factor/subfactor (presented in Volume II). In general, the

rating for each elementary factor/subfactor depends on either

the WMS concept alone (independent of the vessel), or on the

specific WMS configuration and equipment sizing, in which

case such ratings are both system and vessel dependent. The

above should be kept in mind when interpreting the effectiveness

rating results in Table 13.

The overall effectiveness rating is highest for WMS No. 1 and

lowest for WMS Nos. 10, 11 and 13 which consist of a vacuum

collection subsystem and either an incinerator or an evaporator

in conjunction with a holding tank or a Grumman treatment sys-

tem. The overall effectiveness ratings range from 87% (WMS

No. 1/GALIATIN) to 5 1% (WMS No. 13/WHITE SAGE).

The ratings for the M/E "Adaptability for Shipboard Installation"

vary from 95% (WMS No. 1/WHITE SAGE) to 54% (WMS Nos. 7 or 8/

PAMLICO). No pattern is apparent since the'se ratings are

highly dependent on the specific WMS equipment configuration

which differs from vessel to vessel even for the same WArMS con-

cept, and on conditions aboard the vessel (as was the case for

installation cost estimates).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -17 2 . . . . . . .. .. . . ..... ..



The ratings for the M/E "Performance" vary from 76% "WMS

No. 3/GALIATIN) to 54% (WMS No. l1/PAMLICO) with no

pattern being apparent. The vessel dependent considerations

(factors/subfactors), resulting from differences in equipment

configurations and sizing for the same WMS concept, include:

the figures of merit (per capita weight, volume and energy

consumption); adequacy of holding times (for systems which

utilize black and/or gray water holding tanks); the ability to

handle peaks (on systems employing influent surge tanks);

and the ability to handle additional personnel. Since the

highest "Performance" rating for any system is 76%, this in-

dicates that none of the system/vessel combinations obtained

high ratings for all or most of the considerations relevant to

this M/E.

The ratings for "Operability" are highest for WMS No. 1 on

all vessels and lowest for WMS Nos. 2, 3, 9 and 10. The

ratir;s range from 91% ("MS No. 1/GALIATIN or VIGOROUS) to

46% (WMS No. 2/PAMLICO or WHITE SAGE). Considerations

which are vessel dependent and which also account for the high

ratings for WMS No. 1 include the burden on operating personnel

(labor, etc.), and operational supplies.

Ratings for "Personnel Safety" range from 95% to 60%. Systems

rated high are WMS Nos. 1, 6, 9 and 12 (which consist of

either a geavity or a vacuum collection subsystem, holding

tanks, and may include a Grumman treatment system without

an incinerator). Systems rated low include WMS Nos. 7, 8,

15 and 16 (which include an incinerator or an evaporator).

Vessel dependent considerations include the proximity of WMS

equipment to working and berthing areas or to a fuel tank.
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Ratings for "Habitability" range from 75% for WMS No. 1 on all

vessels to 36% for WMS No. 3 (Chrysler oil recirculation with an

Incinerator). Vessel dependent considerations include the

proximity of WMS equipment to working and berthing areas.

The relatively low maximum rating of 75% indicates that none

of the WMS concepts received high ratings for all or most of

the considerations relevant to this M/E. Although most of the

individual elementary factor/subfactor ratings are 100% for

WMS No. 1, it received a rating of 0 for odor production* (due

to the holding tanks) which has a weight of 25%, resulting in

its overall rating of 75%.

Ratings for the M/E "Reliability" range from 96% CWMS No. 1/

GALLATIN) to 19% (WMS No. 13/WHITE SAGE). The highest rat-

ings are associated with WMS No. 1 and the lowest ratings are

associated with WMS Nos. 10, 11 and 13 which employ vacuum

collection with either an incinerator or an evaporator in conjunc-

tioh with a holding tank or a Grumman treatment system. Vessel

dependent considerations are due to WMS equipment configuration

differences, include the number of equipment failures and con-

figuration redundancy.

Ratings for the M/E "Maintainability" range from 93% "WMS No. 1/

VIGOROUS or FIREBUSH) to 35% (WMS No. 11/FIREBUSH). The

highest ratings are associated with W-MS No. 1 and lowest ratings

are associated with WMS Nos. 11, 12. and i6 which employ

reduced volume collection and include either an evaporator or

a Grumman treatment system. Vessel dependent considerations,

*See ERFs in Volume II
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due to WMS equipment configuration differences, include labor re-

quirements (frequency and man-hours for PM, CM and overhauL.),

spares stockage requirements, and differences in clearance

around the equipment (for maintenance) provided by each in-

stallation.

d. Figures of Merit

No pattern is apparent for the values of per capita weight and

volume. Both the highest and the lowest values are highly

vessel dependent. These results are due to the following:

The discrete nature of WMS equipment capacities (which

sometimes results in over-capacity relative to the crew size).

Inclusion of systems which do not provide full holding

capacity (i.e., the black and gray water holding tank

capacities, in relation to the crew size, varies from vessel

to vessel).

The inherent differences in the drain piping weights and

volumes in relation to the crew size from vessel to vessel.

* The inaccuracies in estimating the weight and vohv.ai, of the

existing as well as installed drain piping.

The annual per capita energy consumption (in Kwhr) varies over

a very wide range from 1 ("MS No. 1/POINT HERRON~)to 2,514

(WMS No. Q /PAMLICO). The lowest values are associated

with WMS I'. 1 and WMS No. 2 (Chrysler oil recir•,ulation in

conjunction with holding tanks). The highest values are

associated with WMS Nos. 10, 11 and 13, indicating that the

most energy intensive systems are those which have either an
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inclerator or an evaporator. It is also noted that the maximum

per capita energy consumption varies over a wide range (from

116 to 2,514) and it is vessel dependent. The reason for this

is that the per capita energy consumption is highly dependent

on the WMS utilization factor. Comparison of the utilization

factors associated with each vessel and the maximum per capita

energy consumption indicates strong correlation between them,

as shovn in the tabulation below.

WMS

Vessel Utilization Maximum AnnualFactor Per Capita Energy

(%) Consumption
I Value (Kwh) WMS Ng•

PAMLICO (160') 31.0 2,514 13
FIREBUSH (180') 14.1 947 13
WHITE SAGE (133') 11.1 847 13
GALLATIN (378') 11.0 679 11
VIGOROUS (210') 5.6 411 10
POINT HERRON (82') 1.8 116 11

The reason for the strong dependence of the maximum per capita

energy consumption on the WMS utilization factor is that most

of the energy consumption is due to the waste Treatment/

Disposal subsystem, whose operation is dependent on the

vessel mission profiles. It is noted from the above table that

although the maximum per capita energy consumption is highly

dependent on the WMS utilization factor, it does not seem to be

proportional. This is due to the fact that the most energy inten-

sive system, WMS No. 13 (Vacuum collection, d Ci,:mman

treatment system for gray water, and an incineretor for the

black water and gray water sludge), is not a viable candidate

on all vessels. Thus, on the three vessels (FIREBUSH, PAMLICO,

WHITE SAGE) on which WVIS No. 13 is a viable candidate, the
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maximum per capita energy consumption and WMS utilization

factor are approximately proportional. The greatest discrepancy

occurs between the GALLATIN and the WHITE SAGE which have

almost identical WMS utilization factors (11% vs 11. 1%) but

their maximum per capita energy consumptions are considerably

different (679 vs 847), since these maximum values are associated

with different system conce'pts (WMS No. 10 vs. WMS No. 13).

Variations in Results Across Vessels

It has been noted in the previous discussions that certain results

do not always follow a well defined pattern from vessel to vessel even

when comparing similar WMS concepts. - Some of the reasons for this

seeming lack of consistency have been given in the discussion for

specific results. When well defined patterns of results are

discerned, it indicates that the characteristic relevant to this pattern

is sufficiently dominant to overcome the' influence of those considerations

which tend to cause a lack of consistency.

A s mmary of the considerations which result in a lack of uniformity

in result across vessels follows.

Tihe elimination of certain WMS concepts on different vessels

tends to distort all results (cost, effectiveness ratings and

optimum system selections based on ranking) which are based

on normalization (i.e., division of results by the largest number).

Differences in performance requirements due to vessel mission

profiles (i.e., the maximum holding time requirement) results in

WMS configuration requirements for similar WMS concepts on

different vessels which are disproportionate in relatuisi to the

crew sizes. This results in "distortions" not only in acquisition

and installation costs but preventive maintenance costs, overhaul

costs and effectiveness ratings for elementary factors/subfactors.
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Differences in WMS utilization factors due to vessel mission

profiles would result in different operating and maintenance

costs as well as in effectiveness ratings of related elementary

factors/subfactors, even if any other differences did not exist.

The discrete capacities of MSD subsystems/equipments some-

times results in mismatches between installed capacity and crew

size. This results in distortions in acquisition and installation

costs in relation to the crew size. Similarly, the same WMS

configuration on vessels which have different crew sizes (which

can result from the discrete capacities) would result in different

operating and maintenance costs as well as in effectiveness

ratings of related elementary factors/subfactors, even if any

other differences dic not exist.

Differences in both the physical conditions as well as in the

presence of some waste treatment equipment (holding tanks,

non-standard drain system, special fixtures, etc.) result in

"distortions" in installaticn and acquisition costs as well as

installation related effectiveness ratings even if any other

differences did not exist.

The inclusion of WMS configurations which do not fulfill the

full holding capacity for black and/or gray wastewater tends

to distort both the installation cost as well as effectiveness

ratings for elementary factors/subfactors relevant to installation

and to holding capacity.

EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENTS

In comparison to the life-cycle cost analysis, the effectiveness

assessment methodology developed and used In this study may seem

somewhat esoteric and perhaps controversial. The reason for this may

very well be due to the differences in the units of measurement which

each of these two analyses use and the associated underiying concepts.
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The life-cycle cost analysis deals with money, a universal unit

and a concept which is familiar to everyone and is part of everyone's

daily experience. By contrast, effectiveness deals with quality. But,

quality immediately implies two things, namely, subjectivity and a

standard (i.e., requirement, objective, constraint), against which the

quality is to be measured.

However, there is no such thing as a universal standard of quality,

since quality is a function of goals and requirements and these, in

turn, depend on the specific set of candidate systems, processes,

approaches, etc. being analyzed and compared. As a result, there is

no universal measure and associated unit for quality.

The effectiveness assessment methodology used in this study is

intended to provide a mearis for quantifying quality and taking all

relevant considerations into account. The effectiveness ratings are

the units of quality. The following paragraphs discuss some of the

aspects and issues associated with the effectiveness assessment

methodology. The nature, use and interpretation of effectiveness ratings

are also discussed.

Subjective judgement, Repeatability and Validity of Results

Subjective judgements* of the analyst play a prominent role in the

development of effectiveness rating functions (ERFs) as well as the effective-

ness model structure and the associated weights. Thus, such subjective

judgements become an integral part of the resulting iPRis and are therefore

reflected in the effectiveness ratings of candidate system/vessel combina-

tions for the elementary factors/subfactors (and subsequently the M/E ratings

and the overall effectiveness ratings).

*It is noted that "subjective Judgement" is somewhat of a redundancy since it

is questionable whether there is such a thing as "objective judgement".
Thus, if the judgeme-it were purely objective, it would imply that the same
conclusion could be arrived at by lcgical deduction, in which case, it would
not be a judgement but rather a detrrmination and, in fact, could be per-
formed without human intervention - e.g., by a computer.
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This raises a potentially serious question regarding the meaning

and validity of the results. Thus, if the effectiveness ratings are dependent

on the particular analyst conducting the study, then it might be inferred

that if different decision makers conducted the analysis, different results

might be obtained, I.e., the results are not necessarily repeatable across

different analysts. Such an a priori conclusion regarding the seeming lack

of "stability" of the results, may be alarming or disturbing and may prompt

questions as to the identity and source of the "raal" or "true" ERFs. It is

noted, that a similar issue can be raised regarding the structure of the

effectiveness model and the associated weights.-

The resolution of this apparent dilemma lies in the nature, definition,

and intent of an effectiveness analysis. It Will be recalled that effective-

ness was defined as inherently being subjective in nature and dependent

on the decision-maker, i.e., effectiveness is what the decision-

maker says it is, or, effectiveness is in the eyes of the beholder.

Although this may seem like a circuitous and self-serving definition

of effectiveness, it is noted that it corresponlds to the manner in which

decisions are made by individuals whether in their personal lives or in

making consequential decisions based on highly technical information.

In fact, making a decision, by definition, implies the exercise of a sub-

Jective and Judgemental faculty, rather than a process of arriving at a

conclusion on the basis of some objective set of rules. Thu-, for example,

it would not be meaningful to ask someone to decide whether system A

weighs more than system B. Rather, one can be asked to determine whether

system A weighs more than system B. On the other hand, one cannot

determine, but rather one would have to decide whether one system aspect

<>s more important, better, nicer, worthier, preferred, etc., than another.

Another point to keep in mind in connection with. the nature of the

above allemma is that a numerical quantity for effectiveness is not meaning-,

ful in an absolute sense but only in a relative sense. Thus, regardless of

the specific numerical assignments that are made, as long as they are con-

sistent, differences among candidate system/vessel combinations can be
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brought out. This is the basic purpose of an effectiveness analysis. An

effectiveness analysis is not in itself a decision-making process. In-

stead, effectiveness analysis is a tool which the decision-maker can

use to obtain the information he needs in a systematic manner and organize

it in a conveni-ent form for use by him in the decision-making process.

Some' Characteristics and Features of the Effectiveness Assessment Methodology

The effectiveness assessment methodology developed as part of this

study has been found to be applicable for quantifying the effectiveness of

candidate system/vessel combinations at several levels of detail. It thus

enables a decision- maker to compare candidates with respect to different

individual aspects of effectiveness as well as the overall, effectiveness.

If used properly, this methodology can serve as a useful analytic tool for

cost-effectiveness studies, trade-off studies, sensitivity analyses, etc.

Some of the relevant characteristics and features of this methodology are

as follows:

It can accommodate all considerations of interest to the decision-

maker.

It synthesizes technical and objectively determined quantitative

system/vessel data with qualitative system/vessel information

and subjective judgements of the decision- maker.

It is highly flexible with respect to the range and magnitude of the

problems it can accommodate. Thus, the analysis can be either

very detailed and comprehensive which may be suitable for large-

scale systems, or it can be much Smaller in scope and less

detailed as warranted by the objectives of the study and the

data available.

It provides rasults at several levels of detail. Effectiveness ratings

for each candidate are provided on three levels as follows:
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An overall effectiveness rating

A rating for each effectiveness measure

A rating for each elementary factor/subfactor

It provides a means of determining the effect of changes in data,

assumptions, subjective Judgements, etc.

It has been found that application of the methodology tends to

clarify issues, may result in a fresh outlook and often new

insights are gained, even by knowledgeable individuals who

are familiar with the problem. This is due to the following

aspects of the methodology:

Effectiveness is defined in terms of, and directly related

to, the objectives, requirements and constraints of the

problem.

Development of the structure of the effectiveness model

requires the determination of overall assessment criteria

followed by a systematic and successive breakdown of

each overall criterion into constituent sub-criteria. This

process results in an in-depth examination of the problem.

Thus, issues which have either been overlooked or which

were vague and ill-defined are identified and resolved..

The need to assign a weight to designate the relative

importance of each criterion encourages reflection on the

basic issues pertaining to the objectives, requirements, etc.

Development of effectiveness rating functions results in

consideration of the relevant requirements, constraints,

the type of data available, the level of detail of the analysis,

and identification of the judgements used in deciding what

is desirable as well as undesirable.
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Properties, Interpretation and Use of Effectiveness Ratings

a. Meaning of Effectiveness Ratings

Although the overall effectiveness rating of a candidate is a

number in the range-of 0 to 100%, it cannot be legitimately

interpreted as a probability. Instead, the rating should be

interpreted as a measure of the overall quality or "worth" of

the candidate, determined as a weighted average of all con-

siderations, i.e., the extent to which the aggregate of all the

individual driterid are satisfied, weighted by the importance

of each one relative to the others. Also, overall effectiveness

ratings are to be used mainly for comparing candidate systems

rather than in an absolute sense.

Similarly, the ratings of candidates with respect to individual

MM/Es are not to be interpreted as probabilities. It is especially

important to keep this in mind when considering M/Es whose

attributes or characteristics are usually given as probabilities.

Examples of such M/Es are "RELIABILITY" and "MAINTAINABILITY"

whose ratings for a given candidate system do not have the usually

used interpretation of being the probability that the system will

not fail for a given period of time (Reliability) or the probability

that the system will be restored within a given time interval

(Maintainability). Instead, the ratings of candidates with

respect to these M/Es are to be used for comparing the Relia-

bility and Maintainability of the candidate systems. Furthermore,

these M/E ratings may be based either entirely on objectively

determined quantitative data, or partially on such data and

partially on quaiitative system information and subjective

judgements. Hence, it is important to be aware of the dis-

tinction between the Reliability and Maintainability of a

candidate system, which are characteristics or attributes of
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the system, and the effectiveness ratings of the system for the

M/Es "RELIABILITY" and "MAINTAINABILITY" which include sub-

jective Judgements pertaining to such issues as what constitutes

minimum acceptable ar.J ideal levels as well as the "worth" of

intermediate levels of the values fo. thbese attributes. It is

noted that the Reliability or Maintainability of a candidate

system, i.e., the associated probability values, may serve

as an input (I.e., the attribute variable in the effectiveness

rating function) in rating the system for the M/Es "RELL'\BILITY"

and "MAINTAINABILITY", but the rating may be based on other

inputs as well. If these probabilities are used as the attribute

variable and a linear relationship is u-7ed as the basis for the

effectiveness rating function (ERF), then the ratings for these

M/Es take on the values of the system Reliability and Maintain-

ability characteristics.

b. The Effect of Weights and Levels of Subordination on Ratings

Variations in overall effectiveness rating (RE) across candidate

systems are generally of smaller magnitude than variations in

ratings with respect to any one M/E for different systems.

Also, a variation in the value for overall effectiveness rating

of a system is -nuch more significant than a variation of the

same magnitude in the system rating (Rt) with respect to any

one M/E alone. The reason for these two conclusions is that

the overall system effectiveness rating is obtained as a sum

of the w•'iC ited system ratings with respect to the M/Es. Since

the w'eights are all in the range of 0 fo 100% (and their sum is

100%), they tend to smooth out (and sometimes swamp) the

variations in M/E ratings. Thus, a very large variation in any

one M/0 rating .must occur in order to have any significant

effect on the overall effectiveness rating (if everything else is

held constant). And, in order to produce a large upward (downward)
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variation in the overall effectiveness rating, extremely large

upward (downward) variations in the ratings with respect to

several M/Es must occur simultaneously (if no other varia-

tions occur).

The above conclusions can be simply illustrated with some

numerical examples. Thus, a 10% change in a system rating

with respect to an M/E which has a weight of 10% will result

in only a 1% change in the overall effectiveness rating for

that system. Simila:ly, even for an M/E which has a weight

o" 25%, a 10% change in the system rating with respect to

this M/E will result in only a 2.5% change in the overall

effectiveness rating for this system.

Since each M/E which is represented in the effectiveness model

is generally weighted in such a way that it alone does not dominate

the overall effectiveness rating, it is necessary to exercise some

caution in using the overall effectiveness rating values for making

decisions. This indicates the importance of examining the in-

dividual M/E ratings of a candidate in addition to Its overall

effectiveness rating.

Similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to the effect of

factor weights on the corresponding M/E rating and the effect of

subfactor weights on the corresponding factor ratings. In addi-

tion, this effect is multiplicative when more than one level is

considered. It is noted that this is not an unexpected result

and it is consistent with the fact that, generally, as the number

of considezations determining the outcome of a decision is in-

creased, the influence of any one consideration on the decision

must, of necessity, decrease. Thus, the overall effectiveness

rating is less sensitive to variations in factor ratings than it is
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to similar variations in M/E ratings, etc. On the other hand, it

should be kept in mind tnat the overall effectiveness of a system

is defined in terms of the aggregate of all criterla*rather than in

terms of any one criterion, and the weight assignments for relative

importance imply the manner in which the decision-maker is willing

to trade-off one criterion (consideration) for another one,

c. Use of Effectiveness Ratings

Effectiveness ratings reflect the characteristics and features of

the effectiveness assessment methodology discussed earlier

and hence the resulting effectiveness ratings should be inter-

preted accordingly. Following are some guidelines for the use

and interpretation of the overall effectiveness ratings as well

as the r3tings for each M/E.

The effectiveness assessment methodology does not in

itself constitute an automated decision process which

eliminates the need for a decision-maker. Instead, the

effectiveness assessment methodology is a tool to be

used by the decision-maker as an aid in analyzing and

evaluating the candidates. As, a result, the effectiveness

ratings should not be thought of as automatic indicators

of the effectiveness of the candidates independently of

the decision-maker so that necessity for any further con-

siderations is eliminated. Instead, since effectiveness

ratings represent the quantitative result of the synthesis

of objective and subjective system information, assumptions,

requirements and the subjective judgements of the decision-

maker, they should be used as a basis for making compari-

sons, trade-offs, analyzing the effects of changes in data

and/or assumptions, etc.

* This is analogous to the legal principle of reaching a verdict on the basis
of the "preponderance of evidence".
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Effectiveness ratings should not be used as the basis for

determining the viability of potential candidates. Such a

determt-nation must be made prior to the effectiveness

analysis as part of a preliminary analysis on the basis

of gross considerations (i.e., minimum requirements),

to eltninate non-viable candidates. As indicated in the

discussion on the effect of weights on ratings, the

effectiveness ratings are not adequate for providing the

type of gross differences between candidates which are

required for a preliminary analysis.

The effectiveness ratings are most meaningful when used

and interpreted in the context of the effectiveness model.

Hence, the more familiar one is with the effectiveness

model, the more meaningful are the ratings.

Although the overall effectiveness ratings of a candidate

are the most important and most often used indicator

(figure of merit) of the effectiveness assessment, the

individual M/E ratings for the candidate should also be

examined and the reasons for either poor or high ratings

should be understood. These M/E ratings may sometimes

provide a rationale for a decision which overrides the im-

portance of either a low or a high overall effectiveness

rating.

The overall effectiveness rating of a candidate is a quanti-

tative indication of its overall quality and hence is a

convenient figure of merit which can be used as a basis

for comparing and/or ranking'the candidates being con-

sidered.
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Although the effectiveness ratings are most meaningful in

a relative sense when comparing candidates against one

another, rather than in an absolute sense, the rating for

a candidate may be used as a rough indication of how well

or how poorly the candidate is likely to fulfill the estab-

lished goals and requirements. Thus, an overall effective-

ness rating of 100% means complete satisfaction of all

stated goals and requirements. Hence, if the overall

effectiveness ratings for all candidates are low, and

especially if the variation among them is small, it may

be the basis for a decision that none of the available

candidates are acceptable since the objectives and re-

quirements are not likely to be met by either one of them.

Prior to forming such a conclusion, one should first re-

examine the effectiveness model used to ascertain that it

is a reasonable conclusion. The extent to which effective-

ness ratings can be used in an absolute sense rather than

in a relative sense depends largely on the nature of the

elementary factor/subfactor effectiveness rating functions

(ERFs) used. Specifically, the important consideration in

this regard is whether the rating is based on comparison

of the attribute data to an absolute value or it is based on

comparing all other candidates to the candidate having the

largest (or smallest) value of the attribute variable, i.e.,

a rating based on scaling. ERFs based on comparison with

an absolute value yield an effectiveness model which lends

itself more readily for using effectivzziess ratings as a basis

of direct comparison of candidates with objectives and re-

quirements, than do ERFs which are based on scaling

procedures. On the other hand, it is usually more difficult

to formulate ERFs based on comoarison with an absolute
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value, since it generally is not obvious or casy to find a

basis for establishing the level of such an absolute value.

The interpretation of effectiveness ratings should be guided

by the following considerations:

An elementary factor/subfactor rating of zero for any

candidate does not imply that the candidate, as a

whole, is unacceptable. Instead, this should be

interpreted as meaning that a particular aspect of the

candidate (among many others being considered) which

is represented by the given ERF is not acceptable. This

point is best illustrated by an ERF which has two dis-

crete values only, namely, 0 and 100, and which

usually arises from a yes or no question.

Overall effectiveness ratings as well as individual M/E

ratings should be interpreted in the context of a weighted

average of multiple considerations. Hence, as was

pointed out in the discussion on the effect of weights

and levels of subordination on ratings, no one con-

sideration can generally dominate these ratings.

Since the overall effectiveness rating (or even individual

M/E ratings) will generally not be sufficiently sensitive

to variations in ratings for individual considerations

(i.e., criteria) which are of special interest to a decision-

maker, it is necessary to make special provisions for

drawing attention to such individual considerations. '

An effective way of accomplishing this is the technique

of "flagging" the criteria of interest by listing the

effectiveness ratings for them in a prominent position
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when presenting the results of the analysis. In the

candidate system/vessel combinations analyzed as

part of thLi study, the holding capacity of each

system for black and gray wastewater was thus

flagged by listing the ratings for these two criteria

in tables showing the results of the analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS

Management of Gray Water

The objective of managing gray water cannot be fully realized

with any of the candidate systems analyzed, and within the

guidelines of this study, on the following vessels:

GALLATIN (378')

VIGOROUS (210.')

POINT HERRON (82')

A flow-through treatment system (Grumman) is required in order

to provide full gray water holding capacity on the following

vessels:

FIREBUSH (180')

PAMLICO (160')

Full black and gray water holding capacity can be provided with

use of holding tanks and conventional full volume flush gravity

drains (WMS No. 1) on the WHITE SAGE (133').

Optimum Systems

The optimum (most cost-effective) candidate system on each

vessel as a function of holding ,capacity objectives is as follows:
Less Than Full Capacity Full Capacity For Full Capacity Fr

Vessel I For Black & Gray Water Black Water Only Black & Gray W ter

GALLATIN (378') 1 None

VIGOROUS (210') 1 14 None

FIREBUSH (180') - 1 5

PAMLICO (160') - 1 5

WHITE SAGE (133') - 1

POINT HERRON (82') 1 9 or 14 None
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The overall life-cycle costs (as well as the individual cost elements)

of the candidate systems varied over a large range on each vessel.

These variations are greater than those for the overall effectiveness

ratings.

Incinerators, Evaporators and Holding Tanks

Holding tanks are more cost-effective than either incinerators or

evaporators.

SEvaporators are more cost-effective than incinerators.

In all viable candidate system/vessel combinations, except for

WMS No. 9 on the VIGOROUS (210'), a holding tank can be

substituted for an incinerator or evaporator without sacrificing

full holding capacity for black water.

Vacuum Collection Versus Pump Collection

Comparison of WMS concepts based on reduced volume flush collection

which are similar except for the use of vacuum collection versus macerator/

transfer (M/T) pump collection leads to the following conclusions:

SThere are no consistent patterns for !ife-cycle cost or for

cost-effectiveness. This indicates that other considerations,

namely differences in WMS equipment configurations and dif-

ferences in vessel characteristics, are more important.

'Pump collection is more effective than vacuum collection.

Vessel Mission Profile Characteristics

The holding time goal for a vessel is an important system design

parameter which has a strong influence on determining candidite

WMS equipment configuration and the feasibility (as well as t.he

cost) of installation. Analysis of vessel holding times leads to

the following conclusions:
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On some vessels, the maximum holding time is much larger

than all other holding times. The ratio of the maximum

holding time to the next smaller holding time on these

vessels is as follows:

- VIGOROUS (210') - more than 2 to 1

- FIREBUSH (180') - approximately 5 to 1

- PAMLICO (160') - more than 2 to 1

- POINT HERRON (82') - more than 5 to 1

The maximum holding time for most vessels is due to

the unavailability of waste receiving facilities at non-home

ports or operation within inland waters.

The WMS utilization factor is an important parameter in determining

WMS operating and maintenance costs. This vessel mission

profile characteristic varied over a wide range, from 1.8 % for the

POINT HERRON (82') to 31% f- the PAMLICO (160').

The Cost Effectiveness Analysis Methodology

The cost effectiveness analysis methodology developed and applied

as part of this study is a powerful and versatile analytic tool, useful

for making decisions in the context of comparing competing candidates.

The numbers which result from the quantification of life-cycle cost

and effectiveness can be manipulated to reveal important properties

of the candidates, determine the presence or absence of trends and

the reasons for them, examine issues of interest to the decision

maker, make inferences and arrive at conclusions. This methodology

can successfully interact with the various supporting studies used to

develop the necessary data (e.g., MSD analysis, WMS installation

analysis). It does this by providing structure and direction to these

studies and then accepts the results of these analyses and integrates

them with the other considerations which form the context of the

problem.
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Some of the salient properties of the effectiveness assessment

methodology are:

Effectiveness is directly related and tailored to the goals

requirements, and other issues forming the context relevant

to the candidates being analyzed. All considerations of

.interest can be addressed and accommodated.

It successfully integrates quantitative objective data,

qualitative objective and subjective data, and less tangible

information such as goals, requirements, constraints,

policies, guidelines, assumptions, and the subjective

Judgements of the decision-maker.

It can handle, in a practical way, tne large'amounts of data

which must be accommodated in order to examine the numerous

considerations involved in selecting an optimum candidate.

It provides results (effectiveness ratings) at three different

levels of detail. These are useful in interpreting the quantita-

tive results in terms of system features and characteristics

in the context of the original goals and assumptions.

Some of the salient properties of the life-cycle cost model

are:

It accommodates the large amount of data required and addresses

the numerous dependencies and assumptions which affect the

life-cycle cost of candidate wastewater management systems
(vessel characteristics, subsystem/ec; )ment reliability

and maintainability, discount rate, etc.).

Costs are provided at several different levels of detail. These

are useful in studying system properties and'making inferences.
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It provides operating and maintenance characteristics which

are of interest in themselves, in addition to their economic

implications (man-hour requirements, vessel resource

requirements, logistic requirements, etc.).

The computations required, when executed manually, are

tedious, time consuming, subject to error and must be

performed by an individual familiar with the candidate systems,

vessels and the underlying assumptions. It is therefore

impractical to reevaluate the life-cycle cost manually due to

changes in configuration, data, parameters, assumptions, etc.

Automation of the life-cycle cost model is necessary in order to
provide a flexible and generalized life-cycle cost analysis

methodology.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Candidate Systems

A system employing existing conventional full volume flush

gravity drains in conJusiction with black and gray water holding

tanks (i.e., WMS No. 1) should be specified for vessels on

which this WMS concept provides full holding capacity for both

black and gray wastewaters. The WHITE SAGE (133') is a

candidate for this system concept. In addition, if the Coast

Guard policy with respect to gray water management and/or'

mr, %imum holding time is modified (see ensuing paragraphs),

the use'of this WMS concept should be considered for other

vessels as well.

A holding tank should be specified in place of an incinerator or

evaporator in .lystem/vessel combinations where this is relevant.

Unless significant breakthroughs in the physical, operational and

economic characteristics of incinerators occur, their use should

not be considered. A poss le exception might be in those cases

where their advantage of pro iding an indefinite holding time

becomes ar overriding consi eration.

The use of evaporators shou d not be considered.

Objectives, Policies and Programs

. In view of the consequences (economic, system configuratic!/

Sequipment sizing, and feas' ility of installation) of long and

atypical holding times for s e vessels, possibilities for

eliminating some of the conditions which give rise to them should

be investigated. Two possit ilities are as follows:
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Reexamine the policy of not providing waste receiving

facilities at vessel's non-home porh.. The possibility of

making such pumpout facilities available both at Coast Guard

and other ports of interest should be considered.

The guideline of using the maximum holding time as the

basis for determining the holding capacity objectivos for

a vessel should be reexamined. As a consequence of this,

it will either be necessary to modifyvessel operational profiles

or emission standards will be violated, albeit infrequently.

In view of the difficulty of and/or the reduction in cost-effective-

ness resulting from the requirement of managing gray water, the

following should be considered:

Eliminate the objective of managing gray water, at least

on some vessels.

Consider the possibility of reducing the hydraulic load due

to gray water. This might be best done in conjunction with the

black water hydraulic load management (perhaps based on reuse

concepts) as an integrated waste reduction program for

hotel wastes on board U.S. Coast Guard vessels.

In view of the cost-effectiveness of holding tanks, effective

and efficient tank aeration procedures should be devised and

implemented to eliminate negative habitability and safety effects

of holding tanks.

The effect of the newly established 200-mile limit for territorial

waters on the results and conclusions of this study should be

evaluated. Such an evaluation should proceed from an examination

of how and to what extent the mission profiles of vessels which

are affected by the new limit would be modified. The consequences

of modified mission profile characteristics could then be investigated.
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The results and conclusions of this study should be reviewed

in the light of the recent Coast Guard survey and analysis of

wastewaters aboard the vessels included in this study. Such an

evaluation should compare the experimentally established waste

generation rates with those assumed for the purposes of this study

to determine the effect of candidate WMS configurations and

equipment sizing.

The. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Methodology

Application of the cost effectiveness analysis methodology

developed as part of this study should be considered for other

problems. Due to the generality of the underlying concepts and

the flexibility with respect to the scope of problem and data

availability of both the life-cycle cost and the effectiveness

modeling approaches, this methodology can be applied to

problems of the same, smaller, or larger scope than that of

selecting WMS candidates for vessels. Its application to

wastewater management systems should not be viewed as a'

limitation but rather as a demonstration. This methodology is

applicable to any problem in the context of studying competing

candidates and selecting an oktirnum. In addition, either the

life-cycle cost analysis model alone or the effectiveness

assessment methodology alone can sometimes be used to

advantage in some situations.

The life-cycle cost model should be automated in order to m,.ke

available a flexible and at the same time, practical life-cycle

cost analysis methodology. Such automation is essential in

order to facilitate reevaluation of results due to: changes in

data, system configuration, assumptions and guidelines;

application to other systems; and to facilitate sensitivity

analyses.
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The definitions and abbreviations of certain terms used in conjunction

with this study are given below.

ABBREVIATIONS

ERF Effectiveness rating function

M/E - Measure of effectiveness

MSD - Marine sanitary device

WMS - Wastewater management system (for black and gray

wastewaters)

DEFINITIONS

Attribute

A quantitative or qualitative characteristic of the candidate systems/

subsystems/equipments and/or vessels which is used as the basis for

assigning an effectiveness rating to elementary factors/subfactors. Attri-

bute is also used in connection with the following:

* Attribute Data

The quantitative or qualitative "values" of specific attributes

or attribute variables for the candidate system/vessel com-

binations.

Attribute Variable

A variable which is used for quantifying an attribute of candidate

system/vessel combinations. Attribute variables are often

functions which relate attribute data at the system/subsystem/

equipment/vessel level to a numerical or qualitative "value"

which is used in conjunction with effectiveness rating functions

to obtain an effectiveness rating for elementary factors/s ubfactors.
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Black Water

Wastewaters which includes sewage, i.e., the output from commodes

and urinals, and garbage grinder slurry.

Bravo Status

The time allowed for a vessel to get underway.

Charlie Status

The vessel is tied up for maintenance, usually at its own home port.

Effectiveness

The overall quality of a candidate determined on the basis of how

well the candidate fulfills specified'objective, requirements and constraints.

Effectiveness can be quantified and the resulting number is the effectiveness

rating of the candidate which is a quantitative measure of the degree to

which the candidate has satisfied the aggregate of all established individual

criteria and their relative importance.

Effectiveness Rating Function (ERF)

A rule which relates one or more qualitative or quantitative system/

subsystem/equipment/ vessel characteristics (attributes) to an effectiveness

rating for an elementary factor or subfactor.

Elementary Factor/Subfactcr

A factor or subfactor which has no subordinate subfactors and which

can be readily related to a single attribute (or a function of one or more

attributes) of the candidate system/vessel combinations being analyzed.

Factors

The set of criteria which are implied by a M/E. Factors are char-

acterized (for any candidate system/vessel combination) numerically by

two quantities, namely, a rating (which measures how well the candidate

satisfies the criterion) and a weight (which indicates how important

this factor is in relation to the other factors of the same M/E).
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Wastewaters which include: the output from galley drains (sinks, kettles,

dishwasher excluding the garbage grinder); turbid waters from lavoratories,

showers and laundry; drainage from air conditioners, drinking fountains

and interior deck drains including those in head spaces.

Holding Times

The continuous time intervals during which a vessel is in restricted

waters and/or in any non-home port, other than a yard. The maximum

Holding Time for a given vessel is the longest holding time encountered

during the time period over which data was taken. During holding time

intervals, wattewaters may not be discharged overboard and therefore have

to undergo Treatment/Di~posal by the vessel WMS (i.e., it must operate in

the primary mode).

Level of Subordination

The indenture of a given factor or subfactor in the hierarchical

s~ructure of the effectiveness model. A numbering scheme used to uniquely

identify each factor/subfactor with each M/E indicates the level of sub-

ordination.

Measures of Effectiveness (M/E)

The set of highest level criteria used as the basis for assessing the

overall effectiveness of candidate, system/vessel combinations. M/Es

are characterized ',for any candidate system/vessel combination) numerically

by two quantitiea.() amely, a rating (which measures how well the candidate

satisfies the criterion) and a weight (which indicates how important this

M/E is in relation to the others).

Optimum Candidate

The most cost-effective candidate based on a specified optimum can-

didate selection criterion.
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Rating

A quantity which measures the degree to which a candidate satisfies

either a single criterion or the aggregate of a set of criteria and their relative

importance. A rating is given as a percentage in the range of 0 to 100%

using the convention that the higher the rating the greater the degree accept-

ability or quality of the candidate and vice versa. Ratings are used in

conjunction with the following:

* Overall effectiveness

W M/Es

* Factors

* Subfactors

* Elementary factors/subfactors

Refurbishment

Unscheduled vessel repairs which cannot be made at a vessel's home

port and hence are made at a yard.

Scheduled Yard Availability

Time set aside for vessel maintenance and, overhaul at a yard.

Sortie

The various vessel movements, i.e., the transits in and out of

restricted waters, arrivals at and departures from ports, etc., associated

with the normal operations of a vessel. For purposes 'of this study, a

sortie is initiated when a vessel leaves its own home port or a yard

(i.e.. when it is disconnected from a shore waste receiving facility) and

ends when the vessel arrives at its own home port or at a yard (i.e., when

it is connected to a shore waste receiving facility).
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Sufactors

The set of criteria which are implied by a factor or another higher

level subfactor. Subfactors are characterized (for any given candidate

system/vessel combination) numerically by two quantities, namely a

rating (which measures how well the candidate satisfies the criterion) and

a weight (which indicates how important this subfactor is in relation to

the other subfactors at the same level of subordination under the corres-

ponding factor/subfactor).

Times Beyond Restricted Waters

The continuous time intervals during which a vessel is beyond

restricted waters. When a vessel is beyond restricted waters, it may

discharge wastewaters overboard (i.e., the WMS may operate in the over-

board discharge mode).

A quantity which indicates the importance of each criterion in relation

to the others, at the same level of subordination in the hierarchical structure

of he effectiveness model. A weight is given as a percentage in the range

of to 100%, using the convention that the higher the weight the more

im rtant the criterion (in relation to the others at the same level) and

vic versa. Weights are assigned such that their sum is equal to 100 for

all riteria at the same (and every) level of subordination. Weights are

use in conjunction with the following:

. M/Es

Factors

* Subfactors

* Elementary factors/subfactors
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APPENDIX A

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF WMS CONCEPTS
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1. Full Volume Flush Gravity Collection/Holding Tank for Black Water!
Holding Tank for Gray Water

I • I Pier Connection

Overboard

I
1.1

Compresse

Holdig Tan

SewageGalleyTurbi



2. Full Vo~lume Flush Oil Recirculation and Gravity Collec'~on/Chrysler
System with Sludge Holdinig Tank for Sewage/Holding Tank for Gray Water

Pier Connection

Recirculating
Sawag 09 GlleyTurbid

DisiknDeciant

Separationr 

Fluid Air 
s r-E

HligTank Holding Tanki
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3. Full Volume Flush Oil Recirculation and Gravity Collection/Chrysler,
System with Incinerator for Sewage/Holding Tank for Gray Water

Pier Connection

Overboard

Recirculating

Sewage Oil JGalley Turbid

S•-Disinfectant

Fcert aeck DrainsgSepui Press A- A/C Conden--
SprtnTank Man- ization stD .

,,enance sae .F
• I Recirculating Oil

Sludge Surge '
or Garbage

Ejection Tank Grinder ': Gravity

S'Compressed Air,

I L Fuel Oil
Holding Tank

Ash
Blower
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Pier Connection

4. Full Volume Flush Cravity Collection/
Grumman Flow Through System with
Sludge Holding Tank for Black Water/ Ovcrboard
Holding Tank for Gray Water

Sewage Galley Turbid

Garbage Deck Drains
Grtnder A/C Conden-

sate, D. F.

_ Gravity Bypass

Influent Galley/TurbidSSurge Tank Holding Tank

Feed Tank Ce ntrifuge Centrate

Tank

Compressed Sludge ecoTa3
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f. Lull Volume Flush Gravity Collection/ Pier Connection
Grumman Flow Through System with
Sludge Holding Tank for Combined
Black and Gray Waters

Overboard

Sewage Galley Turbid

GarbageDeck Drains
Garbage A/C Conden-

Ssate, 
D . F.

Influent At dea or pier use
Surge Tank

Feed Tank Centrifuge C Tank

Ozone Effluent
Reactor Tank

Compressed
Air Foam

At Sea or Sludge Ozone
Pier use Holding Ta Generator

Pier use-n



6. Full Volume Flush Gravity Collection/Holding
Tank for Black Water/Grumman Flow Through Ii
System with Sludge Holding Tank forI N
Gray Water I

Overboard

Sewage Galley Turbid

G Deck Drains
Garbage IA/C Conden-
Grinder sate, D. F.

Gravity Bypass

At sea Influent

Compressed Pier us Surge Tank

Air

-- ] Sewage

At Piruse Sludge OonPing TankeHolding Tank Generator
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7. N11 Vrolume Flush Gravity Collection/ rCneto
-Grumman Flow T roug System withPirCneto
Sludge Incinerator for Black Water/
Holding Tank for Gray-Water

Overboard

Sewage Galley Turbid

Garbage Deck Drains
Grinder A/C Conden-GaiyBps

S a t e , D p. P .r - - - - - -

GalAsh

Turbi



S. Full Volume Flush Gravity Collection/
Grumman Flow Through System with I P _,, i
Sludge Incinerator for Combined
Black and Gray Waters Overboard

Sewage Galley Turbid

Garbage Deck Drains
Garider A/C Conden-

Grinder sate, D. F.

Feed Tank Generator C

Air •Blower-

Fuel, Oil
Day Tank

FeeTn kenerator]
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9a. JERED Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum Collection/Holding Tank for
Concentrated Black Water/Holding Tank for Gray Water

Pier Connection

, Overboard

Sewage I Galley Turbid

GbeDeck DrainsGarbage A/C Conden.
Grinder sati, D. P.

I

Vacuum I | _ el
Collction 

Interce

Tank Di Device iGravityByoass -
/'~ ~ •; - - -: -". .

Sewag At sa orGalley/Turbi
gHolding Tank se ank

C6mpressed Air
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9b. JERED Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum Collection/Concentrated Black
Water Held in VCT/Holding Tank for Gray Water

I Pier Connection

Overboard

Galeley Turbid
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10 JERED Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum Collection/Incinerator for
Concentrated Black Water/Holidinig Tank for Gray water

Pier ConnectiorL

Sewage GrinderTri

HoDing Traink,

incinInterface

Colcto I

Feed Tank
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1.JEME Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum Colilation,/GA¶ Evaporator
for Concentrated Black Water/ Holding Tlank -for Gray Water

I ~Pier Connection~.

Sewage Garbage
Griner GlleyTurbid

Flush-out Catalyti

watr OIntzerfc

Dep~ir Com cessediyByas->

Slcudge

TA 
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12a. JERED Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum Collection/
Holding Tank for Concentrated Black Water/ fl ler Connection
Grumman Flow Through System with Sludge
Holding Tank for Gray Water

Overboard

Sewage Galley Turbid

GarbaeDeck Drains
Ganb•age•A/ Cond n-1
Grlnd'.r | |sate, D. F ,

Gravity
I ,By,'mass

D Interace At Sea Influent

~ or Pie
a, Ieflue

. - .. ir Surge Tank

tVacutum
Collection

Tank

Sewage Centrate
Holding Tank - C ntrifuge go Tank

Compressed Air
!ISludge. Ozone Effluent

SReactor Tank

At Pier Use S udge Ozone

Hol ing Tank Generator
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13. JERED Reduced Volume Flush Vacuum
Collection/Grumman Flow Through
System for Gray Water/Incinerator for
=P-C~Tc~entra ted Black: Water Overboard,

and Gray Water Sludge

Sewage Galley Turbid

Garbage Dock Drains
Grinde A/C Conde-

Grindersate. D. F.

1 ~Grait
IInterface I Bps

Dev ice [1
t.-- At Sea and Pier Use

SurgeDa Tank aw

At eaan



14. GATX Reduced Volume Flush M/T Pump Collection/Holding Tank for
Concentrated Black Water/Holding Tank for Gray Water

I Pier Connection

Overboard

A-'

Sewage
M/T pump Galley Turbid
Collection a

l Deck Drains,
Garbage A/C Conden-
Grinder ...sate,. D. P./

At Sea or Pier Usep Galley/Turbd

Holding Tank

Sewage

Hol,.ilng Compressed Air
Tarak
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15. GATX Reduced Volume Flush M/T Pump Collection/Incinerator for
Concentrated Black Water/Holding Tank for Gray Water

- Pier Connection

Overboard

Sewage

WT Pump A Galley Turbid
Collection

Deck Drains

Garbage A/C Conden-

Grinder sate, D. F.

IV
Gravity Bypass

Incinerator Galley/Turbid
Feed Tank ''Holding Tank

ABlower

Incinrato • • Fuel Oil

IncinratorDay Tank"
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16. GATX Reduced VoLume Flush-M/T Pump Collection/GATX Evaporator for
Concentrated Black Water/Holding Tank for Gray.Water

Pier Connection

Overboard

Sewage

M/T Pump Galley Turbid

Collection

Deck Drains
A/C Conden-Garbage sate, D. F.Grinder

Gravity Bypas s

AtSa and
r - 4 Pier Use

SEvaporator Galley/Turbi
IFeed Tank Vent Holding Tank

Catalytic
Oxidizer

Compresoe~d •

Evaportor • Flush-out

S~Water
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17. GATX Reduced Volume Flush M/T Pump
Collection/Holding Tank for Concentrated
Black Water/Grumman Flow Through t- -ier Connection
System with Slud_ Holding Tank for

Gray Water

Overboard

Sewage
M/T Pump Galley Turbid
Collection

Deck Drains
Garbage A/C Conden-
Grinder sate, D. F.

Gravity
Bypass I

At sea or Influent-
Pe s Surge Tank

SSewege

Holding TankI Feed Tank

Sludg•Ozone Effluent
SldeReactor I Tank

S ..... • • cam' I
Slfudge Oz one

Holding Tank Generator
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18. GATX Reduced Volume Flush M/T Pier Connection
Pump Collection/Grumnan Flow
TXhrough S.s•m for Gray Water/
Incinerator for Both Concentrated
Black Water and Gray Water SludaeOverboard

Sewage

M/T Pump Galley Turbid
Collection F

IDeck Drains Il
Garbage A/C Conden-
Grinder sate. D. e.

Gra y Bypass

S•At Sea and Pier Used•

Gray Water Cntiug ,-i Centrate

• ~Surge Tank CetiueTank

~~II

S$ 
.IAt Sea andJ

Pier Use

Feed Sl!udge Oz one Effluent
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL WMS OPERATING

CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS BASED
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL WMS MAINTENANCE

CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS BASED

ON CONTINUOUS OPERATION
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ESTIMATED WMS OVERHAUL COSTS
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APPENDIX E

ESTIMATED ANNUAL WMS OPERATING

CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS BASED

ON PROJECTED WMS UTILIZATION
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APPENDIX F

ESTIMATED ANNUAL WMS MAINTENANCE

CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS BASED

ON PROJECTED WMS UTILIZATION
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APPENDIX G

PRESENT VALUE OF ESTIMATED LIFE-CYCLE

WMS OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
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APPENDIX H

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF LIFE-CYCLE COST
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Derivation of Formulds for Sensitivity Analysis

The following definitions are used:

C - Overall WMviS life cycle cost

A - WMS acquisition cost

I - WMS installation cost

OC/T - Annual operating cost of WMS (black water) Collection/

Transport subsystem based on continuous WMS operation

O/D - Annual operating cost of WMS Treatment/Disposal

subsystem (black and gray) based on continuous WMS

operation

PM - Annual WMS preventive maintenance cost for (black water)

Collection/Trans port subsystem and the Treatment/

Disposal subsystem (black and gray) based on continuous

WMS operation

CMC/T - Annual correcti,.e maintenance cost of WMS (black water)

Collection/Trans port subsystem based on continuous

WMS operation

CMT/D - Annual corrective maintenance cost of WMS Treatment/

Disposal subsystem (black and gray) based on continuous

WMS operation

OH - WMS overhaul cost (per overhaul)

U - WMS utilization facto, (for black and gray) Treatment/

Disposal subsystem for a given vessel

F , 6. 144566 - Discount factor applicable to operating, preventive and

and corrective maintenance costs (based on a 10% effective

discount rate and a useful system life of 10 years)
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F - 2.925983 - Discount factor applicable to overhaul maintenance
costs (based on a 2-year overhaul cycle, a 10%

effective discount rate and a useful system life of

10 years).

A This symbol, appearing in front of any one of the above

symbols, designates a change in the quantity represented

by that symbol.

In terms of the above symbols, the overall life cycle cost (C) of

any candidate system on a given vessel is related to its various cost

elements by the expression

C=A++ F [O c/T +U T/D+CM C/T+ U MT/D) +PM +F 2 [OH1

The sensitivity of the overall cost to a -change (error) in any one of the

cost elements can be readily determined by introducing a change in that

cost element, keeping the other cost elements constant, and deriving the

expression for the resulting change in overall cost. Thus, a change in

acquisition cost (A A) is related to the change in overall cost (AC) by the

expression

C + AC = A + AA + (Remainder of of previous expression)

C+AC= AA+A+ (+

C

.. AA= AC

The percentage change in acquisition cost is related to the change

in overall cost by the expression

A A M O A C
A A
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The above expression can be used to determine the percentage change

in acquisition cost which will result in a given change in overall life cycle

cost. As an example, in order to determine the percentage change in

acquisition cost that will result in a , 0% change in WMS life-cycle cost,

10% of the life cycle cost (AC) and the acquisition cost (A) are substituted

in the above expression and the result is the required percentage change

in acquisition cost.

Similarly, the percentage change in installation cost (Al) is related

to the change in overall cost by the expression

A• I 100A C
"M= (2)

The senslti-Aty of the overall cost to the annual operating cost of the

Collection/T-ansport subsystem (0 is obtained from the relation

C/

C+&C=I+A+ "I [oCT +'CIT +(T/D) +CC/T + CM T/D + PM ] 2

C+ACI1+A+, 1 j[Oc" UO,) +CM + U (M )+PI +F LJ+FLO~~
C

Hence,

AOC/T 1006C
(%) =(3

0 C/T OC/T (F1)
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Similarly, the following other relationships are obtained:

AC ./T M I OOAC(4CMc/
cmCTc C/C Tci(Fi) (4

and

APM( 1 ooAc
PM PM (F1) (S)

The relationship between AOT/D and AC is derived from the
expression

[4 (T/D T /D) C/ + U(CN r\ D M+F CH
C+~CI+A+P[O,+uo+J ) c ,D P j+ L J

'.C I A C/T7+ U(OT/) + CMC/T (CMT/D) PM]+2F[(A] pau(Io)]

C

Ac

0 AcT/D F1 (U)

"%OT/D 100 AC

T/D OT/D (FI)U (6)

Similarly,

CMT/D D100C

CMT/D CMT/D(F7)
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A change in WMS overhaul maintenance cost ( AOH, is related to a

change in overall life cycle cost by the expression:

C+AC =A +I +Fl[OC/,T +J(o,/) +CMCT +U(CMr,,/+P] +i [2 Oi +641

C+AC = A+I+FI [%C/T +U(OT,) +CMc/,+ U MT/) +PI +F , [ F ]

C

. 2. CAOH] C

F2

Therefore,

1O ) - (8)
OH (F2 )

The sensitivity cf the overall cost to the WMS utilization factor

is derived from the relationship:

C+AC=I++F1 T + C+, + + + +P +

CtCiAF1 [OC/,T+ UCT /)D + CMC +U (CMT) )+PM] 2'~ ilL1 [I, OT/D+DMT/I

C

AC = F1I [(A u) (oT/D + CM T/D)]

AU = AC
F1 (OT/D + CMT/D)

Au -% 100 AC
U U F"N /0 + -CMT/D T/D)
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The sensitivity of the overall life-cycle cost to a change in present value

factors (F1 or F2 ) can be investigated by following a procedure similar to

that for the cost elements and the utilization factor. The effect of a change

(AF1) in the present value factor (F1 ) for WMS operating, preventive and cor-

rective maintenance costs is derived from the expression:

C+&C =A+I+ +&F [C/T +U OT/D) + CMC/T +U MT/T +Pm]+ F2H

C+4C ~A+I+F0 E+CM +(M+ PM1 + FoI+0F +ur \+ciRx +( \Pl
TC 2 j [OC/T + /) CIT \

C

AtC O AF 1 C/T + U Z U + C CMc/T +U(CMT/i+ PM]

1O/5U(T/D)CMC/T + U (CM` '+PM

, "10oo Ac

T F1 E[Oc/T + U C(T/D+ C Mc/T + U CMT/D)+ 'M] 0

It is noted that the expression in the denominator is the product of F1 and

the annual cost of operation, preventive mai.ntenance and corrective main-

tenance based on WMS utilization factor. This product is also equal to the

present value of the life cycle cost of operation, preventive maintenance and

corrective maintenance.

The sensitivity of the overall life-cycle cost to a change (AF2) in the

present value factor (F2 ) for WMS overhaul is determined from the relation:

C+AC =.A+I+F'1 [OC/T +UQ,/)D + MC/T+U (CMTD) + Pm]+ (F2 ++ F[OH]

C+6c =A+I+' CT+Fr 'TD+ CM + U(C'ND +PM Ol S

C
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.. AC= F2 (OH)

AC
F2 =-OH

*F2  _100A

f2 (% F2(OH)-2 () - -2 ('• ) I(11)

The expression in the denominator is the present'value of the life-

cycle cost of WMS overhauls.

It is noted that the expressions in (10) and (11) can be used to determine

the sensitivity of the overall life-cycle cost to changes in the present value

factors F and F2. However, these present value factors, in turn, are based on

a number of assumptions and the above sensitivity relationships do not

directly indicate which assumption is the dominant one. The governing

assumptions for F1 are the following:

An effective discount rate of 10% which includes the combined

effects of inflation and interest rates.

A useful system life of 10 years.

The corresponaing assumptions for F2 are as follows:

An effective discount rate of 10%.

A useful system life of 10 years.

WMS overhaul intervals of two years.

The above result for the present value factor F can be related to the

assumed effective discount rate (I) and the useful system life (-I) by the

following relationship:

(1 + I)n 1
F1  = (I + In

Similarly, an expression for the prevent value factor F can be

developed in terms of I, n and the overhaul interval.
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Table H- 1

Summary of Formulas for Sensitiv'ity Analysis

Cost Element or Cost-Dependent Formula Formula
Parameter Being Varied No.

Acquisition cost (A) AA M = 100ACA A

Installation cost (I) =() C 2I

Annual operating cost of the (black A0c/T 1001nC

water) Collection/Transport subsystem /(% (lC 3
based on continuous operation (0C/T) OC/T OC/T(F1)

Annual corrective maintenance cost of the ACMc/T 100.C
(black water) Collection/Trans port subsys.- C M 4
tem based on continuous operation (CMC/T) CMC/T CMC/T(F1)

Annual system preventive maintenance APM (%) 1 00 C
cost based on continuous operation (PM) PM PM (Fl)

Annual operating cost of the Treatment/ AOT/D _______

Disposal subsystem (black and gray) /,OT (%) _ 6
based on continuous operation (OT/D) T,'D OT/D(FI)U

Annual corrective maintenance cost of the ACMT/D I0OAC
Treatment/Disposal subsystem (black and (%) = 100!)
gray) based on continuous operation (CM/' CM T/D CMTAD(FI)U

System overhaul cost - per overhaul (OH) WOH IOOA, 10 C 8"OH OH(F 2 )

Utilization factor for the Treatment/ AU 100/nOC
Disposal subsystem - black and gray (U) U U(FI) (OT!D+ CT)

Present value factor for
opc ration, preventive mair, :ncince and -- ovc %4 10

corrective maintenance (FI)

Present value factor for overhaul (F2 ) PF2 ( -O ) c
Prsn 2 F2 (OH)1
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